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Electron beam lithography is capable of dening structures with sub-10nm linewidths.
To exploit this capability to produce working devices with structures dened in multiple
`lithographic steps' a process of alignment must be used. The conventional method of
scanning the electron beam across simple geometrically shaped markers will be shown
inherently to limit the alignment accuracy attainable. Improvements to alignment allow
precise placement of elements in complex multi-level devices and may be used to realise
structures which are signicantly smaller than the single exposure resist limit.
Correlation based alignment has been used previously as an alignment technique,
providing improvements to the attainable accuracy and noise immunity of alignment. It
is well known that the marker pattern used in correlation based alignment has a strong
inuence on the magnitude of the improvements that can be realised. There has, to
date, however, been no analytical study of how the design of marker pattern aects the
correlation process and hence the alignment accuracy possible. This thesis analyses the
correlation process to identify the features of marker patterns that are advantageous for
correlation based alignment. Several classes of patterns have been investigated, with
a range of metrics used to determine the suitability and performance of each type of
pattern. Penrose tilings were selected on this basis as the most appropriate pattern type
for use as markers in correlation based alignment.
A process for performing correlation based alignment has been implemented on a com-
mercial electron beam lithography tool and the improvements to the alignment accuracy
ivhave been demonstrated. A method of measuring alignment accuracy at the nanometer
scale, based on the Fourier analysis of inter-digitated grating has been introduced.
The improvements in alignment accuracy realised have been used to facilitate the
fabrication of `nanogap' and `nanowire' devices { structures which have application in
the elds of molecular electronics and quantum conduction. Fabrication procedures for
such devices are demonstrated and electrical measurements of such structures presented
to show that it is a feasible method of fabrication which oers much greater exibility
than the existing methods for creating these devices.
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Electron beam lithography has been used in the fabrication of microelectronic circuits
and devices for over 50 years [1]. It has the advantage of being a \maskless" form of
lithography and exhibits extremely high resolution - capable of producing lines with
widths of less than 10nm [2{7]. However, as devices become increasingly smaller and
more densely packed, the tolerances on all stages of nanofabrication also become more
stringent. The process of alignment [8] is a crucial step in device fabrication and therefore
any improvement of the current method is of profound interest, with benets extending
to all elds of semiconductor fabrication.
The limitations of the current methods of alignment preclude the direct use of litho-
graphic techniques in the fabrication of the smallest devices. This has forced researchers
to come up with novel, but in many cases complex, methods to circumnavigate the short-
comings of poor alignment [9, 10]. These and the, so called, \self-aligned" fabrication
techniques severely limit the processes which can be used. A substantial improvement
in the accuracy of the alignment process would allow similar structures to be fabricated
using direct lithographic denition, providing much greater freedom in the fabrication
process that can be used.
To overcome the limitations of conventional alignment there have been several at-
tempts to implement an improved alignment process. These began with the attempts in
1978 to improve the design of the markers [11] and the quality of the detected backscat-
tered electron signal [12]. While the initial research did provide an increase in accuracy, it
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still relied on the same underlying method of detection and therefore was still limited by
the same fundamental problems. The rst alternative process to be suggested exploited
techniques from the image registration and pattern recognition elds. Holburn et al. [13]
suggested that an alignment algorithm based on the process of correlation could be used
to perform precise alignment in electron beam lithography.
Correlation, in image processing terms, is a process that measures the similarity
between two images. As such, it can be used to locate a marker by correlating a reference
image of the marker with an image of the marker as exposed on the wafer with the
associated distortions present. One of the main advantages of using a correlation method
is that correlation is a linear and therefore analysable process, allowing an analytical
study of alignment to be performed. Secondly correlation acts as a matched lter, and
as will be shown in section 2.2.4.1 this optimises the signal-to-noise ratio when locating
markers in images with noise.
Correlation also removes the limitation of using simple geometric shapes as markers,
since locating the markers no longer relies on scanning the electron beam across pairs of
parallel edges. This opens up the possibility of investigating the use of more sophisticated
patterns as markers, and indeed there have been some interesting results obtained using
specially designed markers and correlation based alignment [14{17]. Correlation based
methods have already been used for alignment in electron beam lithography, most recently
by Anderson et al. [18], and several authors have noted that the use of more sophisticated
markers leads to an improvement in the accuracy [16] or to an increase in noise immunity
[15, 19]. However, there has to date been no detailed study into how the design of a
marker aects the attainable accuracy of an alignment process.
There are several other elds where similar optimisation criteria are required on pat-
terns or sequences that are also used in correlation based procedures. Correlation lters
have many applications in communications and data transmission, such as multiplexing
functions and error checking & correcting codes [20{22]. However, one of the rst appli-
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cations for patterns with `good' autocorrelation functions was suggested by Dickie [23],
who proposed the use of complex aperture patterns in X-ray astronomy to improve the
signal to noise ratio of weak signals. The initial idea came from the need to boost the
amount of signal reaching a detector, while maintaining the high angular resolution that
is provided by using a small aperture. The principle was to use many small apertures
to allow more of the signal to reach the detector, however each pinhole produces its own
image at the detector and a method to `decode' the overlapping images is necessary.
This can be done by deconvolving the detected signal with the aperture pattern, however
this process needs the aperture pattern to be carefully chosen to produce good results.
Deconvolution of the overlapping images is, in general, an \ill-posed" problem. However,
choosing an aperture pattern which has a single peak in its autocorrelation and no ze-
ros in the surrounding region allows a good approximation of the deconvolution to be
performed [24].
In X-ray astronomy this technique is known as \coded aperture imaging" (CAI)
[25, 26] and has been widely developed, especially in terms of optimum aperture pattern
design for signal to noise ratio improvements [27, 28]. The results of these studies have
suggested that important types of aperture patterns can be constructed from two classes
of arrays, namely non-redundant arrays and uniformly redundant arrays [29{31]. These
types of arrays have apertures arranged such that the separation between any two open-
ings is unique for non-redundant arrays or each separation appears the same number of
times for the uniformly redundant arrays. Both these types of patterns have autocorre-
lation functions with a single strong peak, surrounded by uniform, non-zero areas, which
allows them to be used to produce good results in coded aperture imaging.
The strong autocorrelation peaks in non and uniformly redundant arrays stem from
the aperiodicity of these classes of patterns. This is also a desirable property for long
sequences used in certain communications systems and is particularly useful in error
checking codes. One widely used set of functions for this application are maximal length
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pseudo-random noise sequences produced by linear feedback shift registers [32{34]. These
one-dimensional maximal length pseudo-random noise sequences, or \m-sequences", can
be adapted into two-dimensional arrays which have similar, sharply single-peaked, auto-
correlations with approximately uniform sidebands [35, 36].
There are therefore a wide range of patterns which exhibit properties that are ad-
vantageous for correlation or convolution based processes. There have been a variety of
procedures used in the literature (see Kumar and Hassebrook [37] for a review) to assign
a measure of the quality of autocorrelations; in particular a great deal of work has been
done to quantify correlation lters for use in signal processing applications [38{42]. The
performance criteria for correlation lters is necessarily similar to the ideal autocorrela-
tion properties for alignment, as described in section 3.2.2, and therefore it is anticipated
that the performance measures developed in this eld can be directly applied to image
based alignment applications.
Improvements to the alignment process simplify or even enable the fabrication of
several types of generic structures that have applications across a range of devices. Two
of the most interesting types of structures that could be manufactured more easily with
improved alignment accuracy are \nanogaps" and \nanowires". Nanogaps are pairs (or
more) of contacts positioned such that there is a gap of the order of a few nanometers
between them. They have applications in the active areas of research into molecular elec-
tronics [43, 44], and to the study of electron ow through molecules [45, 46]. Tradition-
ally, nanometer sized gaps are formed using a mechanically controllable break junction
(MCBJ) [47{55] or by passing a large current through a constricted wire which forms a
gap through electromigration [56{62]. Shadow masking [63], electron beam induced de-
position by scanning electron microscopy (SEM) or focussed ion beam (FIB) deposition
[64, 65], stress relaxation in deposited metal lms [66], scanning probe microscopy (SPM)
[67] and the related \Dip-pen" lithography [68] and controlled molecular beam epitaxy
[69] have all also been used to form nanometer sized gaps between electrodes and allow
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electron transport through molecules to be studied.
The fabrication of extremely thin metallic wires, or nanowires, has applications in
studying the eects of quantum conduction and the ow of one-dimensional electrons
along atom chains [70, 71]. The fabrication of nanowires has exploited many of the same
techniques used to form nanogaps, in particular MCBJs and the use of SPM to \pull"
nanowires from a metal surface have been widely used [72, 73]. These methods suer
from the drawback that it is impossible to produce a nanowire which can be integrated
with conventional semiconductor fabrication techniques, since as soon as the force is
released on the MCBJ or the substrate is removed from the scanning probe microscope
the nanowire is destroyed.
The improvements to alignment accuracy and the ability to accurately form small
gaps between contacting materials also has applications in forming source-drain gaps for
advanced transistors. Transistor gates could then be formed in these small gaps by again
exploiting the increased alignment accuracy oered. The minimum period of gratings
that can be formed can also be reduced by using a two-stage aligned fabrication process.
Often the capillary forces, during development or drying, limit the minimum period of
lines that can be created in resist. However if every other line in the grating is fabricated
in the rst layer of resist they have a much larger period, reducing the capillary forces
experienced and easing the fabrication. The alternate set of lines in the grating can then
be fabricated in a second layer of resist, accurately aligned to the rst such that the
overall structure has a much shorter period than either individual layer. The fabrication
of zoneplates can also be improved in a similar manner, where the odd and even zones
in the zoneplate are created in two separate, aligned exposures [74].
In the following chapter the background to electron beam lithography and the fab-
rication processes used throughout this work will be discussed in detail. Alignment in
electron beam lithography will be explained and the limitations imposed by the standard
methods used to locate markers and perform alignments will be discussed. Correlation
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will be introduced as a method of nding markers and the theory behind correlation will
be detailed.
In chapter 3 a review of the various types of marker patterns that could be used for
alignment by correlation will be undertaken, with the features, advantages and disad-
vantages discussed and analysed for each type of pattern, before a justication is given
for selecting Penrose patterns as the optimal marker design. Chapter 4 deals with the
implementation of the correlation based alignment scheme, discussing both the software
that was created to perform the correlations, as well as the integration with the electron
beam lithography tool. A series of experimental results are presented which illustrate
the improvements that the correlation based alignment with Penrose pattern markers
provides over a conventional alignment strategy.
Since the Penrose pattern markers are more intricate it is not immediately clear what
eect damage to the marker caused during standard fabrication process will have on the
accuracy of alignment achievable. Chapter 5 examines how Penrose pattern markers and
correlation cope under non-optimal conditions where the marker pattern is degraded or
damaged in some fashion. Finally, chapter 6 details both nanogap and nanowire devices
that have been fabricated using processes that exploited the improvements made to the
alignment accuracy. Chapter 6 also details the results of electrical measurements made
on the fabricated nanogap and nanowire devices.
62 Theory And Background
2.1 Fabrication Processes
Semiconductor device fabrication is based on a sequence of \photographic" and chemical
processes to manufacture structures at the micro and nano scale. The photographic
process is known as lithography, a word which comes from the Greek words o -
lithos, meaning \stone" and ! - grapho, meaning \to write". Literally translated as
\writing on stone", the lithographic printing technique, from the late 18th century, used
a at stone slab onto which oil or fat was applied to divide the slab into hydrophobic and
hydrophilic regions. Ink applied to the slab would adhere to only the hydrophilic regions
and when paper was brought into contact with the slab the ink would transfer to the paper
producing a copy of the hydrophilic regions on the slab. In lithography in semiconductor
device fabrication the `stone' used is called a mask and contains the pattern, and the
`paper', onto which the pattern will be `printed', is known as the substrate.
The substrate can be made from any material that can be formed into a at plate, for
example, Si, GaAs, and Quartz among others, are widely used. The substrate material is
often chosen due to its electrical, or thermal properties which may allow specic types of
semiconductor devices to be realised. To write on these substrates numerous lithographic
techniques exist. The three techniques most commonly used are optical lithography,
electron beam lithography and imprint lithography. In optical lithography a source of
illumination is directed through a mask, that contains the desired pattern, on to the top
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of the substrate. This is similar to how a slide projector produces an image of the slide
on a projector screen. In electron beam lithography a beam of electrons is red at the
substrate surface which is mounted on a motorised stage. Carefully moving the sample
and deecting the electron beam across the whole of the substrate's surface allows the
desired pattern to be traced out. With imprint lithography a deformable layer on top of
the substrate is directly structured using a moulding process.
None of these processes directly aect the surface of the substrate, so to allow the
pattern to be transferred into the substrate a thin layer of `resist' is used. In the cases of
optical or electron beam lithography the resist layer is sensitive to photons or electrons.
This sensitivity results in a change in chemical properties of the resist at the points where
it has been exposed to the radiation source, resulting in a change in dissolution rate in
a given solvent which allows the pattern to be formed in the resist layer. For imprint
lithography the mould causes resist to be displaced according to the pattern. This results
in thickness variations in the resist layer corresponding to the desired pattern. In all cases
a further process is then performed to transfer the pattern to the substrate, this will be
discussed in detail in section 2.1.3.
Each lithographic technique has advantages and disadvantages; optical lithography
is widely used in the semiconductor fabrication industry due to its high throughput,
however the smallest features that can be formed are limited by the wavelength of the
illumination source. A great amount of work over the last 30 years has reduced the
wavelength of the illumination used [75] and advances in mask making techniques such as
\phase-shift masks" have allowed optical lithography to produce sub-wavelength features
[76{78]. Electron beam lithography is the gold standard in terms of being able to produce
the highest resolution features however its extremely low throughput precludes its use
in large-scale industrial manufacturing. The high resolution and exibility of electron
beam lithography has ensured that it has a particular role in research and development
applications. Imprint lithography lies somewhere between optical and electron beam
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lithography, both in terms of resolution with it capable of getting close to that of electron
beam lithography yet retaining a throughput similar to that of optical steppers, however
it suers from the limitation that the stamp is dicult to deform and therefore there is
a limitation on the alignment accuracy that can be attained.
Since this work is focused on the use of electron beam lithography the next two
sections go on to describe electron beam lithography in depth, discussing the hardware
that makes up an electron beam lithography system, the process used to exposure a
pattern and the initial generation of the pattern data.
2.1.1 Electron Beam Lithography
Electron beam lithography has been used since the 1950s and can be performed on a wide
spectrum of hardware from converted scanning electron microscopes, through to sophis-
ticated commercial tools engineered expressly to provide the ultimate performance. A
schematic diagram of the Vistec VB6 electron beam lithography system used throughout
this work is shown in gure 2.1.
While this schematic is based on a Vistec VB6 Ultra High Resolution Extra Wide
Field (UHR EWF) electron beam lithography system as installed and used in the James
Watt Nanofabrication Centre, the key components are common to all ebeam tools. The
key systems are, the gun where electrons are generated, the column which focusses the
electron beam and provides a method of controllable deecting the beam across the
substrate, the stage on which the substrate coated with resist is mounted, along with the
vacuum, electronic control and power supply systems. Dedicated ebeam tools contain
a pattern generation system to convert computer-aided designed patterns into control
signals for the beam deection and blanking systems, while simpler equipment, such
as converted SEMs, may have an external pattern generator system. More advanced
tools may also contain substrate handling systems allowing multiple substrates to be
automatically loaded and unloaded from the machine for exposure in a sequential or
`batch' fashion. The entire machine may be mounted on a plinth and/or contain a
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Figure 2.1: Schematic representation of a Vistec VB6 UHR EWF electron beam litho-
graphy system, showing the key components comprising an ebeam tool.
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vibration isolation table, which stabilises the system reducing eects of seismic activity
and isolating the tool from environmental sources of mechanical vibration.
2.1.1.1 Electron Gun
The electron gun generates the beam of electrons that is used to write the pattern on the
substrate. This is achieved by a cathode emission process and the VB6 has a thermally
assisted eld emission source (TFE). Field emission sources work by using the fact that
the electric eld strength is considerably increased at sharp points. Equation 2.1 gives
the electric eld strength Etip, when a potential Vtip, is applied to a point with radius
rtip.
Etip =
Vtip
rtip
(2.1)
It can be seen that reducing rtip, by sharpening the tip, causes the electric eld
strength for a given applied potential to increase at the tip. This increased electric eld
reduces the work function barrier and, if this potential is suciently large, or the tip
suciently sharp, allows electrons to tunnel out of the tip forming an electron beam. For
eld emission to be a viable electron source the tip has to be kept perfectly clean, free
from all contaminants and any oxide. This is because any atoms or molecules absorbed
onto the tip will cause uctuations in the work function of the surface of the tip and
therefore also in the emission current. One method to minimise the current uctuations
is to operate under ultra-high vacuum (UHV) conditions, < 10 8 Pa, and in this mode
the electron generation process is known as \cold eld emission" (CFE). Alternatively
heating the tip allows the cleanliness to be maintained by increasing the evaporation
rate of surface contaminants. This puts less stringent requirements on the vacuum level,
around 10 7 Pa. The thermal energy also reduces the barrier through which the electrons
tunnel, this is known as \thermal eld emission" [79]. In the VB6 the tip itself is formed
from a single crystal of tungsten formed into a ne point and coated in ZrO2 which helps
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to improve the stability of the source by reducing the work function of the [100] surface
planes of the tungsten crystal [80]. The addition of the ZrO2 coating turns the thermal
eld emitter into a \Schottky emitter". A schematic of a TFE electron gun is shown in
gure 2.2.
Large W ﬁlament
carrying a current
resistively heats
tip to ~1800K.
ZrO  reservoir
Suppressor
Extractor
W wire sharpened to a point.
Coated in ZrO  from reservoir. 2
2
Figure 2.2: Schematic representation of a thermal eld emission electron gun.
The schematic shows the sharpened tungsten tip attached to a larger tungsten la-
ment which is used as a resistive heater to raise the temperature of the tip to around
1800K. The ZrO2 coating is maintained by the ZrO2 reservoir bead part-way along the
tip which replenishes the coating as it evaporates or is sputtered o the tip. The suppres-
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sor electrode is held at a slightly negative potential with respect to the cathode tip and
its proximity to the shank of the tungsten needle stops all but the very tip of the nee-
dle from emitting electrons. A fewkV positive potential between the extractor and the
cathode creates the large electric eld necessary to extract electrons from the tungsten
surface. Once extracted from the tungsten surface the electrons are accelerated towards
the extractor, and pass through a small aperture in the extractor. The electrons are
further accelerated by the anode which is held at the full accelerating potential, typically
+100kV for the VB6, and pass down the column.
2.1.1.2 Electron Lenses
The suppressor and extractor forming part of the electron gun are the rst electron lens
that alters the trajectory of the electron beam. In general, electron lenses produce an
electromagnetic eld which produces a Lorentz force, Fe, on the electrons in the beam
according to equation 2.2, where E and B are the electric and magnetic elds, qe is the
charge of an electron and ve is the instantaneous velocity of the electron. The resulting
force alters the trajectory of the electrons as they pass through the electromagnetic eld
and through careful design allows the electron beam to be focussed and deected as it
passes down the column.
Fe = qe (E + ve  B) (2.2)
Electron lenses can produce either an electric eld, an \Electrostatic lens", or a
magnetic eld, an \Electromagnetic lens". Electrostatic lenses, as shown in gure 2.3,
aect the electron beam by applying an electric charge to pairs of conductive plates close
to the electron beam. A negative charge on the top plate bends the beam away from
them while a positive charge on the lower plate attracts the electrons. The increase in
momentum as the electrons pass through the lens means that the top plate has a greater
bending eect than the bottom and the electron beam is forced to converge. In this way
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sets of plates can be used to focus the beam as it passes down the column.
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Figure 2.3: Example of an electrostatic lens showing some electric eld lines and the fo-
cussing eect on an electron beam.
In an electromagnetic lens, as shown in gure 2.4, a current is passed through the
windings which are contained within an iron pole piece. The owing current produces
a magnetic eld in the small gap in the pole piece which then produces a force on the
electrons as they travel through the eld. The magnetic eld is weakest on the optical
axis and so the lens has a stronger eect on electrons further from the optical axis.
This results in the lens acting to focus the beam as a convex lens would in an optical
system. Since the Lorentz force an electron experiences is the result of the cross product
of its velocity and the magnetic eld there is also a rotation about the optical axis. The
strength of the magnetic eld can be altered by adjusting the current owing in the
windings which allows the focal length of the lens to be adjusted
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Figure 2.4: Example of an electromagnetic lens showing the magnetic eld lines in the gap
in the pole piece and the eect this eld has on an electron beam.
2.1.1.3 Beam Blanker
The electron lenses are one of the fundamental components of the column with the
others being the beam blanker, the apertures and the deection coils. The blanker
and deection coils produce an electromagnetic eld perpendicular to the optical axis.
Therefore they tilt the electron beam and can be combined to provide translational shifts
to the trajectory of the electron beam while not aecting its focus. As for lenses, the
transverse eld can be created either electrostaticaly or electromagneticaly. Electrostatic
deection systems have the advantage of very high speed and so the beam blanker uses
an electrostatic deection system, the main and sub-eld deection systems, however,
are electromagnetic.
The beam blanker is a set of electrostatic plates that allow the beam to be switched
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on and o very rapidly. This is achieved by deecting the beam through a relatively
large angle such that the beam strikes one of the limiting apertures within the column
instead of passing through the aperture and continuing down the column. It is carefully
positioned in the column so that it is centred at a point where the beam converges to a
focus, also known as a beam crossover. This means that the position of the beam at the
substrate plane is independent of the voltage applied to the beam blanker plates up to
the point when the beam is turned o, a technique known as \conjugate plane blanking".
This avoids any unintended exposure of the resist caused by a shift in the beam position
as the blanker turns the beam on or o.
2.1.1.4 Apertures
The beam passes through a series of small holes, or apertures as it progresses down the
column. These have three main functions. Firstly, they act to block out electrons that
are a long way from the optic axis and to block any stray electrons produced in the
column from reaching the substrate. These \spray apertures" have no signicant eect
on the shape of the beam itself. Secondly, \blanking apertures" are used to block the
entire beam, as used within the beam blanker. Thirdly, \beam limiting apertures" set
the convergence angle of the beam that passes down the column (the convergence angle
is the half-angle of the beam as measured at the substrate surface). The two eects of
this are to control the eect of lens aberrations and hence the minimum spot size that
can be formed and to allow the amount of current within the beam to be set.
2.1.1.5 Deection Coils
The lenses in the column allow the beam to be focussed precisely on the substrate's
surface, and along with the apertures allow the spot size at the substrate's surface and
the current carried by the beam to be controlled. The nal important parts of the column
are the main eld and sub-eld deection coils. Like the beam blanker the deection coils
produce a transverse electromagnetic eld which can be used to deect the beam across
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the surface of the substrate. Unlike the beam blanker the main and subeld deection
systems are based on coils and so produce a magnetic eld. It is these coils that are used
to deect the electron beam across the substrate in the desired pattern and perform the
writing.
Electron optics suers from many sources of aberrations such as spherical aberration,
coma, and chromatic aberration. Each lens in the optical system adds to the total
aberration, however, the magnitude of these aberrations within a lens increases with the
radial distance from the optical axis. It is therefore desirable to not deect the beam
a long way o-axis. The extent of the maximum allowed deection is called the \main
eld" and this deection is provided by the main eld deection coils. The second reason
for limiting the extent of any beam deection is because as the distance the beam is
deected increases so too does the time required for the correct current to be applied to
the deection coils and for the magnetic eld to stabilise. Even so the relatively large
distance that the beam can be deected across and the associated settling time makes the
main eld deection system prohibitively slow to use to actually write the pattern. To
overcome this limitation the main eld is then split into smaller segments called subelds.
A second set of deection coils is used to deect the beam within a subeld and, since
this is a smaller deection, and the coils have smaller inductance, these are much faster.
On the VB6 there are up to 64x64 subelds making up one main eld, the main eld
deection system is used to deect the beam to the centre of one of the subelds, and
the faster subeld deection coils are then used to scan the beam over the exact points
within the subeld to write the pattern.
The maximum main eld size on the VB6 is 1:31072mm, but there are obviously
times when it is necessary to write a pattern which is larger than this value. To write
large structures the substrate is moved on an interferometrically controlled stage. The
linear motors that drive the stage on the VB6 are not accurate enough to position the
stage correctly by dead-reckoning so a two-axis interferometer constantly measures the
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exact position of the stage and applies an oset to the beam so that it is directed towards
the correct point on the substrate, even if the stage is slightly mis-positioned. This is
called the beam error feedback or BEF. The BEF can also apply a correction for drifts
in the stage position over time, however the precision of this is limited to what the
interferometers can detect. On the VB6 the stage has =1024 interferometers and so can
measure the position of the stage with a resolution of 0:62nm.
The substrate is mounted on a holder which is loaded onto the stage using kinematic
mounts. This allows the holder to be accurately positioned repeatedly at the same point
with respect to the stage. Various types of holder are used depending on the size and
shape of the substrate being used. The holders range from 2 to 6 inch wafer holders,
mask plate holders and \piece part" holders for small substrates.
2.1.1.6 Height meter
Semiconductor substrates are manufactured in a variety of standard thicknesses depend-
ing on the fragility of the substrate material and the purpose for which it will be used.
When mounted on the holder the distance between the substrate's surface and the nal
lens within the column must be accurately measured so that the electron beam can be
brought into focus at the correct point. The position of the surface of the substrate is
frequently referred to as the substrate's height and is measured within the ebeam tool by
a laser \height meter". The height meter, schematically shown in gure 2.5, reects an
infrared laser beam o the surface of the substrate which is then detected by a charge-
coupled device or CCD array sensor. Changes in the position of the substrate's surface
will alter the point on the array sensor that the reected beam hits and this change in
the detected signal can be used to calculate the separation between the nal lens and the
substrate.
The height meter allows the electron beam to be focussed on the surface of the
substrate accurately. While this is important it is less critical than with an optical
stepper for instance because electron beam lithography systems have a much greater
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Figure 2.5: Schematic illustration of the height meter used to measure the separation be-
tween the nal lens and the substrate's surface, showing how the position of
the reected laser beam on the array sensor is dependant on the height of the
substrate's surface.
depth of focus, but knowing the substrate's height also allows other corrections to be
applied. Examining gure 2.6 shows how the distance between the nal lens and the
writing surface causes a change in the apparent eld size at the surface of the substrate.
In the VB6 ebeam system the distance from the principle plane of the nal lens to the
substrate is approximately 35mm, and the maximum main eld is 1:31072mm across.
This means that there is a change in the eld size equal to 4% of any change in the
height of the substrate's surface. Therefore a change in height of 10m results in a
change in eld size of 0:4m (the 1:31072mm eld becomes1:31109mm or 1:31035mm
depending on whether the surface is further away from, or closer to the nal lens). This
is, in eect, a change in scale of the projected pattern at the substrate's surface, but by
measuring the distance of the substrate from the nal lens a correction can be applied
in the electron optics such that the pattern is correctly formed.
The whole of the machine is under electronic control which maintains the appropri-
ate vacuum levels, controls the bias voltages for the gun and controls the currents and
biases for the electromagnetic and electrostatic lenses and coils. The beam blanker and
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Figure 2.6: Illustration of the change in eldsize resulting from a change in substrate
height.
deection coils are controlled by the pattern generator to allow the pattern to be written
according to the data within the pattern le.
2.1.1.7 Classication of Ebeam Systems
Electron beam lithography systems can be classied according to both beam shape and
beam deection strategy. An important distinction between dierent types of electron
beam lithography tools is that of shaped-beam versus Gaussian-beam. With a Gaussian
beam system the electron beam is focussed down to have as small a diameter as the
beam current will allow and the cross-sectional intensity prole of such a beam can be
approximated by a Gaussian function. Shaped-beam systems form the electron beam
into a wide beam of uniform intensity. This wide beam is then passed through a series
of interchangeable apertures which allow the beam to be directly formed into trapezium
shapes. In this way while with a Gaussian-beam system each shape is formed from a
series of point exposures, in a shaped-beam system each shape can be exposed as one
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\shot" or exposure. As a result throughput is vastly superior with shaped-beam systems
when large patterns are exposed. However, this comes at the cost of ultimate resolution.
Shaped-beam systems have found signicant use in advanced manufacturing facilities [81{
83] but their relative expense compared with Gaussian-beam systems and their slightly
lower resolution capabilities means that Gaussian-beam systems are of more interest in a
university research setting. The remainder of the discussion of electron beam lithography
focusses on Gaussian-beam systems.
In electron beam lithography, two strategies are used to control the beam deection
and blanking; raster scanning and vector scanning, as illustrated in gure 2.7.
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(a) Raster scan system
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Figure 2.7: Comparison between the beam deection path in a raster and a vector scan
system exposing the same pattern data.
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With raster scanning the beam is scanned in a series of parallel scan lines across the
complete subeld and the beam blanker is switched on and o to control which parts are
written, gure 2.7(a). This is similar to how a black & white TV forms a picture on its
screen. In a vector scan system, gure 2.7(b), the beam is deected to the start of each
shape to be written and then is scanned across that shape, before being deected to the
start of the next shape. It means that the beam is on for a much greater proportion
of the writing time since it is only blanked when moving between shapes. Raster scan
systems can deect the beam at a higher rate than vector scan systems but even with
high density patterns there is wasted time while areas that are not being patterned are
scanned over. The time required to write with a raster scan system is independent of
the pattern itself, improvements can only be made by speeding up the deection system.
With a vector scan system the write time is dependant on the pattern data. Both tools
are ultimately limited by the brightness of the electron source. The VB6 ebeam tool used
throughout this work is a vector scan system.
The \placement precision" of an electron beam system describes the precision with
which a particular shape can be placed within the main eld. The beam deection
is controlled by analogue drive signals applied to the deection coils. These in turn are
derived from digital-to-analogue converters (DAC) in the pattern generator corresponding
to the pattern data being processed. The precision of these DACs controls the precision
with which the beam can be deected and hence the precision of shape placement. The
VB6 uses 20-bit DACs which means that 220 = 1048576 distinct positions along each
of the x and y axes can be addressed. So with the maximum eld size of 1:31072mm
this corresponds to a placement precision of 1:25nm. The VB6 can however reduce the
maximum eld size to provide a ner placement precision, down to a minimum eld size
of 0:131072mm corresponding to a placement precision of 0:125nm. This is very much
less than any feature that could be formed in resist and although placement precisions
this small have uses, for instance, accurately dening the period of gratings, these are
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very special circumstances and occur very infrequently. Furthermore the ebeam tool
must under go a period of calibration when dening a eld size and this requires about
3 hours to perform. These \full calibrations" must be checked and rerun periodically
and so a compromise between choice of eld sizes and calibration time required has been
made. Therefore the VB6 at the University of Glasgow is set-up to have three eld
sizes and corresponding placement precisions; eld sizes of 1:31072mm, 1:048576mm
and 0:524288mm corresponding to placement precisions of 1:25nm, 1nm and 0:5nm
respectively are used.
The placement precision, as well as determining the accuracy with which a point
can be selected, eectively also denes the smallest beam deection that can be pro-
duced. Therefore the beam position is changed by the placement precision when the
least-signicant bit of the DACs is changed. The speed of this movement combined with
the number of electrons in the beam dene the dose deposited in a given area of the
resist. To accurately measure the beam current a Faraday cup is used as illustrated in
gure 2.8.
Essentially, this is formed with a small aperture above a large conductive bucket.
When the beam is directed through the aperture the electron beam strikes the bottom
surface of the bucket, some of the electrons are collected immediately by the metal, but
some are scattered away from the surface. The bucket is designed to collect the vast
majority of the scattered electrons and by measuring the current ow away from the
bucket a precise measure of the beam current is obtained.
It takes a certain number of electrons to \expose" a given area of the resist and this
is commonly dened as the dose. Expressed in Ccm 2, it may be calculated from the
beam current, Ie, the frequency, f, with which the beam is moved and the area exposed
at each point, expressed as the square of the distance the beam is deected between shots
r2, as shown in equation 2.3.
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Figure 2.8: Schematic illustration of a Faraday cup used to measure the current of an elec-
tron beam, showing how all the electrons within the beam and those produced
by scattering from the Faraday cup material are captured and measured by
the ammeter.
D =
Ie
f r2 (2.3)
The lowest dose that can be used is limited by the maximum frequency, minimum current
and largest beam deection unit. Since the maximum frequency is fundamentally limited
by the speed of the deection system it cannot be increased to allow lower doses to be
achieved, therefore either the current must be lowered or the area exposed at each point
increased.
Since the placement precision is very small, a second grid can be used during the
exposure, allowing the beam to be stepped out using a larger spacing but maintaining
the positional accuracy that comes with a smaller placement precision. The ratio between
these two grid is described as the \variable resolution unit", or VRU, and can be any
integer between 1 and 512. The resulting grid is sometimes referred to as the beam step
size, or BSS, since this is the size of the steps that the beam will be deected across.
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Mathematically the two are related according to equation 2.4.
BSS = VRU  Placement precision (2.4)
A larger BSS means that at a given frequency, lower doses can be produced, or that at
a given dose, lower frequencies can be used. Figure 2.9 shows an example placement
precision grid with circles showing a 3x3 array of beam exposure positions when using a
VRU of 1, 2 and 4
Placement precision
BSS when VRU = 1
BSS when VRU = 2
BSS when VRU = 4
Figure 2.9: Placement precision grid with circles showing a 3x3 array of exposure points
when using a beam step size of 1, 2 and 4 times the placement precision.
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2.1.1.8 Pattern Design and Data Preparation
The whole aim of lithography is to form a pre-dened pattern on a physical object. To
create the pattern in the rst place it is extremely common to use a form of computer
aided design (CAD) to create an electronic le containing the required arrangement of
shapes. The predominant format for these les at Glasgow is the GDSII format, now
owned by Cadence it was originally developed by Calma and derives its name from
their layout design software, \Graphic Data System". It is a binary le format that
can represent shapes, such as polygons, lines, circles and text in any combination, in a
hierarchical manner, such that a section of the layout can be drawn once and then reused
as many times as necessary in other parts of the pattern. It also allows other information
about the layout to be stored, such as layer numbers and datatype which are often used
to relate to the physical layers of material that will be formed.
As hinted at in the previous section, vector scan ebeam tools can only deect their
beam to expose simple shapes. In fact the VB6 can only expose trapezium shaped
elements to form the pattern. It would be extremely time consuming and error prone
if this limitation were extended to the pattern design process, and indeed designers can
make use of CAD systems to produce complex patterns with many structures of all
shapes and sizes. This is possible because there are sophisticated software tools that
allow complex CAD patterns to be split into trapezium shaped elements that an ebeam
tool can expose. This process is referred to as \fracturing" since the complex polygons
are split-up, or fractured, into trapezium shaped elements. Fracturing not only splits
large polygons up into trapezia because of their complexity but also sorts the data into
elds and subelds, corresponding to the areas that can be scanned with each deection
system.
There is another important function that the fracturing software performs. That is, it
ts the design data onto the placement precision grid that will be used during exposure.
This is done by snapping the vertices of the pattern data to points on the placement
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precision grid, such that the trapezium can be exposed by the ebeam tool. A similar
process occurs during the exposure where the fractured data, already snapped to the
placement precision grid, is tted onto the beam step size grid. The placement precision
grid is used to position the bottom left corner of each trapezium and the width and
height are then altered since an integer number of beam steps must be used to expose
each shape. Rather than being done o-line by the fracturing software, the beam-step
size tting is done on-the-y in the pattern generator allowing the exibility to chose the
VRU used at the point of exposure. This may be needed, for instance, to expose the
same pattern in two resists with dierent electron sensitivities and therefore requiring
dierent doses. Since the beam step size can be relatively large, simply snapping the
width and height to the nearest beam step multiple can introduce signicant errors in
the size of the exposed features and so sophisticated algorithms are used to minimise the
errors when the vertices of the fractured data and the BSS are not congruent.
2.1.1.9 Job Layout
Once the pattern has been designed and converted into the appropriate data format via
fracturing there is one last step to set up an exposure. The desired exposure may require
that a single pattern le be exposed in multiple locations on a substrate, or that several
dierent pattern les are combined to create one larger exposure. The process of dening
which pattern les are to be exposed in which position is usually described as creating a
job layout.
The layout contains the locations of all the pattern les to be exposed on a substrate,
as well as the exposure parameters, such as dose, VRU and beam current to be used
during the exposure of each pattern. At the University of Glasgow a propriety software
tool called BELLE (Beamwriter Exposure Layout for Lithographic Engineers) [84] is used
to create exposure layouts. This collects information about all the patterns that have
been fractured via a centrally stored database and allows the patterns to be positioned
on a schematic of the substrate. The exposure parameters for each pattern le can then
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be congured. It uses a hierarchical system to allow arrays of patterns, or of groups of
patterns, to be created and this allows very complex layouts to be created with ease.
BELLE also allows alignment jobs to be set-up by dening the position of each of the
markers and also the parameters to use during the marker search routines.
BELLE produces a text \job le" that contains an ordered list of the job settings,
pattern positions, exposure parameters, marker positions, marker search parameters, and
various other commands to allow the job to be exposed properly. At the time of exposure
this le is read by the \Runjob" program [85] (see section 4.1) which controls the VB6
to perform the required calibrations, alignments and exposures.
2.1.2 Resist
All conventional forms of lithography rely on the use of a layer of resist (FIB and dip pen
lithography, for example, do not), which is a layer of material which can be selectively
removed so that it protects some areas of the substrate and exposes other areas to
subsequent processing, for example etching. In electron beam lithography the resist
is formed from a compound that undergoes chemical changes when exposed to energetic
electrons. There are two forms that these changes can take and this determines the type
of resist, positive or negative. When electrons interact with a \positive" resist they cause
scissions in the polymer chains that make up the resist. This makes the exposed regions
more soluble in a chemical solution known as developer. With \negative" resist, the
incident electrons cause the molecular chains to cross-link [86]. This makes the exposed
regions less soluble in the developer. Figure 2.10 shows diagrammatically the nal resist
prole for both positive and negative resists.
The degree of change caused by the electrons impacting on the resist is aected by
the number of electrons, or the electron dose, and on the accelerating voltage, since this
controls the production of secondary electrons which actually expose the resist. Similarly
the rate of dissolution and the dierence in nal resist thickness can be controlled by
varying the concentration of the developer and the amount of time used for development.
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Figure 2.10: Diagram showing the dierences in the nal resist prole for positive and
negative resist exposed to the same electron beam pattern.
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In this way a set of process parameters, sometimes referred to simply as a \process" can
be dened to give well dened features.
This work made use of two commonly used ebeam resists, PMMA and HSQ.
Poly(methyl methacrylate), or PMMA, has been used as a resist for electron beam
lithography for nearly 40 years [87]. It is a positive resist at moderate electron doses but
it can also be used as a negative resist at much higher electron doses [88, 89]. A range of
chemical solutions can be used to develop PMMA however for this work the PMMA was
developed in a solution of methyl isobutal ketone (MiBK) and isopropyl alcohol (IPA).
PMMA has a resolution for isolated lines of much better than 20nm, is easy to remove
in acetone and is ideal for use in research environments, although it has poor dry etch
resistance.
Hydrogen silsesquioxane, or HSQ, is a owable silicon oxide which is also electron
sensitive. It is a high resolution negative resist capable of producing features with sub-
10nm linewidths. It can be developed in tetra-methyl ammonium hydroxide (TMAH)
or a TMAH based developer solution such as Microposit MF CD-26 developer. One
interesting property of HSQ is that after exposure it forms a layer that is physically and
chemically very similar to Silicon Dioxide (SiO2). HSQ has been widely studied due to
its very high resolution potential [3{6, 90] and sub-10nm half-pitch gratings have been
reported in HSQ [91].
2.1.3 Pattern Transfer
There are two main fabrication processes used frequently in small scale semiconductor
fabrication. The processes can be thought of as roughly inverses of each other as one
of the processes is an additive process, \lift-o", with the other is a subtractive process,
\etching".
The rst, lift-o, allows patterned metal to be added to a substrate. It relies on the
resist having an undercut prole after development such that the top of the features in the
resist are slightly narrower than the bottom. This is illustrated in gure 2.11(a) where
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the eect has been exaggerated for clarity. The production of such an overhang can be
problematic, particularly with positive resists, and frequently resist bi-layers are used to
enhance the overhang. Bi-layers use two layers of resist, one on top of the other, with the
lower layer being more sensitive to the electron exposure. For PMMA this can be done
by using solutions of the polymer with dierent molecular weights, the top layer having
the larger weight and hence less sensitivity to electrons. In this way, after development
the top layer of resist overhangs the lower layer as shown in gure 2.11(b).
(a) Lift-o prole in a layer of resist (b) Lift-o prole in a resist bi-layer
Figure 2.11: Diagram showing two possible resist proles suitable for lift-o, and the way
in which a resist bi-layer can aid the production of a resist overhang.
The undercut resist prole means that when a thin layer of metal is deposited on top
of the whole substrate the metal becomes discontinuous at all the edges of the pattern.
This relies on the metal being deposited from a collimated source perpendicular to the
resist surface and relies on the metal layer being substantially thinner than the resist.
Submerging the substrate in a solution which dissolves the resist removes the remaining
resist along with any metal on top of it, resulting in a metal layer attached to the substrate
that matches the pattern of the electron beam exposure. This process is illustrated in
gure 2.12.
The metal can be deposited in a number of ways, lament evaporation, electron beam
evaporation, eusion cell evaporation, and laser ablation, sputter coated metal generally
cannot be used for a lift-o process. The work reported here made use of an electron
beam evaporator which relies on a simple electron source to heat a crucible lled with the
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Figure 2.12: Diagrammatic representation of a lift-o process for transferring the pattern
from resist into metal.
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metal to be deposited. As the crucible and metal heats up the metal begins to evaporate,
and travels away from the sample. The chamber is evacuated so that the mean free path
of the evaporated metal atoms is greater than the distance separating the crucible from
the sample within the machine. In this way the atoms travel in a straight line from the
crucible to the sample without scattering o the remaining air molecules and therefore
remain well collimated at the surface of the substrate. The rate of deposition and hence
of evaporation can be measured using a Quartz crystal microbalance in the path of the
evaporated metal. The shear mode acoustic resonance of the microbalance is aected
by changes in its mass and hence by monitoring the resonant frequency of the crystal
the amount of metal deposited can be measured. Furthermore, the rate of metal being
deposited can be controlled by adjusting the power of the electron beam source thereby
changing the temperature of the melt, using the crystal as the controlling element in the
feedback loop.
Use was also made of a \sputter coater" to deposit metal lms. Sputter coaters work
by bombarding a solid target of the metal to be deposited with energetic ions formed in
a plasma of an inert gas. The energetic ions eject atoms from the metal target which
then travel towards the substrate undergoing scattering events in the plasma. The metal
atoms arrive at the substrate's surface from a range of trajectories and therefore the
layer formed by sputtering is conformal and unsuitable for a lift-o process. However,
metals with high boiling points that cannot easily be evaporated can be deposited by
sputtering, and compounds such as Al2O3 can be deposited by reactive ion sputtering by
introducing reactive gases to the plasma [92].
Etching is the second method of pattern transfer and it is a subtractive method.
Starting with a blank substrate a blanket deposition of metal is performed. (Although
the example of a metal layer is used here it is possible to deposit and etch a wide
range of materials from metals, oxides, nitrides and other dielectric materials, through
to resists, or even semiconductor substrate material.) The resist is coated onto the
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metallised substrate and lithography is then performed. After development the substrate
has regions where the underlying metal surface is exposed and regions still coated with
resist. The exposed metal regions are then removed in an etchant while the resist protects
and prevents the removal of the covered metal regions.
The etchant used can be either a chemical solution, in which case the process is known
as \wet-etching", or it could be a gas or plasma etchant, in which case the process is
called \dry-etching". In wet-etching, the substrate is submerged in a solution in which
the metal is soluble but the resist is insoluble (or at least the rate of dissolution of the
resist is appreciably less than that for the metal). The metal exposed to the solution
is removed and once the resist is removed metal is left in the inverse pattern of the
exposed regions (assuming the use of a positive resist). Dry-etching can work in two
ways, chemically or physically, but often the dry-etching process uses a combination of
both. Chemical dry etching works in a similar method to wet-etching, in that a reaction
occurs between the molecules in the gas and in the metal being etched which forms a
volatile product, removing the metal from the surface of the substrate. Physical etching
is somewhat dierent in that it accelerates ionised gas molecules towards the substrate's
surface such that when the molecules impact the metal some of the metal is sputtered
away from the surface. The resist protects the unexposed regions in both cases and again,
once the resist is removed, a copy of the exposed pattern is left in the metal layer.
Both wet and dry-etching can be either \isotropic" or \anisotropic" etch processes.
An isotropic etch process means that the etch rate of the material is not dependant
on the direction that is being etched. This results in some side-ways etching of the
material. With anisotropic etching, on the other hand, the etch rate is dependant on the
orientation of the sample with respect to the incident gas molecules or ions or with the
crystallographic orientation of the substrate material.
Having introduced the basic tools used in fabrication, some of the more advanced
electron beam lithography topics will now be discussed. The alignment process will be
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examined, describing how marker are used and detected and some of the limitations of
conventional alignment schemes will be discussed, concluding with the introduction of an
alternative method of nding markers.
2.2 Alignment
The fabrication of functional semiconductor devices often requires multiple lithographic
exposures, each of which is followed by some pattern transfer process that alters the
areas of the sample as dened by the exposure. It is critical that the structures dened
in these dierent lithographic steps are positioned accurately with respect to each other.
A common example of this would be in the fabrication of a eld eect transistor where the
drain and source are patterned during the rst lithographic exposure and a subsequent
exposure is used to dene the gate of the transistor which must be accurately positioned
between the already dened drain and source regions to produce a working device. This
process of positioning a pattern during exposure so that it is matched to some existing
features is known as \alignment".
Alignment can correct for several dierent types of distortion allowing the pattern
being exposed to match those already exposed. The simplest distortion encountered is a
translational oset, illustrated in the rst row of distortions shown in gure 2.13. With
a translational oset the pattern to be exposed is misplaced horizontally, vertically or
a combination of the two with respect to the previously exposed pattern. Translational
shifts can be introduced for a number of reasons. Firstly the mounting of the substrate
on a holder introduces an unknown element into the sample's position, secondly thermal
expansion of the holder would cause the substrate to be at an unknown position, and
lastly any charge in the column, on the apertures or of the substrate could cause a
translational shift of the beam with respect to the sample.
The second class of distortions, scale errors, can occur quite easily in electron beam
lithography systems. The need for a height meter was discussed in section 2.1.1.6, and
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Figure 2.13: Illustration of the possible distortions that can occur to a previously exposed
pattern in relation to the pattern to be exposed.
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it was noted that variations in the distance between the substrate surface and the nal
lens caused scale changes in the patterns written on the substrate. Although the height
meter takes readings in realtime during an exposure and applies corrections for these
errors the laser spot is relatively large and so the correction provided is not perfect.
Height variations between the two exposures serves as an example of how scale errors
can be introduced. The second row in gure 2.13 shows x, y and combined scale errors
for a simple pattern.
Loading misalignments when mounting samples on holders can also introduce rota-
tional distortions, i.e. when a substrate is mounted at a slightly dierent angle during
successive exposures. Although care is taken when the samples are mounted on the
holders, there can be rotational misalignments of up to 0:2 , the maximum allowed by
the VB6 specication. These xed-body rotational distortions, are a sub-set of a class of
distortions called \shear distortions". The fourth row in gure 2.13 shows how individual
x and y shears can be combined to form a xed-body rotation explaining the commonly
used term for these distortions.
Lastly there are keystone distortions which occur whenever the substrate surface is
tilted with respect to the nal lens. The fourth row of gure 2.13 shows the eect of x,
y and combined keystone distortions.
There will always be a translational shift due to the way that samples are mounted
during exposure and often the mounting procedure introduces a rotational element to
the displacement as well. More complex displacement eects, which include shear and
keystone eects, can be introduced due to slight deformations of the substrate that stretch
and skew the exposed pattern away from the ideal. More complex distortions result from
bowed wafers and these introduce barrel and pincushion eects as well. All these eects
can reduce the placement accuracy over the entire area of a pattern and if left uncorrected
can result in the exposed pattern not matching the intended design.
It is convenient to think of positions on each of the two layers to be aligned as being
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described by dierent co-ordinate systems. The design has an idealised, undistorted co-
ordinate grid which is what we expect to observe on the wafer after exposure. However,
due to the distortions described above, this idealised co-ordinate system, when measured
on the sample's surface is oset, rotated, stretched and skewed and subjected to more
complex keystone, barrel and pincushion eects. The process of alignment can then be
thought of as nding the transform to convert one co-ordinate set to the other, so that
when subsequent layers of the design are exposed, the pattern is written with the same
distortions and therefore exactly matches the existing exposed layers.
This is generally achieved by the use of a \projective transformation" to convert
the ideal co-ordinates on the design to match the actual positions as measured on the
wafer. Other types of transformation could be used, such as \Euclidean" or \ane
transformations", however these would provide corrections for only certain classes of
distortions between the co-ordinate frames. A linear transform is assumed sucient since
the misalignments and distortions introduced during wafer processing will in general be
small enough that they can be considered linear, i.e. the positional misalignment will
always be a linear term and any tilt or rotation also results in a linear distortion across the
surface of the wafer. Bending of the wafer would cause barrel and pincushion distortions
that are not linear in nature, however, their relatively small magnitude, especially when
measured over small regions, means that they can be closely approximated by linear
terms.
The linear transformations can be divided into three classes of transformation, with
each class having slightly dierent constituent features and being able to produce slightly
dierent distortions. The simplest is the Euclidean transformation which essentially al-
lows for changes of position and orientation between co-ordinate frames. It can also
produce reections however this is of little interest in this case. Euclidean transforma-
tions cannot produce scale changes or introduce shearing between the co-ordinate frames
and therefore preserve the lengths and angles of objects. The next slightly more general
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transformation is the ane transformation which can produce position and orientation
changes and can scale and skew objects but it preserves the parallelism of lines and ob-
jects. While the Ane transform accounts for most of the eects likely to be encountered
it cannot provide a method to include keystone eects which can easily be introduced
by sample tilt. To account for keystone eects the most general class of linear transfor-
mations must be used, that is projective transformations. This type of transformation
does not preserve the position, orientation, length, angle or shape of an object or the
parallelism of lines, but can account for all the distortions mentioned above. It derives
its name because it describes all the possible distortions when a 2-D image is projected
onto a plane, which is a very close analogy for the ebeam process where the pattern is
`projected' onto a substrate.
The general expressions for a projective transform from the (x;y) co-ordinate frame
of the design to the (X;Y ) co-ordinate frame on the sample are given by equations 2.5
and 2.6, with the relationship between the coecients and physical distortions as detailed
in table 2.1.
X =
a + cx + ey
1 + gx + hy
(2.5)
Y =
b + dy + fx
1 + gx + hy
(2.6)
Coecient Distortion
a;b X;Y oset
c;d X;Y scale
e;f X;Y rotation (shear)
g;h X;Y keystone
Table 2.1: Details of projective transformation coecients
An example of how the projective transformation aects a co-ordinate system is
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shown in gure 2.14 which shows how the idealised co-ordinate system of the design,
gure 2.14(a), and the distorted co-ordinate system of the previously exposed pattern,
gure 2.14(b), can be related by a projective transformation.
Projective
transformation
(a) Ideal coordinate 
frame of design
(b) Distorted coordinate 
frame of previously 
exposed pattern
Figure 2.14: Projective transformation relationship between an ideal and a distorted co-
ordinate frame.
To be able to apply a projective transformation to convert between two co-ordinate
systems requires a method to compute the eight coecients needed to dene the transfor-
mation. This requires that eight pieces of information are gathered about the relationship
between the two co-ordinate frames. Comparing the locations of four points on the design
with the equivalent points on the exposed pattern provides measurements for four rela-
tionships between x co-ordinates and four between y co-ordinates. This provides enough
information to be able to compute the complete projective transformation between the
two frames and hence to be able to align the two layers correctly.
In practice this is achieved by including four markers in the design; usually, one in
each of the corners of the pattern. These markers dene four reference points on the
design and after this rst layer has been exposed, the four physically fabricated markers
dene corresponding reference points on the wafer. The second level of the pattern is
designed relative to the same four xed points as on the rst level of the design. These
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positions along with the measured positions of the four markers on the wafer are then
used to dene the mapping transform and hence to align the second level with the respect
to the rst.
The layout of the markers is important as it denes the sensitivity to each of the
distortions discussed above. For instance if the markers are positioned in the centre of
the four edges of a square then their positions are not changed by keystone distortions as
shown in gure 2.15. While positioning markers further apart increases the sensitivity to
scale and rotational distortions it also increases the initial uncertainty of their position.
This requires that a larger search area is used, increasing the time required and the area
of unwanted exposure. It is also desirable to position the marker close to the region to be
patterned so that local variations in the wafer and pattern can be corrected. Positioning
the markers in the corners of the area to be patterned is a good compromise, maximising
the sensitivity to all classes of distortion while maintaining the speed of detection and
the validity of the correction for the region of the sample being exposed.
Figure 2.15: Schematic showing that the positions of markers in the centre of the edges of
a square are unaected by keystone distortions.
A relatively straightforward matrix inversion calculation allows the eight coecients
of the projective transformation to be calculated from the eight co-ordinates pairs. The
standard Gaussian elimination with back substitution technique [93] is employed to solve
this mathematically however in more complex cases there is the possibility of using sin-
gular value decomposition for cases where there are fewer or more co-ordinates than
coecients.
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Alignment can be achieved with fewer than four markers, however, with a reduced
set of information only simpler transformations can be calculated which can only provide
corrections for a subset of the distortion eects described above. With four markers, the
eight coecients for oset, scale, rotation and keystone eects can all be calculated and
hence a projective transformation can be calculated to correct for all these distortions.
Using only three markers means that only six coecients can be calculated and only
three out of the four distortions can be corrected. Reducing the number of markers
again, further limits the corrections that can be applied, and in the extreme case of using
just a single marker, only two coecients, usually those of the osets since this is often
the cause of the largest positional errors, can be calculated and only simple translational
shifts can be compensated for in the alignment process.
2.2.1 Alignment Markers
The whole of the alignment process as described above relies on the ability to create and
then to accurately measure the position of markers on a wafer or sample. Traditionally the
markers used are squares or other simple geometric shapes. They are either patterned
as a material with a dierent atomic number or as topographical features, by etching
pits into or leaving raised section on top of the substrate. The markers are detected
by scanning the same electron beam used to expose the resist in functional parts of the
sample across the marker and monitoring the backscattered electron signal as a function
of beam position.
The VB6 ebeam lithography column has a four quadrant electron detector that can
be used to `see' the substrate. This is a solid-state semiconductor backscattered electron
detector. The detector can be used to turn the electron beam lithography tool into a
rudimentary scanning electron microscope, which can detect backscattered electrons and
high energy secondary electrons.
When a focussed electron beam is directed at a substrate the size of the point of entry
is determined by the size of the focussed beam, however the electrons in the beam interact
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with the atoms in the substrate and are scattered over a considerably larger area, on the
order of 10m2 for 100keV electrons. These interactions can be either elastic, where
the incident electron is scattered with no kinetic energy loss, or inelastic, where some of
the incident electron's energy is transferred to the atoms in the substrate. Figure 2.16
schematically illustrates the main electron-solid interactions that can occur and shows
how some of the electrons emerging from the substrate's surface can be detected.
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Figure 2.16: Schematic illustration of the main electron-solid interactions showing how
secondary electrons and backscattered electrons can be detected.
The elastic scattering events occur when the incident electron passes close to the
nucleus of an atom in the substrate and the large electrostatic forces experienced can
scatter the incident electrons through large angles. The scattering angle is large enough
that when an electron has been elastically scattered up to a few times its trajectory can
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have been altered enough that it can escape from the surface of the substrate. Electrons
scattered in this way which still have a signicant amount of kinetic energy as they
escape from the surface back towards the direction of incidence are said to have been
\backscattered" and are called \backscattered electrons" (BSE). The probability that an
incident electron will be elastically scattered increases strongly with the atomic number
of the material, approximately as Z2, but decreases strongly as the electron energy is
increased, approximately as 1=E2
e .
The other electrons which escape the surface of the substrate are known as \secondary
electrons" (SE). These electrons are ejected from the substrate as a result of the kinetic
energy transferred from a beam electron during an inelastic scattering event. They
are commonly used in SEM imaging since their lower energies mean that a moderately
biased detector (+250V) can collect >90% of the secondary electrons generated. The
topography of the substrate as well as the local potential or charging aects SE production
and so SE images are formed from dierent contrast mechanisms to BSE images. BSEs
have a much higher energy, typically >50% of the incident beam energy and therefore
their trajectory is unaected by moderately biased detectors and only BSEs emitted in
line-of-sight of the detector can be collected. Backscattered electrons can be detected by
using a scintillator material connected to a photomultiplier tube or, by using a target
material with a high SE yield, the BSEs can be converted into multiple SEs which can then
be detected, for instance using an Everhart-Thornley detector [94]. Alternatively since
they have a large energy they can be directly detected using a solid state semiconductor
detector, and this is the detection method used by the electron beam lithography tool in
this study. Annular backscatter detectors are tted below the nal lens just above the
level of the substrate and so subtend a large solid angle to the substrate surface collecting
a large proportion of the generated BSEs emerging from it.
The detector works by harnessing the fact that energetic electrons will generate
electron-hole (e-h) pairs within a semiconductor material due to inelastic scattering pro-
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moting a valence band electron into the conduction band, leaving behind a hole in the
valence band. The energy required to produce such an e-h pair is about 3:6eV for a
silicon detector, and so a single 100keV BSE has the potential to produce more than
27,000 electrons in the detector. Applying a bias to the detector stops the generated e-h
pairs from immediately recombining by attracting the electrons and holes towards oppo-
site sides of the device. This motion of the charged particles is detectable as a current
in external circuitry and this current is directly proportional to the number of incident
BSE.
2.2.2 Contrast Mechanisms
Electron scattering within a material is governed by Rutherford scattering formula which
states that the number of electrons scattered through a given angle is proportional to the
square of the atomic number of the material doing the scattering. Hence, by using a ma-
terial for the markers that has a dierent atomic number from the surrounding substrate
a dierent number of electrons will be backscattered when the electron beam is positioned
on the marker. This manifests itself as a change in the magnitude of the backscattered
electron signal detected inside and outside the mark [95]. For a topographical mark, a
slightly dierent phenomenon occurs as described by Wilson et al. [96]. This results in
a detected backscattered electron signal which has spikes corresponding to the locations
where a step change in the topography exists.
Figure 2.17 shows schematic cross-sections of the two types of markers and illustrates
the BSE signal received by the backscattered electron detector when the beam is scanned
across each marker. Analysis of this detected signal allows the marker's edges to be
found, either by examining the signal levels, or the rate of change of the signal. Once
the positions of the marker edges are known, a simple calculation allows the location of
the centre of the marker to be established. For reasons of noise reduction the beam is
generally scanned across each edge of the marker several times in both the x and the y
directions and the edge locations extracted from the average of the whole set of scans.
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Figure 2.17: Topographical and material markers and their detected backscattered elec-
tron signals.
2.2.3 Current Limitations
While the current alignment methods have provided suciently accurate alignment for
a wide range of devices the accuracy which is ultimately attainable using this process
of alignment is inherently limited. One of the fundamental problems is that the marks
only contain useful information about their position, and hence the alignment, at their
edges, and therefore the alignment accuracy is directly related to how well the patterned
edges are dened which is made worse by the need for thick metal layers to provide
good contrast. As well as this the number of edges within the marker greatly aects the
accuracy with which it can be located since more edges eectively increases the signal to
noise ratio. The maximum number of edges within a given interrogation area would be
formed by a 1:1 mark:space ratio grating however the potential problem with a grating is
that it is a periodic structure and unless the entire grating area is interrogated the found
marker position could be oset by an integer number of periods. There also needs to be
a relatively fast method of retrieving the extra information that multiple edges provide,
as longer or repeated line scans will become prohibitively time-consuming not only to
collect but also to analyse.
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Furthermore, to nd a marker's position the small region which contains all the
positional information at the edges of the mark must be heavily interrogated and this
often requires use of a large beam current to provide sucient signal to noise ratio.
The interrogation of the edge frequently leads to the exposure of this area of resist and
hence the marker becomes exposed to whatever the subsequent process step requires.
This, almost inevitably, results in the edges of the marker being destroyed or damaged
and while the marker may continue to be usable the accuracy with which it can be
located will be degraded. Which leads to another fundamental inaccuracy in the current
alignment method: when multi-stage alignments are required, dierent alignment marks
must be used for each alignment and this introduces a further source of errors into the
process.
To overcome these limitations Holburn et al. [13] proposed the use of techniques from
the image registration and pattern recognition elds, by suggesting that an alignment
algorithm based on the process of correlation could be used to perform precise alignment
in electron beam lithography.
2.2.4 Correlation
Correlation, in image processing terms, is a process that measures the similarity between
two images. As such it can be used to locate a marker by correlating a reference image
of the marker within an image of the marker as exposed on the wafer with the associated
distortions present. Fundamentally this problem of nding a marker at an unknown
position in a noisy image is remarkable similar to the use of a linear lter to detect
if a known signal is present in a received waveform in the midst of noise and with an
unknown delay. This situation has been widely discussed [42, 97{100] particularly in the
radar detection context, where it is referred to as the \simple binary detection problem".
This essentially asks if a detected waveform contains a known signal plus noise or just
noise, and locates the position of the signal if present. This is precisely the task required
to locate a marker in an image, albeit in 2-dimensions rather than one.
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2.2.4.1 Matched lters
Consider the case of gure 2.18 where a received waveform, x(t), consists either solely
of white Gaussian noise, n(t), or of n(t) plus a signal, s(t), of known form. Using a
linear lter it is desired to be able to detect when the signal is present in the received
waveform. Turin [97] shows that the lter that maximises the signal-to-noise ratio of the
output, y (t), is the matched lter.
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Figure 2.18: Use of a linear lter to detect the presence of a signal of known form in a
noisy received waveform.
Given a function, s

^ t

, then its matched lter is dened as having an impulse re-
sponse, h

^ t

, given by equation 2.7,
h

^ t

= ks

  ^ t

; (2.7)
where k and  are arbitary constants. Examining this in the context of our detection
system then the transfer function of the matched lter, which is the Fourier transform
of the impulse response, has the form
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H

j2^ f

=
Z 1
 1
h

^ t

e j2^ f^ td^ t
= k
Z 1
 1
s

  ^ t

e j2^ f^ td^ t
= ke j2^ f
Z 1
 1
s

^ t0

e j2^ f^ t0
d^ t0; (2.8)
where the substitution ^ t0 =   ^ t has been made. The Fourier transform of the original
function is
S

j2^ f

=
Z 1
 1
s

^ t

e j2^ f^ td^ t: (2.9)
Comparing this with equation 2.8 shows that
H

j2^ f

= ke j2^ fS

 j2^ f

= ke j2^ fS

j2^ f

; (2.10)
namely, that except for an amplitude and delay factor the transfer function of a matched
lter is the complex conjugate of the Fourier transform of the signal it is matched to.
Hence matched lters are often referred to as \conjugate" lters.
2.2.4.2 Properties of Correlation
Mathematically, correlation is closely related to convolution as can be seen from equa-
tions 2.11 and 2.12, the convolution and correlation integrals respectively for two func-
tions f (^ r) and g (^ r), where `' denotes convolution and `?' denotes correlation [101].
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f (^ r)  g (^ r) =
Z
f (^ s)g (^ r  ^ s)d^ s (2.11)
f (^ r) ? g (^ r) =
Z
f (^ s)g (^ r +^ s)d^ s (2.12)
Convolution is often expressed in a more convenient form using the Fourier transforms
of the functions, as in equation 2.13, where F

^ k

and G

^ k

denote the Fourier trans-
forms of f (^ r) and g (^ r) respectively, and Ff g denotes a Fourier transform. Using the
convolution theorem we can write equation 2.13, which states that the convolution of two
functions in the spatial domain is equal to the multiplication of their Fourier transforms
in reciprocal space.
f (^ r)  g (^ r) = F

F

^ k

G

^ k

(2.13)
A similar relationship exists for correlation, as shown in equation 2.14. The sign change in
the correlation integral, equation 2.12, manifests itself as a complex conjugation, denoted
by the superscript asterisk, of one of the functions in the Fourier domain.
f (^ r) ? g (^ r) = F

F

^ k

G

^ k

(2.14)
When g (^ r) is set as the pattern to be detected and f (^ r) is an image of the pattern
with added random noise, equation 2.14 shows that the correlation is mathematically
equivalent to the result that would be obtained by matched ltering. Hence correlation
can be considered as acting as a matched lter with the same optimum signal-to-noise
properties.
It is sometimes useful to investigate the \autocorrelation" of a function, which is the
correlation of a function with itself, the reason being that the autocorrelation has an
important relationship to the power spectral density of a function. This can be most
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easily demonstrated if we consider how equation 2.14 changes in the case of correlating
two equal functions.
f (^ r) ? f (^ r) = F

F

^ k

F

^ k

= F
(
 
F

^ k

 

2)
(2.15)
Therefore, the autocorrelation is simply the Fourier transform of the power spec-
tral density of the original function. This remarkable result is known as the Wiener-
Khintchine theorem. Furthermore the autocorrelation has its maximum at the origin,
which can be shown by considering the Cauchy-Schwarz inequality. Equation 2.16 shows
the Cauchy-Schwarz inequality after squaring both sides.
 Z 1
 1
f (u)g (u)du
!2

Z 1
 1
f (u)
2 du
Z 1
 1
g (u)
2 du (2.16)
Substituting f (u + x) for g (u) allows this to be rewritten as
 Z 1
 1
f (u)f (u + x)du
!2

Z 1
 1
f (u)
2 du
Z 1
 1
f (u + x)
2 du : (2.17)
Now the left-hand side of equation 2.17 is simply the square of the autocorrelation of
f (u) evaluated at x, so can be rewritten as
(f ? f)
2 (x) 
Z 1
 1
f (u)
2 du
Z 1
 1
f (u + x)
2 du : (2.18)
However, for any x,
Z 1
 1
f (u + x)
2 du =
Z 1
 1
f (u)
2 du : (2.19)
As well as this,
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Z 1
 1
f (u)
2 du =
Z 1
 1
f (u)f (u)du
= (f ? f)(0) : (2.20)
Substitution equations 2.19 & 2.20 into 2.18 gives
(f ? f)
2 (x)  (f ? f)
2 (0) ; (2.21)
and since (f ? f)(x)  0 we conclude that
(f ? f)(x)  (f ? f)(0) ; (2.22)
and therefore that the autocorrelation has its maximum at the origin. It follows that
when one of the functions is shifted by (x;y) then the maximum of the cross-correlation,
f (^ r) ? f
 
^ r + (x;y)

, is at (x;y).
2.2.4.3 Graphical Interpretation
It is interesting to consider the process of correlation graphically. Correlation, in essence,
provides a measure of similarity between two functions, or images. Each point in the
correlation give a measure of the similarity of the two images with a dierent relative
oset, therefore the origin in the correlation measures the similarity when neither image
is displaced and a point (a;b) in the correlation measures the similarity when there is
a relative displacement of (a;b) between the two images. As such nding the peak in
the correlation allows the relative oset between the two images which gives the greatest
degree of similarity to be obtained. Therefore, it can be used to locate a reference pattern
within another image, which may be noisy or imperfect in other ways. Schematically this
is illustrated in gure 2.19, which shows how a simple square reference pattern can be
located within a larger image, by nding the point with the greatest brightness in the
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correlation.
Figure 2.19: Schematic illustration of image correlation.
Correlation is not limited to using simple geometric shapes as reference patterns and
it is well known that the pattern used as a reference has a critical inuence on the perfor-
mance of the correlation [14, 17]. Correlation based methods have been used for alignment
in electron beam lithography, most recently by Anderson et al. [18] and previous work has
noted that the use of more sophisticated marker patterns leads to an improvement in the
alignment accuracy [16]. As well as this, since correlation uses information from a much
larger area, the careful choice of marker can be used to boost the signal to noise ratio
[15]. This may allow the use of lower interrogation doses and introduces the possibility of
repeatedly using the same marker, without exposing it suciently to modify the marker,
in multi-stage alignment, again improving the accuracy.
Perhaps, the most important factor determining the performance of correlation based
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alignment is the choice of the pattern used as a reference. However to date, there has
been no detailed study into how the design of a reference pattern aects the attainable
accuracy of correlation or of an alignment process. The following chapter deals with
this topic in depth, examining various families of patterns, considering their correlation
properties and their suitability for use as electron beam alignment markers.
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A surprising number of patterns have been used as alignment markers. These range
from simple geometric shapes, such as squares and octagons discussed in section 3.1.1,
to complex alignment targets that have been specically designed to give as much po-
sitional information as possible, such as the `Universal Alignment Target' discussed in
section 3.1.6. There are also several situations where a correlation process or similar is
applied to identify a signal or to allow improvements to be made to the performance of
a system, in particular matched and correlation lters in communications systems and
\Coded Aperture Imaging" in X-ray astronomy. These seemingly unrelated elds have
produced some interesting patterns that have desirable features which could be exploited
by an alignment process based on correlation.
3.1 Marker Patterns
In this section various classes of pattern will be introduced. The origin of each class of
pattern will be discussed and the properties which make it desirable for a correlation
based alignment process will be explained. As well as this, examples of typical patterns
from each class will be displayed.
3.1.1 Simple Geometric Shapes
Perhaps the simplest but also the most widely used class of marker patterns are the simple
geometric shapes. This class includes objects such as squares, octagons, and single or
multi-limbed crosses, examples of which can be seen in gure 3.1
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Figure 3.1: Simple geometric shapes that have been used as alignment markers. a) square,
b) octagon, c) simple cross, d) multi-limb cross, where each limb is comprised
of three lines.
This type of alignment marker has been widely used in e-beam lithography, principally
due to the relative ease with which their position can be determined. Using the square
marker as an example, gure 3.2 shows the detected BSE signal when the electron beam
is scanned across the marker. The positions of the rising and falling edges equate to
the marker edges and these positions can simply be averaged to give a measure of the
x-position of the centre of the marker. A similar scan in the vertical direction allows the
y-position to be found.
More detailed scans can be performed to locate the edges to greater precision and
multiple scans in dierent positions can be used, with a knowledge of the marker geom-
etry, to improve the immunity to noise and defects. The more edges that the marker
pattern contains then the more measures of the marker position can be made, so the
square has four edges, two in x and two in y. The multi-limb cross of gure 3.1 has
twenty-four edges (not counting the ends of the limbs since these are not used during the
alignment), twelve each in x and y, therefore contains much more positional information.
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Figure 3.2: Detected backscattered electron signal when the electron beam is scanned
across a square marker.
3.1.2 Non-redundant and Uniformly Redundant Arrays
In high-energy astronomy pinhole cameras are often used because they don't rely on
refraction and can therefore be used to form images from X-ray and gamma ray sources
[102{104]. However the problem with pinholes is that they are small and hence let very
little radiation through to the detector. Making the pinholes larger results in a decrease
in resolving power, so the bigger the pinholes the more blurred the image becomes. There
is a solution, known as \Coded Aperture Imaging" (CAI), which allows the good signal-
to-noise ratio of a large collection area to be combined with the superior spatial resolution
of small apertures. It works on the principle illustrated in gure 3.3, where an image of
the source is formed on the screen by an array of small apertures.
The image formed appears to be an incoherent montage of overlapping images however
if the pattern of the pinholes is carefully chosen it is possible to reconstruct a single image
with a resolution equal to that of a single pinhole but with an intensity corresponding to
the number of pinholes used. The image, I, formed of an object, O, using an aperture
pattern, A, can be described as,
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Source Coded Aperture Detector
Figure 3.3: Schematic of the principle of operation of Coded Aperture Imaging.
I = (O ? A) + N; (3.1)
where ? is the correlation operator and N is a noise function. Both deconvolution and
correlation can be used to reconstruct the object however only the correlation method will
be discussed due to its simplicity. For the correlation method equation 3.1 is correlated
by a recovery function, G, giving an expression for the reconstructed object, ~ O, as follows,
~ O = I ? G = O ? (A ? G) + N ? G: (3.2)
In the ideal case A? G would be a delta function and the expression for the reconstructed
object becomes,
~ O = O + N ? G; (3.3)
i.e. a perfect reconstruction of the original object except for the noise term.
The recovery function used must be derived from the aperture pattern, and so the
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pattern must be chosen such that A ? G is eectively a delta function. Non-redundant
arrays (NRA) have the property that their autocorrelation consists of a sharp central
spike with sidelobes equal to unity out to a particular spatial frequency, and then equal
to zero or unity beyond that. This is a good approximation for a delta function with
an easily removable dc oset. Although the non-uniform sidelobes do introduce some
inherent noise, if the pattern is made large with respect to the object this eect becomes
negligible.
The autocorrelation properties stem from the fact that if the separations between all
possible pairs of holes in an NRA are measured then each separation (up to a given value)
will occur once and only once within the pattern, thus the separations are non-redundant.
This provides the major advantage to using an NRA however it also enormously restricts
the number of holes within a given area as gure 3.4 a) shows.
Figure 3.4: Examples of a) a non-redundant array with 10 pinholes, and b) a uniformly
redundant array of approximately the same area as a) but with an array of
11x11 pinholes and 50% ll.
An extension to NRA are uniformly redundant arrays (URA) which instead of a
single instance of each separation they have the same number of each separation present
in the array. In a similar way to the NRA the autocorrelation of a URA is also sharply
peaked in the centre, however its sidelobes are not equal to unity, they are uniform but
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at a level corresponding to the number of pairs of holes with duplicate separations. This
allows them to maintain the -function like property but maximise the light collecting
area. There are various derivatives of URA, including modied uniformly redundant
arrays (MURA) and hexagonal uniformly redundant arrays (HURA) [105{107] which
allow more convenient methods of generation to be used or allow a greater density of
pinholes and thus physically smaller masks to be used. Several -ray and X-ray satellites
and balloon-borne telescopes have successfully employed CAI to produce remarkable
images of the sky [108].
3.1.3 Pseudo-random Noise Arrays
Pseudo-random noise sequences (PN) have been known to have many useful properties,
and have been widely used in communications systems as error checking and correcting
codes, cyclic redundancy checks and in spread spectrum systems. These systems all rely
on the fact that the autocorrelation of PN sequences is large when there is no shift but
uniform and small for any other shifts, i.e. the autocorrelation has a single peak. Perhaps
the easiest method to generate PN sequences is through the use of a linear shift-register
feedback loop [109], as long as the sequence generated is of maximal length then it will
exhibit the good autocorrelation properties above. The PN sequences, as generated, are
one-dimensional but there exists a simple method of reforming the sequence into a two-
dimensional array with similarly good autocorrelation properties, a pseudo-random noise
array [36]. An example PN array is shown in gure 3.5.
In fact PN arrays generated in this way are a sub-class of URA mentioned above in
section 3.1.2.
3.1.4 Fractal Patterns
Fractals are patterns which have a similar form at all length scales. That is to say that
any small section of a fractal pattern when magnied has the same structure as the
original pattern. A good example of this is the Sierpinski carpet fractal, named after the
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Figure 3.5: Example of a pseudo-random noise sequence formed into an array.
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Polish mathematician Wac  law Sierpi nski, which is shown in gure 3.6. Examining the
region outlined in red it is clear that it contains a reduced scale version of the complete
pattern, showing the fractal nature of the pattern.
Figure 3.6: A Sierpinski carpet fractal pattern, with a section highlighted to show the
pattern's self-similarity.
Fractals have several desirable properties as marker patterns, not least of which is
the self-similarity at dierent length scales. This would mean that exactly the same
performance is obtained no matter what magnication is used. This is also the greatest
weakness, since if too small a region is interrogated it is impossible to tell uniquely which
part of the pattern it comes from, therefore a large fraction of the pattern must be
interrogated so that at least one of each size of feature is detected. It is also dicult
to optimise the fabrication of fractal patterns since they have both very large and very
small elements, and so are limited by both the resolution of the fabrication process and
the proximity eect from having large features near to smaller ones.
The centre of mass of a fractal pattern such as the Sierpinski carpet, is at the centre
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of the pattern and so this can be used to roughly locate the pattern's centre. The large
degree of redundancy in the information content in fractal patterns gives them a good
degree of tolerance to missing parts of the pattern, since if some of the smaller parts are
obscured or missing then there are still larger elements which can be used to locate the
marker.
3.1.5 Barker Sequence
A Barker sequence [110] is a nite sequence of integers, each 1, such that the \o-peak
autocorrelation" of the sequence has a magnitude of less than 1. Given the sequence,
a0;a1;:::;an 1, the kth aperiodic autocorrelation of this sequence is dened as
ck =
n 1 k X
i=0
aiaj; where j =
8
> > > > > <
> > > > > :
i + k + n i + k < 0
i + k 0  i + k < n   1
i + k   n n   1  i + k
(3.4)
where k is an integer and jkj < n. The value when k = 0 is therefore n, and is
called the \peak" autocorrelation, however for all other values of k, ck is denoted as the
\o-peak" autocorrelations. Any sequence where jckj  1 for k 6= 0 is known as a Barker
sequence.
These sequences are specically chosen because of their good correlation properties,
but there is no easy way to generate Barker sequences. There are also just eight known
Barker sequences as shown in table 3.1, where + and - are used to represent +1 and  1
respectively.
To form a binary image with similar properties to a Barker series we can replace the
+1 elements with bright regions and the  1 elements with dark regions. Furthermore,
Barker sequences are 1-dimensional but can be used to nd a position in 2-dimensions
by using a pattern composed of two Barker sequences arranged such that there is one
sequence in the x-direction and one in the y-direction, as shown in gure 3.7.
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n Barker sequence
2 ++
3 ++-
4 +++-
4 ++-+
5 +++-+
7 +++--+-
11 +++---+--+-
13 +++++--++-+-+
Table 3.1: Barker sequences
Figure 3.7: A pattern formed from two Barker sequences one in the x-direction and the
other in the y-direction.
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Barker sequence based markers have already been used as alignment markers in e-
beam lithography and have been shown to provide a good level of accuracy. They are
limited in that they are 1-dimensional, and therefore multiple Barker sequence markers
are needed to provide both x and y positional information, increasing the area that must
be interrogated. They are also severely aected by grid degeneracy, see section 3.2.5,
which restricts the sub-pixel information that can be obtained from a sampled Barker
sequence marker image.
3.1.6 Universal Alignment Target
There has been a substantial amount of work into what alignment target is best to use
in machine vision systems. The requirements for a machine vision system are similar to
that for an electron beam system however, machine vision systems are in general less
restricted. For instance machine vision systems have to cope with alignment that is not
uniquely translational, and have to be able to nd a marker that could be signicantly
rotated, skewed by perspective, obscured by other objects, and perhaps of unknown size.
In particular Silver [111] has designed a target which fulls his criteria of
 high speed of analysis
 high accuracy in all degrees of freedom (translation, rotation, and scaling)
 high success rate (low false detection)
 easy to use in terms of creation, training the machine vision system
 has a well-dened reference point.
The target created is dubbed a \universal alignment target" or UAT.
The UAT designed by Silver is shown in gure 3.8. It has been designed such that
it has good sensitivity to rotational, translational, and size changes and that it has good
immunity to sampling problems. Further it has few small features making it quick to
interrogate but also easy to produce and robust against manufacturing processes.
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Figure 3.8: Universal alignment target proposed by Silver.
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3.1.7 Penrose Patterns
As will be justied in section 3.3, Penrose pattern based markers have proven to be the
most suitable, of all the patterns examined, for use as marker patterns in correlation
based alignment. Therefore an extensive introduction to Penrose patterns is given here.
A Penrose pattern is derived from a tiling invented by Roger Penrose [112]. The tiling
is formed from only two fundamental tiles with simple rules constraining the placement
of those tiles such that they can be formed into an innite tiling of the 2D plane which is
translationally aperiodic. This means that every point in the pattern is surrounded by a
unique set of tiles and although there is rotational ve-fold symmetry in the pattern, no
translational displacement of the point of interest will produce another point surrounded
by a matching set of the tiles.
One set of fundamental tiles, commonly known as \kites" and \darts", that can be
used to form Penrose tilings are shown in gure 3.9, where  is the Golden ratio  1:618.
There is another equivalent set known as \fat" and \thin" rhombi, and the sets can be
used interchangeably. The rest of the discussion will use kites and darts with no loss of
generality since any pattern made up of one set of tiles can trivially be converted into
the other set of tiles. The rules that constrain the placement of tiles is illustrated by the
coloured arcs on the tiles in gure 3.9.
Two tiles can only be positioned adjacently if the coloured arcs match across the
shared edges. These constraints mean that there are just seven congurations of kites
and darts that can be formed around a point; all of which can be used as a starting point,
or `axiom', for an innite tiling.
The two most commonly used are the \Sun" and \Star" arrangements which are the
only two which have ve-fold rotational symmetry and a well-dened centre position.
They can be used to produce an innite tiling by a process known as deation. Deation
takes each of the fundamental tiles in a pattern in turn, and replaces that tile with
multiple parts of smaller tiles maintaining the same outline. So a kite is converted into
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Figure 3.9: The two fundamental tiles that can be used to form Penrose tilings
two kites and two half-darts, while a dart is converted into a kite and two half-darts.
This process can be continued innitely until a pattern has enough detail to cover a given
area with a given feature size. The rst four generations of patterns from the `Sun' and
`Star' axioms are shown in gure 3.10.
A Penrose tiling can be used to form a marker pattern by selecting either kites or
darts to be metal with the other tile being left blank. An appropriate generation of
pattern is chosen so that the desired marker area is covered with features of a given size.
The translational aperiodicity of Penrose patterns gives them an obvious advantage
when used as marker patterns since this aperiodicity means that any part of a Penrose
pattern is unique. The size of the section examined determines the radius of uniqueness,
with larger sections being unique over larger distances. Therefore, with a given extent of
pattern there is a minimum area that must be interrogated such that the correlation pro-
duces a unique position. This minimum area of interrogation is illustrated in gure 3.11,
for a seventh generation Penrose pattern based on the sun axiom with dart elements
highlighted.
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Generation 0
(Axiom)
Generation 1
Generation 2
Generation 3
Sun Star
Figure 3.10: Four generations of Penrose tilings showing the process of deation used to
create them. The patterns start from either the `Sun' or `Star' axiom.
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Figure 3.11: A seventh generation Penrose pattern based on the sun axiom, with the mini-
mum interrogation area that produces a unique position when the correlation
is performed highlighted.
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3.2 Analysis
3.2.1 Simulation
To evaluate the various marker patterns introduced above several simulations were set-
up allowing the process of correlation based alignment to be replicated. This has been
achieved using a Java based image manipulation package developed by the National
Institutes of Health called ImageJ [113], which has sophisticated support for user-dened
macros and plug-ins facilitating the creation of image manipulation programs and has a
large pre-existing library of image manipulation functions.
Using ImageJ has allowed simulation of the eects of noise, blurring and rotation on
the marker position as measured by correlation to be investigated. It has also allowed
simulations to be performed in which the accuracy of locating a numerically shifted
marker could be measured. This has necessitated the development of several software
routines to perform correlations on various types of images, to produce autocorrelation
images and to give values for the PCE and other metrics related to the autocorrela-
tion discussed below. The Java code is given in appendix A for three routines, which
respectively compute the correlation of two images with periodic boundary conditions,
calculate the peak-to-correlation energy ratio for a given correlation, and lastly compute
the correlation and measures how the PCE varies as the values for blurring, sampling,
rotation and noise functions are varied.
3.2.2 Metrics
Dening a metric to measure the `goodness' of a pattern used in a correlation based
alignment process is a non-trival task. Discussed here are the properties that make
a pattern good for alignment and several methods of quantitatively measuring these
parameters.
The design of the markers plays a crucial role in the accuracy provided by the corre-
lation method and the best way to evaluate a given marker design is by examining the
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autocorrelation of the marker pattern. This gives an indication of the resultant correla-
tion in the ideal case when the image is a perfect match for the reference, i.e. the image is
undistorted. The sharper the central peak of the autocorrelation the more accurately the
centre of the pattern can be located and therefore the more precisely any misalignment
can be measured using that pattern. It follows that to be able to locate a given pattern
with a correlation method we would like the output of the correlation to have a signicant
value only whenever the reference pattern is visible in the eld of view. Furthermore the
output of the correlation should be sharply peaked so that small displacements of the
pattern produce a signicant change in the correlation output and hence the position of
the pattern within the eld of view can be located with a greater precision.
The autocorrelation of a pattern allows its suitability to be evaluated in the ideal
case i.e. in the absence of sampling artefacts, pattern defects and other distortions. The
autocorrelation is produced as described by equation 2.15 in section 2.2.4.2, so for a given
pattern image, p(^ r), the autocorrelation, A(^ r), can be dened as follows:
A(^ r) = p(^ r) ? p(^ r)
= F
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^ k

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
^ k

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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(3.5)
This can then be evaluated to compare the performance of various types of pattern,
however this requires that a gure of merit be chosen.
There have been a number of procedures used in the literature [37] to assign a measure
of the quality of an autocorrelation; in particular a great deal of work has been done to
quantify correlation lters for use in signal processing applications. Matched ltering, (see
section 2.2.4.1), in communications systems also relies on the lter output being sharply
peaked when the known signal is present in the detected waveform and being small valued
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when only noise is present. This is similar to the autocorrelation properties desired for
alignment and therefore it is anticipated that the performance measures developed in this
eld can be directly applied to image based alignment applications using correlation.
The rst metric commonly used is the signal-to-noise ratio (SNR), which is a measure
of the information content as related to the random noise carried by the output of the
correlation. It is dened by equation 3.6, where E fg denotes the ensemble average,
varfg denotes the variance and since A(^ r) is an autocorrelation, its maximum value will
be at the point (0;0).
SNR =
 
E

A(0;0)
	 

2
var

A(0;0)
	 (3.6)
The SNR cannot be calculated from a single autocorrelation output since the variance
would be zero, but instead it is calculated by repeatedly performing the autocorrelation
with a source of noise present. Schematically this is shown in gure 3.12. Note that
the noise added to the input of the correlation is independent between the two inputs,
in this case one input has zero noise and the other has noise n(^ r). Since correlation is
linear this is the same as having two separate uncorrelated noise sources. From a group
of correlations the SNR can be calculated using equation 3.6.
A(ˆr )
Figure 3.12: Flow diagram of the process used to measure the SNR of the autocorrelation,
A(^ r), of a pattern, p(^ r), in the presence of a source of white Gaussian noise,
n(^ r).
Closely related to the SNR is the peak-to-sidelobe ratio (PSR). Dened by equa-
tion 3.7, the dierence from the SNR being that the variance of a point far from the peak
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replaces the variance of the peak itself. The choice of x and y is arbitrary but by using
a point around L
2 when the correlation extends from  L to L, gives a good separation
from the peak without being adversely aected by any eects at the edge of the correla-
tion (e.g. from the windowing function used, or due to the boundary conditions). It is
important to note that in the case of only additive white Gaussian noise then the PSR
and SNR give exactly the same measure.
PSR =
 
E

A(0;0)
	 

2
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n
A
 
x;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From the discussion in section 2.2.4.1 it is evident that, in terms of SNR, correlation
is the optimal process for identifying a known marker in the presence of additive white
Gaussian noise. Therefore it is also the optimal process in terms of optimising PSR
as well. As was discussed in section 2.2.4.1 the shape of the marker pattern has no
eect on the optimisation of the SNR, Turin [97] simply states that, whatever the chosen
pattern, matched ltering is the best method, in terms of signal-to-noise ratio, to locate
the pattern amongst the noise.
The signal-to-noise ratio, and indeed the peak-to-sidelobe ratio, is an important per-
formance measure when considering how robust a particular pattern will be to external
interference, but as a measure of the theoretical performance for alignment it proves in-
adequate as a metric. The SNR (and PSR) considers only the average and variance of
the correlation peak and not of any other points in the correlation and as such give no
indication of the shape of the correlation peak. For alignment, the necessity of a sharply
peaked autocorrelation has already been stressed and there are several so-called peak
sharpness measures that aim to quantify the sharpness of the peak of an autocorrelation.
3.2.3 Peak Sharpness
Perhaps the simplest of the peak sharpness measures is the ratio of the correlation peak to
the secondary peak. As the name suggests this is simply the ratio of the magnitude of the
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main peak in the correlation to the magnitude of the second largest peak, as illustrated
in gure 3.13. This is a relevant measure for alignment since it gives some indication
of the how unique the main correlation peak is and gives some idea of the chance of
the alignment algorithm mistakenly identifying a secondary peak (a false positive). It
however, gives no indication of the spatial separation between the peaks or of the relative
widths of the peaks and is therefore limited as a diagnostic tool.
Figure 3.13: Illustration of the peak-to-secondary ratio for a 1-D correlation
Another measure that has been proposed to evaluate the peak sharpness is the peak-
to-root mean square ratio or PRMSR. Dened as the ratio of the peak height to the
RMS value of the pixels in the correlation whose values are below 50% of the peak value.
This can be expressed mathematically as in equation 3.8 where 
 is the set of pixels with
values less than half of the peak value and N
 is the number of pixels in that set. The
biggest problem with this measure is the necessity of nding the right set of pixels to
perform the averaging over, it does however give some idea as to how sharp the peak is
since a sharper peak will have more pixels in the 
 set and will give larger values for the
PRMSR. The weakness of the PRMSR measure is that it can only provide a meaningful
measure of the sharpness of the central peak when it is the only signicant peak in the
correlation. When there are multiple peaks there could be a signicant number of pixels
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in the correlation with values greater than 50% of the peak, and thus ignored by the
PRMSR.
PRMSR =

y (0;0)

2
y2
rms
(3.8)
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The last of the peak sharpness measures is the peak-to-correlation energy ratio or
PCE. This relates the energy contained in the central peak of the correlation to the
total energy contained in the correlation plane. As such, it gives a direct measure of the
sharpness of the central peak of an autocorrelation: a sharp peak will contain a larger
proportion of the total energy within the central peak than a more widely spread out peak
will. Mathematically it is given by equation 3.9, where A(^ r) is again the autocorrelation.
PCE =
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2
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2 d^ r
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For correlation based alignment the most applicable of the peak sharpness measures
is the peak-to-correlation energy ratio, since it measures the sharpness of the central
peak, the peak used to locate a marker in correlation based alignment. The sharpness of
the peak of the autocorrelation provides just one consideration when comparing marker
patterns. There are practical limitations on the fabrication of the alignment markers,
and the method used for interrogating the marker must also be considered to evaluate
the suitability and performance of a given marker pattern.
3.2.4 Coarse Positioning
Coarse positioning is the process of determining the rough location within an extended
pattern before the exact position can be determined with a much higher precision. It is
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required because when a substrate is mounted on a holder and loaded into the machine,
although the position is measured using an optical microscope with a stage equipped
with linear encoders, the initial error in position can be several hundred micrometers.
The pattern used strongly aects the coarse positioning performance as the following
example illustrates. Consider examining a small region from a large grating, since the
region contains a large number of edges, the positions of the edges within the small region
can be determined with a high degree of precision. However, there are many regions
within the larger grating identical to the small regions examined and thus the position
within the larger pattern remains unknown. The patterns examined above have two
features that allow the general position within a larger pattern to be determine without
interrogating the entire extent pattern. Firstly fractal patterns such as the Sierpinski
carpet encode the long-range position by incorporating motifs dened on dierent length
scales, thus the position within the complete pattern can be identied by interrogating a
region containing a few dierently sized motifs. In fact this is where ideal fractals excel
since no matter what resolution is used for the interrogation the interrogated region will
contain the same distribution of feature sizes. Therefore the same amount of information
about the position within the entire pattern and the same amount of precise positional
information can be obtained from the region.
There are several practical disadvantage to having both large and small structures
within a marker pattern. Firstly the large structures produce dead-zones where there is
a lack of high-resolution information. Taking the Sierpinski carpet of gure 3.6 as an
example, the large central square in the pattern lls a large percentage of the pattern
area. Within this are there are no edges and so if the interrogated areas lies within this
region the marker's position cannot be determined. This means that while that region
of the pattern allows the coarse position to be determined it does not contribute to the
precise determination of the marker's position. Secondly it is dicult to optimise the
fabrication process for both the large and small features within the pattern. Ideally the
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smallest structures would be fabricated close to the resolution limit of the fabrication
process, however the proximity eect in electron beam lithography makes it dicult to
fabricate small features close to large ones. The proximity eect occurs due to the beam
electrons scattering in the resist and backscattering from the substrate material. This
results in the incident beam depositing signicant dose in the resist over a large area
(20m radius but depends on the accelerating voltage and on the substrate material).
This means that around a large pattern a large `background' dose is deposited which
limits the size of the smallest features that can be dened near to large features.
The second method that can be used to determine the coarse position within a pattern
is by varying the local layout of motifs within a pattern. For example, since Penrose
patterns are aperiodic, the motifs in the local neighbourhood uniquely determine the
position within the complete pattern, and interrogating a given area of pattern uniquely
determines its position within the full extent of the pattern. For an innite Penrose
tiling any region is repeated an innite number of times. In the current case, where the
pattern is nite in extent, there is a minimum area that must be interrogated, to uniquely
determine the position. The advantage of this is that the motifs within a Penrose pattern
are all similarly sized, and as such can be fabricated near to the resolution limit of the
fabrication process, maximising the high-resolution positional information within a given
area.
The problems of coarse positioning can be circumvented by using a two stage align-
ment strategy where separate coarse and ne alignment markers are used. This allows
the individual markers to be optimised for each process. So in fact, although it is some-
times useful to have coarse positioning information within a marker pattern this is not
essential and in certain cases may actually reduce the ultimate accuracy due to the re-
duction of high resolution information caused by the larger parts of the pattern, as was
seen in the case of the Sierpinski carpet. A marker pattern that does incorporate coarse
positioning information without a loss of high-resolution information, such as a Penrose
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pattern, does oer the option of using a single interrogation to perform both coarse and
ne positioning without reducing the accuracy of precision with which the marker can
be located.
3.2.5 Grid Degeneracy & Sampling Eects
In practice images are represented as values on a discrete grid of points and, unlike the
continuous plane, a grid of points has distinct anisotropy: directions parallel to the grid
axes have special properties. Consider the sampling of a one-dimensional intensity prole
across a pattern boundary as shown in gure 3.14(a). The edge can be seen clearly in
the sampled intensity prole and by examining the relative changes in intensity between
adjacent sample points the edge can be located to be at a specic pixel, i.e. by applying
a threshold pixels with values less than the threshold are outside the marker while those
pixels with values greater are inside. The shape of the sample intensity prole however,
also contains information about the edge's position at a scale smaller than that of a
single pixel. Imagine the boundary is moved by a whole pixel, the sampled intensity
prole shifts correspondingly but there is no change in its shape, gure 3.14(b). If the
boundary is shifted by a fraction of a pixel amount, gure 3.14(c), then the shape of the
intensity prole changes showing that the shape of the prole encodes information about
the sub-pixel position of the pattern boundary.
When the edge is over-sampled, such there are multiple pixels across each edge, the
sub-pixel edge position can be determined with an arbitrary level of precision limited only
by the shot noise of the detection system. This can be obtained since each of the pixels
along the length of the boundary gives an independent measure of the edge position.
However, when the edge is under-sampled such that the samples are either on the marker
or o the marker, i.e. the edge slope is very much less than the sampling period, the
precision of sub-pixel information that can be retrieved is limited by the pattern geometry
and the sampling period.
Consider the example of gure 3.15, which shows a pattern with a vertical edge,
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Continous edge
waveform
Sampling points
Sampled waveform
Pixel values
(a) Intensity prole of a continuous boundary after sam-
pling
(b) Sampled intensity prole of the
same continuous boundary af-
ter a single pixel shift
(c) Sampled intensity prole of the
same continuous boundary af-
ter a sub-pixel shift
Figure 3.14: Eect of pattern shift on position and shape of its sampled intensity prole
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parallel to one of the sampling grid axes, and a pattern with an edge angled with respect
to the sampling grid axes, sampled onto a grid of points with a period much larger
than the edge slope. From the values at the sampled points of the vertical edge it is
impossible to determine the edge's true position to the less than the distance between
sampling points. The range of possible edge positions resulting in identical sampled
values is demonstrated in the right-hand part of gure 3.15(a) by the dashed vertical
lines. On the other hand, when the underlying pattern has edges that are not parallel
to the sampling grid axes the uncertainty with which the edge's true position can be
determined is greatly reduced. This situation is illustrated in gure 3.15(b), where again
the dashed lines in the right-hand part indicate the, now much reduced, range of edge
positions resulting in identical values at the sampling points.
There is a related eect dependant only on the pattern geometry and not on the sam-
pling grid and relates to the sensitivity of a pattern to motion in a given direction. As has
been already shown when an edge in the pattern lines up parallel to one of the sampling
grid axes then the certainty with which the edge's position can be determined is reduced.
There is a similar eect where small shifts of the pattern along a direction parallel to an
edge result in no change in the sampled information for that edge. Considering only a
single edge in the pattern this means that the positional information provided by a single
edge in the pattern is dependant on the direction in which the pattern shifts. Therefore
the distribution of edge directions in the pattern directly relates to the angular sensitivity
to pattern shifts. So for instance all the rectilinear patterns have edges aligned to just
two directions and therefore are more sensitive to pattern shifts in directions diagonal
to the edges since in this case all the edges contribute equally to the measurement of
position. For shifts parallel to either of the pattern edge directions only half of the edges
contribute to the position measurement, and the sensitivity is reduced.
Examining the pseudo-random noise array pattern from gure 3.5 on page 61, it
is clear to see that all the edges are parallel to the grid axes and that this pattern is
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Range of possible
edge positions
(a) Eect of undersampling a vertical edge onto a sampling grid and the range of possible
edge positions that the sampled values could correspond to.
Range of possible
edge positions
(b) Eect of undersampling an angled edge onto a sampling grid and the range of possible
edge positions that the sampled values could correspond to.
Figure 3.15: Eect of pattern edge direction on the accuracy with which the edge position
can be determined from the set of undersampled values.
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severely limited by grid degeneracy. With a simple rotation of the entire pattern the
pseudo-random noise array could be formed into a conguration where none of its edges
are parallel to the grid axes, however the edges in the pattern are from just two directions
and so the angular sensitivity is strongly inuenced by this and when sampled the pattern
is more sensitive to shifts in two angular directions.
The universal alignment target on the other hand is composed completely of curved
boundaries which do not line up parallel to the sample grid axes for any signicant length
and also cover the complete range of directions in a much more uniform manner giving
the universal alignment target good angular sensitivity over the complete 360o. The
Penrose pattern is somewhere in between these two extremes since it has edges in ve
distinct directions which gives it a fairly uniform angular sensitivity and a good degree
of immunity to grid degeneracy since at most only a single direction, or 1=5 of the edges,
can be made parallel to a grid axis.
The marker pattern will always be undersampled since a relatively large area (2m)
must be imaged with a relatively small number of pixels (.100), as alignment must be
achieved quickly. Since correlation is a linear process, the eect of undersampling is to
introduce a background ripple in the correlation. The period of this disturbance in the
correlation is equal the period of the sampling function. Since correlation is a linear
process the undersampling artefacts can by removed by using a matched lter. The
ripple amplitude has been found to be much smaller for Penrose patterns than for URA,
as expected.
3.2.6 Fabrication Limitations
Since the focus is on creating a marker pattern to be used in ebeam lithography it is
desirable to be able to create the markers also by ebeam lithography. This constrains
the patterns that can be created in several ways. Perhaps most signicant is the limit
placed on the total area of the marker pattern. Ebeam lithography is relatively slow
so due to time constraints it is desirable to fabricate markers with a relatively small
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area. This is not just about saving time, but is also because the stage in an ebeam
tool is constantly drifting to some extent and so writing the pattern quickly reduces any
errors introduced by drift during the writing process. The limitation on area is also a
benet when considering the interrogation of the marker, since a smaller marker can be
interrogated more quickly, also avoiding problems with drift.
As has been discussed, exposing patterns with large and small features in close prox-
imity causes problems for ebeam lithography due to the proximity eect [114]. Variations
in the size of exposed areas produce local variations in the background backscattered elec-
tron level which results in the size of patterned features being dependant on the local
pattern density. A pattern which is composed of many similarly sized elements that are in
a uniform density over the area of the pattern are therefore easier to fabricate accurately.
Markers were made using a lift-o process in which the minimum features that could
be reliably reproduced are around 30nm in size. This allowed a large process window
in terms of dose and development to give the process some robustness against variations
in either of these variables. To maximise the number of edges in the fabricated marker
pattern it is benecial to create as much of the pattern as possible at this minimum
size, reinforcing the idea that the pattern should be completely formed of similarly-sized
elements.
The design and fracturing processes in ebeam lithography necessitate the discretisa-
tion of the pattern data and therefore any curves can only be approximated by a staircase
like edge, with step sizes dened by the pattern element size. This is also true for any
sloped edges, i.e. edges that are neither horizontal nor vertical. This eect is reduced
to a certain extent by the blurring eects of electrons forward scattering in the resist,
the backscattered electrons contributing to the proximity eect and the limits on the
resolution of the resist. However, any marker pattern must be tolerant of this eect. The
universal alignment marker's potential for accurate alignment relies on its edges having
distinct curvatures. It therefore must be written using small elements to preserve the
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smoothness of the curved edges even though much of the pattern consists of large lled
areas.
3.3 Pattern Choice and Justication
Each of the patterns discussed in this chapter has several features that make them in some
way good for alignment. In this specic application, of an alignment marker for electron
beam lithography, some of these features are more important. For the present application
we wish to create a marker for use in electron beam lithography, preferably fabricated
by ebeam, which will provide the highest possible accuracy from a correlation based
alignment algorithm. Furthermore we propose to use the marker in a two-stage alignment
process, as explained in the next chapter, chapter 4, where the rst stage provides a
good estimation of the marker position such that the second-stage of the alignment is
used as a `pull-in' to rene the alignment only. With these considerations Penrose tiling
based marker patterns have been chosen as the optimal pattern for this work. This is
due to their inherent aperiodicity that leads to a sharply peaked autocorrelation, giving
a high level of accuracy when used in a correlation-based alignment process. Penrose
patterns also exhibit 50% ll with similarly-sized elements which maximises the high
spatial frequency components while also allowing the pattern fabrication process to be
optimised easily. Lastly, the incoherence with a rectangular sampling grid makes it less
susceptible to problems of grid degeneracy and of sampling.
Within the family of Penrose patterns there are an innite number of possible sections
that could be used as marker patterns. Based on the discussion in section 3.2.6 above, the
chosen pattern has been limited in extent to 10m, roughly the same as for conventional
simple geometric shaped cell markers. To give features within this pattern that are close
to the fabrication limit a 7thgeneration pattern has been used. To restrict the pattern to
as compact an area as possible to avoid using more space on the substrate a Sun based
pattern has been chosen. A SEM image of the resulting marker pattern as fabricated is
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shown in gure 3.16.
Figure 3.16: SEM image of a fabricated seventh generation Penrose pattern based on the
Sun axiom with darts selected to be marker elements. This may be compared
with the design shown in gure 3.11.
In the next chapter the specics of implementing a correlation-based alignment pro-
cess using Penrose pattern markers will be discussed.
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The process of implementing an alignment scheme based on correlation and using Penrose
pattern alignment markers can be divided into three distinct tasks; the development of
software to control the electron beam lithography tool and to carry out the correlation al-
gorithm, the design and physical fabrication of marker patterns based on Penrose patterns
and thirdly a validation process to verify the operation of the system and demonstrate
its performance. As part of the validation a method of reliably measuring alignment
on the nanometer scale will be introduced and its use in verifying the improvements
the correlation-based alignment with Penrose pattern markers provides will be discussed.
Following that, the performance of the correlation based system with respect to the con-
ventional alignment method will be examined. Each of these topics will be dealt with in
turn in the following sections.
4.1 Software
The VB6 ebeam machine, as described in section 2.1.1, is largely controlled from a Linux
workstation. Vistec supply a set of software tools which act as a control system for the
tool. This system, called EMMA [115], allows the machine to be controlled simply by
issuing commands at a shell prompt much like running any program under linux. This
system allows all the functions of the tool to be controlled, from loading substrates from
the loadlock onto the stage, performing diagnostic functions, through to exposing pattern
data and performing alignments.
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It is useful to understand the ow of operations needed to expose a substrate with
a given pattern. This is split into two parts; data preparation, which was described in
section 2.1.1.8, and sample preparation which will now be discussed.
Assuming that the substrate has already been cleaned and that the resist has been
spun and baked, the rst task is to mount the substrate on a holder. A picture of the 4"
wafer holder is shown in gure 4.1, in which, the main components have been annotated.
Pins allow wafer ﬂat to
be located on holder
Earthing clamps secure
substrate to holder and
stop substrate charging
Substrate height is determined
by pressing it against three
top-referencing sapphire balls
Mechanism allows manual
adjustment of the rotation
of the wafer on the holder
Holder marker block
containing markers used
during machine calibration
Figure 4.1: Annotated picture of the 4" wafer holder, showing the main components of the
holder.
To load the wafer an operator physically slides the wafer into the holder until the at
rests against the holder pins which helps to orientate the substrate. The spring-loaded
holder plate is lowered to allow the wafer to be slid into place and is then released which
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pushes the wafer up against three sapphire balls which ensure that the top surface of
the wafer is at the correct height, a technique known as \top-referencing". Using an
optical microscope, frequently referred to as the \alignment microscope", the rotation of
the wafer is checked with respect to any pattern already on the wafer. The alignment
microscope's stage is tted with a linear encoder to measure its position and this is
set-up to read the same positions as the VB6 stage would. Using features on the wafer
that are optically visible the rotation is adjusted by the operator to be better than
3m=mm (3mrad), as this is maximum rotation that can be corrected electronically by
the deection system. While the holder is under the alignment microscope a note of the
position of the cross on the wafer is taken, this allows the same cross to be found once
the holder is loaded onto the stage in the VB6. Finding the cross is the rst step in the
alignment process as it allows one physically measured point on the sample to be linked
with the stage position when the cross is viewed in SEM mode on the electron beam
lithography tool.
Mounting parts of wafers is slightly more complex, in that they are clamped onto a
plate with an array of tapped holes known as a \piece-part" holder. Figure 4.2 shows
the piece-part holder mounted under the alignment microscope, with two small samples
mounted on the holder.
These pieces are not top-referenced, so to ensure that their surface is at the correct
level the plate in the holder is mounted on three screws so that the height and tilt of
the plate can be adjusted. The alignment microscope also contains a heightmeter set-up
to measure the substrate height in the same way as the VB6, this allows the height and
tilt of the substrate to be checked and adjusted. The rotation is adjusted by manually
nudging the substrate and again a note is made of the position of the substrate so that
it can be found once the holder is mounted on the VB6 stage.
Once the substrate has been mounted on the holder it is placed inside the loadlock
and then the loadlock is evacuated. A robot arm inside the machine then moves the
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Laser heightmeter
Alignment
microscope
Substrate mounted on
holder with two clamps
Adjustment screws to
level and set the height
of the holder plate
Figure 4.2: Annotated picture of the piece-part wafer holder, mounted on the alignment
microscope.
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holder from the airlock and mounts it on the stage of the machine. Using the noted
position of the cross or the substrate's corner the same point is located using the SEM
mode of the VB6 and the stage co-ordinates are stored as the starting position for that
job.
Traditionally when exposing a pattern with an ebeam machine, a single job le is
created which contains all the jobs parameters. However, at the University of Glasgow
there is a locally written software program, called \Runjob" [85], which automates the
process of writing users' jobs so they require no human intervention at run-time. This
software eectively works out the commands that need to be issued to the EMMA control
software, the order in which they need to be processed and intelligently deals with any
responses from the machine to cope with errors. The main advantage to having an
automated software system to control the exposure of jobs is that it allows a much higher
throughput to be achieved compared to a machine that needs to be user controlled during
the exposure of a job. This is because several substrates and wafers can be loaded into
the machine at one time. Following a set-up period these substrates can be sequentially
exposed automatically with no further user intervention, a process which is typically
undertaken overnight at Glasgow.
Since the alignment process is integrated into this program, it is necessary to spend
some time explaining the role of Runjob. Figures 4.3-4.5 show simplied ow diagrams
of the main logic in the Runjob program. (No attempt has been made, in gures 4.3-4.5,
to detail the error handling routines in Runjob.)
To implement a correlation-based alignment scheme on the VB6 ebeam machine a
new series of software routines are needed. These routines, which perform the correlation-
based alignment, are added into Runjob in place of the standard marker search and inter-
face with the machine hardware in the same way through EMMA. The correlation-based
alignment routines replace the \Search for marker using parameters given by settings"
functions within the \Find markers" sub-routine in gure 4.5 (the function box replaced
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Log ﬁles
START
Apply default
machine settings
Job ﬁle
Contents:
ID info (username, etc.)
Time estimation
Job settings
     (substrate material, drift &
      full calibration times)
Job type
     (simple or registration)
Cross position
Video level adjust position
Marker type deﬁnitions
     (incl. search parameters)
Global marker positions and type
Heightmap position and size
Field size required
Beam current required
Cell marker positions and type
Pattern name, position and
     exposure parameters
Read Job ﬁle
Open log ﬁles
Calibrate height
meter and create
height map
Apply pattern
exposure
parameters
Calibration
Alignment
Move to position
to expose pattern
Calculate tilt &
apply correction
Setup machine
for ﬁeld size &
beam current
Expose pattern
END
Yes
No
Yes
No
Change
beam or ﬁeld
size?
Expose
another
pattern?
Figure 4.3: Flow diagram showing the main logical ow of the \Runjob" software. See
gures 4.4 & 4.5 for details of the \Calibration" and \Alignment" routines.
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RETURN
Calibration
Run full machine
calibration
Has ﬁeld
size or beam
changed?
Yes
No
Reset
'full cal' timer
Has
'full cal' time
elapsed?
Yes
No
Run drift
calibration
Reset
'drift cal' timer
Has
'drift cal' time
elapsed?
Yes
No
Is it
a registration
job?
Yes
No
Alignment
RETURN
Figure 4.4: Flow diagram showing the calibration procedures used in the \Runjob" soft-
ware.
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RETURN
Apply 'Global'
marker settings
Alignment
'Global'
alignment
needed?
Yes
No
Do alignment
Apply 'Cell'
marker settings
'Cell'
alignment
needed?
Yes
No
Do alignment
Do alignment
RETURN
Reset
'drift cal' timer
Apply direct write
mapping mode
Find markers
Set video levels
RETURN
Find markers
Another
marker to
ﬁnd?
Yes
No
Move to next
marker's position
Search for marker
using parameters 
given by settings
Figure 4.5: Flow diagram showing the routines used to perform alignment in the \Runjob"
software.
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by the correlation based alignment is indicated by the asterisk).
This function requires that the stage has already been moved and the deection set
such that the beam is positioned over the expected marker position, to an accuracy of
500nm. It also requires that the marker parameters and markers search settings from
the job le are passed to the function. The function performs the marker search, as
described in more detail in the following paragraphs, and the only thing it is required
to return to the rest of the Runjob program is a position symbol containing the position
at which the marker has been located or an error to say that the marker could not be
found. In principle the details of the actual marker search are irrelevant to the rest of
Runjob and it is this that allows any number of dierent methods to be used to locate
markers in a straight forward fashion.
The \Search for marker" function calculates the actual marker position returning the
four actual positions as it exits from the \Find markers" function. The software sends
these positions to EMMA, instructing it to calculate the required mapping transformation
coecients and to produce a transformation to convert the ideal positions in the design le
to these actual positions. Once the mapping transformation has been created, the EMMA
software is then directed to update the internal systems on the electron beam machine
and apply the transformation to all future stage movements and beam deections.
Therefore to t in with the requirements of Runjob the correlation-based alignment
software has three main tasks to perform: rstly, it has to collect an image of the region
around the expected marker position. Secondly this image needs to be correlated with
a pre-dened reference image. Third and lastly, the marker position must be extracted
from the correlation and returned to Runjob.
To collect an image of the marker area, use is made of the EMMA `image collection'
command, which allows a raster scanned image to be collected and stored in a le. The
command has a range of parameters which allow the size, resolution, lter settings and
sampling conditions to be controlled. Once the command has been executed the image
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data points are saved in the form of a binary le where each byte of the le encodes
the video level at each pixel. A text le accompanies the binary le and this contains
a description of the contents of the image le. The text le records the position of the
image, its size and the spacing of the sampling points used (i.e. the pixel size). As an
aside the pixel values are in eect the value of the backscattered electron signal at a
point on the substrate and are not extended objects with size equal to the pixel spacing.
That said however, the electron beam has a nite size and so each pixel's intensity is
formed from a region on the sample approximately equal to the spot size. The correlation
software issues the EMMA command to collect an image and then, using the description
le, reads the contents of the binary image le into memory so that the image can be
further processed by the software.
When collecting an image it is important to consider the eects of the imaging con-
ditions on the correlation process to avoid or reduce any eects that are detrimental to
the correlation process. The relevant options which can be changed are:
1. Size of image - The area interrogated. The width, w, in the x-direction and height,
h, in the y-direction, measured in m.
2. Number of pixels - The number of pixels in the image in the x & y-direction, Nx
& Ny respectively.
3. The lter time constant - Time constant, tf, of the RC lter used for noise reduction,
measured in s.
4. Number of point samples - Number of times each pixel is measured and averaged
to get a pixel value, Sp.
5. Number of full frame samples - Number of times the whole image is collected and
averaged, Sf.
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The requirements on the image size and number of pixels are linked and are somewhat
constrained for two reason; there is a certain area of the dened marker pattern that must
be interrogated to allow the position within the pattern to be determined uniquely, as
discussed in section 3.1.7. Going beyond this size more information is gained and so the
position of the marker can be determined with less susceptibility to noise. However to get
this extra information the pixel size must remain the same, i.e. the number of pixels must
increase. Increasing the number of pixels increases the processing time required to collect
and correlate the image and it is of utmost importance to minimise this time, considering
that many hundreds of marker searches could be required during the exposure of large
substrates.
The other three parameters, lter time constant, point samples and frame samples,
essentially provide three distinct methods to allow noise to be reduced during the image
capture process. The image capture process is subject to shot noise from the beam as
discussed in section 2.2.1.
The rst, ltering, applies an analogue RC low-pass lter to the signal coming from the
backscattered electron detectors, the time constant of this circuit being variable, to allow
a greater or lesser eect. The low-pass RC lter introduces a delay in the measurement
of the BSE intensity at each pixel. Since there is always drift present in the ebeam
machine any delay between measuring the BSE intensity at consecutive pixels introduces
some unwanted positional shift. However, the current produced by the semiconductor
detector does not instantaneously change value, nor does the output of the electronic
read-out circuitry change instantaneously. Thus, there is a \settling time" required for
the detector and read-out circuitry to produce a meaningful output. A trade-o has to
be made between speed of interrogation and accuracy of measurement.
Point sampling determines how many times the video level is measured at each point,
the nal value being the average of all the samples. Each sampling occurs after the RC
ltering of the video signal has been performed and the output signal has stopped varying
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due to settling issues. The point samples are therefore taken in succession separated by a
period of time equal to the RC lter time constant, tf. They are then averaged to reduce
the eect of any time varying noise sources, such as the shot noise in the beam. Frame
sampling works in a similar way although instead of repeatedly measuring each pixel and
averaging, multiple complete images are collected and averaged to give the nal output.
Due to the fact that the stage is always drifting in an ebeam machine, frame averaging
can introduce artefacts into the image due to the fact that the frames averaged together
are not perfectly aligned because of this stage drift. This results in a blurring of the
image and the edges of the features within the image become less well dened. The eect
on correlation, when the image is blurred, is to reduce the sharpness of the correlation
peak, since there will be a range of positions that match the reference image equally well.
This in itself is not a problem since the centre of the peak will remain unshifted and the
markers position will be calculated correctly giving the average marker position over the
sampling period.
In the case of point sampling, the stage drift introduces some positional shift between
pixels in the image and this introduces a stretching distortion into the image. If the
stretching of the image can be assumed to be linear across the image then the eect is to
widen the peak of the correlation. This is because the displacement between reference and
image that provides the best match varies as the local area within the image varies. So
the displacement that gives the best match for the top-left corners is not the same as for
the bottom-right corners and this results in the correlation peak being spread out. When
the stretching is non-uniform however, the peak in the correlation will also be aected
in a non-uniform manner such that the peak will no longer be symmetrical. This causes
errors in the calculated marker position when sub-pixel information is extracted from
the correlation. Therefore in most cases it was felt to be safest to use frame averaging
as a noise reduction technique since the distortions introduced into an image by frame
averaging do not aect the position of the correlation peak and hence do not aect the
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calculated marker position. Point sampling and large lter time constants were avoided,
since they can introduce non-uniform positional shift across the image and aect the
position measurement from the correlation peak.
Once the image has been collected and loaded, it then needs to be correlated against
the reference image. Several options exist for generating the reference image. Perhaps
most obvious is the use of a reference image derived directly from the pattern le used
to create the markers. There are a few complications with this method however. Firstly,
it is crucial to ensure that the digital versions of images have the correct dimensions and
pixel sizes with respect to the physically collected images. This is important since any
dierences here could create scale changes for the correlation to deal with. Secondly,
the markers are never an exact replica of the pattern data; the exposure and pattern
transfer processes all distort the pattern in some way, reducing the high spatial frequency
components, such as sharp corners and edges, and often results in some size bias between
the fabricated structures and the designed pattern. Thirdly, the image collected by
the VB6 will never compare exactly with the digital representation because it is always
sampled by a spot with signicant size, thus the image is blurred by the beam prole.
The second and simpler option is to use another collected image. The advantage of
this method is that it is quick and that the reference and the collected marker images are
both formed in the same way, with the same contrast mechanism, and same distortion.
Therefore using an image of a fabricated marker as a reference compensates for these
eects during the correlation.
The disadvantage is that the correlation provides the point of best match between
the two input images, a relative measure, and not the absolute position of a point in
the marker pattern. This means that multiple alignments to the same marker would
be referenced to the same point but that that point is not necessarily the centre of
the marker pattern. This is not a signicant problem when the typical process ow for
creating very small structures by correlation-based alignment is considered, see chapter 6.
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For practical reasons an image of a marker was used as a reference image and the use of
a marker generated from the pattern data was not investigated.
With the image collected and the reference image loaded the second task the software
must perform is the correlation of the image data against the reference data. To do this
equation 2.12 must be rewritten for the special case of discrete data. In continuous 2D
space the correlation of two functions, f (x;y) and g (x;y), is given by
c(x;y) = f (x;y) ? g (x;y)
=
Z 1
 1
Z 1
 1
f (k;l)g (x + k;y + l)dkdl (4.1)
In 2D discrete space this can be expressed as
c(x;y) = f (x;y) ? g (x;y)
=
1 X
k= 1
1 X
l= 1
f (k;l)g (x + k;y + l) (4.2)
Although the limits of the integral and sum are 1 to allow for the mathematical
possibility of functions of innite extent, in reality the images used are nite in size
and care must be taken as to how the edges of the images are treated. The boundary
conditions used dene the extent of the correlation providing meaningful positional in-
formation. The two most commonly used boundary conditions are zero-pad and periodic
extension. Zero-pad lls all space outside the images with zero value, periodic boundary
conditions tile the image to form a periodic pattern in both dimensions, see gure 4.6.
Using the graphical interpretation of correlation, represented in gure 4.7, it can be
seen that the value of each pixel in the correlation corresponds to multiplying together
the overlapping pixels of the two images to be correlated, where the oset between the
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(a) Zero-padding (b) Periodic extension
Figure 4.6: A 3x3 pixel image extended to 9x9 pixels using zero-pad or periodic boundary
conditions.
two images is determined by the position of the pixel in the correlation. Figure 4.7 shows
the case when the images are extended by zero-padding. There are 5x5 points with non-
zero value in this case, for all other points in the correlation the relative oset of the two
images means that they do not overlap and so the correlation has zero value.
In the case of periodic boundary conditions there are no zero value regions which can
be ignored in the correlation, however, because of the periodicity of the situation it is
still relatively straightforward to calculate the correlation. Figure 4.8 shows pixels (1,1)
and (4,4) of the correlation in more detail. This time periodic boundary conditions have
been applied to the images but for clarity this is only detailed for the yellow image. The
pixels of the images have also been sequentially numbered from 1 to 9 to allow them to
be more easily identied.
From gure 4.8 it can be seen that the value for the correlation pixel at these two
locations must be the same, and that therefore for the case of periodic boundary condi-
tions the correlation is completely dened by just 3x3 pixels. Therefore careful choice of
boundary conditions is not only essential for correctly interpreting the correlation results
but can also reduce the number of calculations needed. Several algorithms also exist to
improve the eciency of correlation calculations, most notably those based on Fourier
transforms. In a similar way as for convolution, calculating the correlation can be done
as a multiplication in the Fourier domain, as noted in sections 2.2.4.2 and shown in
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Figure 4.7: Graphical representation of correlating two 3x3 pixel images, shown as the
yellow and light blue grids, to give a 5x5 pixel correlation, shown as the large
grid. The value of each pixel in the correlation, is calculated by multiplying
together the overlapping pixels in the two images to be correlated, the overlap-
ping pixels are shown as green in the picture. The relative displacement of the
two images is determined by which pixel in the correlation is being calculated.
Zero-pad boundary conditions have been used.
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Figure 4.8: Detailed graphical representation of two pixels of the correlation of gure 4.7
when periodic boundary conditions are used. For clarity, the periodic extension
of only one of the images is shown and the original images are identied by
the thicker outlines. The image pixels are numbered for ease of reference. The
image shows that the two pixels of the correlation detailed have the same value
and shows that with periodic boundary conditions there are only 3x3 distinct
pixels in the correlation.
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equation 4.3.
f (^ r) ? g (^ r) = F

F

^ k

G

^ k

(4.3)
This involves taking the Fourier transform, typically with a Fast Fourier Transform (FFT)
algorithm, of each of the two images, multiplying the resulting images and doing an
inverse Fourier transform to obtain the result. The speed improvement is only signicant
when images with large numbers of pixels are to be correlated. If Np is the number of
pixels in the image to be correlated, then O

N2
p

calculations must be performed to
obtain the correlation. Using FFTs this is reduced to O
 
6Np lgNp + Np

, where lg is
the base-2 logarithm.
Once the correlation has been calculated the software must have a method of locating
the peak of the correlation, since the position of this peak corresponds to the oset of the
marker. Section 2.2.4.2 reproduced the proof that the autocorrelation has its maximum
at (0;0) and also stated that when cross-correlating an image with a shifted version of
itself, then the peak of the correlation is shifted by the same amount. This was for the
continuous domain however. Sampling of the correlation does not aect the peak position
so the same results hold for the discrete domain. Thus, to improve the accuracy of the
measurement of the oset, interpolation can be used on the discrete domain correlation,
as a measurement of the underlying continuous function, so that the peak can be located
with sub-pixel accuracy.
This was achieved by performing a least squares t on a section of the correlation
directly around the peak to a two-dimensional Gaussian function using the Levenberg-
Marquadt non-linear least squares tting algorithm [116{118]. A two-dimensional Gaus-
sian function has been chosen since central limit theorem would suggest that the peak
of the autocorrelation will tend towards a Gaussian function in shape. The Levenberg-
Marquadt algorithm is an iterative process that interpolates between the Gauss-Newton
algorithm and the method of steepest descent to minimise a non-linear function. It
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has the advantage of improved robustness over the Gauss-Newton algorithm, especially
with poor starting conditions but at the expense of being slower. Like the steepest
descent method the Levenberg-Marquadt algorithm will always converge however it is
faster then the steepest descent method. Thus the Levenberg-Marquadt algorithm can
robustly nd a minimum of a non-linear function with reasonable speed [93]. Fitting
the two-dimensional Gaussian function to the 5x5 pixel region around the peak of the
correlation allows the peak position to be established with sub-pixel precision.
4.2 Fabrication of Markers
In micro and nano fabrication and in particular in electron beam lithography it is rel-
atively uncommon to have a level of lithography which just denes the markers. They
are frequently written at the same time as the rst level functional structures, such that
the subsequent levels of lithography can be aligned to that rst level. This procedure
compromises the formation of the alignment markers to t in with the requirements of
the functional structures.
Fabricating markers in a separate step to the rest of the device is advantageous in
two ways; rstly, the markers can be fabricated using a process specically tailored to
the requirements of the markers in their role of guiding alignment and can be formed
in materials which are designed to be ideal for markers. Secondly, it means that the
device layers can all be aligned to the same reference point, and that drift during the
writing of the rst part of the device and the markers does not add to the error budget.
When the markers are written at the same time as the rst device structures, stage drift
means that the relative positions are distorted by some unknown amount. When the
second layer of the device is written it is aligned to the markers and the second device
pattern is written in the expected position, however even with perfect alignment these
two exposures will not precisely match. If the markers are exposed during a separate
lithographic step and the rst and second device layers are both written aligned to these
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markers then any distortion in the marker's pattern will be the same for both layers of
the device and hence the two device layers will exactly match. Any misalignment will be
caused by errors in the alignment processes and not by uncontrollable stage drift during
the writing of the markers.
The Penrose markers used throughout this project were fabricated using standard lift-
o processes which will be described in section 4.3.1. Various dierent metals were used
to create the markers however, it was nally decided that gold should be used because
of its high atomic number contrast with silicon. Titanium was used as an underlayer to
improve the adhesion.
Three considerations were taken into account when laying out the Penrose markers
on a substrate. Firstly, as has been mentioned earlier in section 3.2.4, Penrose markers
are only good at rening an already quite well aligned substrate, this is because a limited
area of the marker is interrogated and the correlation only produces meaningful results
when this region overlaps the region contained in the reference image by at least 50%.
Therefore, conventional markers were included along with the Penrose markers. This is
comparable with the use of distinct global and cell alignment markers, where the global
markers are generally larger, more widely spaced markers that are easier to nd when
there is a large uncertainty in position. The cell markers are smaller, more precisely
dened markers situated close to the device for best accuracy, and may be realised using
Penrose markers.
Secondly, due to the mathematics of the projective mapping transformation used,
the optimum layout of the markers is in the corners of a square. This maximises the
sensitivity of the markers to the four classes of distortion to be corrected for. The
markers can be placed in a dierent layout, however, care must be taken to ensure that
all degrees of freedom are still measured. For instance, as explained in section 2.2 and
gure 2.15 on page 41, if the markers are positioned in the centre of the edges of a square
then they provide no measurement of the keystone distortion.
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The third consideration relates to the length of time required to expose the pattern
and the distance the stage must move between the marker searches and the exposure.
The stage in an ebeam system is continuously drifting. This drift, in the worst case,
is of the order of 10nm per minute for the VB6, and means that if the exposure of a
pattern lasts for a signicant time then this drift will manifest itself as a positional error
in the exposed pattern. This drift can be overcome if the alignment process is performed
frequently enough or if the critical parts of the pattern are written relatively quickly after
an alignment. Similarly, it is important that the markers and the area to be exposed
are relatively close to one another because the distortions that alignment corrects for
may vary signicantly across small distances on the substrate's surface. The closer the
markers are to the area to be patterned, the better since the corrections are dened as a
dierential and so any errors in the correction coecients are magnied by the distance
moved from the point at which the corrections were calculated.
A typical layout of markers on a wafer could be that shown in gure 4.9, where the
squares are large conventional markers and the octagons represent the Penrose markers.
The area to be written in each cell is indicated by the dashed outlines.
4.3 Experiments
Several experiments have been performed throughout the development of the correlation
alignment process and in this section the details of each experiment and the results from it
will be discussed. The experiments focussed on three areas; determination of the optimal
process and imaging parameters, validation of the ability and accuracy of correlation to
locate Penrose markers and lastly, measurement of the performance of the correlation
based alignment process.
4.3.1 Marker Fabrication
Firstly, the ease of fabrication of dierent types of markers was investigated to allow an
informed choice to be made based on marker reproducibility and process compatibility.
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Large conventional
square marker
Penrose pattern
marker
Region of sample
to be written
Figure 4.9: Typical layout of markers on a sample showing the large conventional markers
for global alignment, with Penrose markers positioned in the corners of each
cell, close to the area to be written and such that their sensitivity to each
component of distortion is maximised.
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This also allowed an investigation into the errors introduced during fabrication to be
examined by using images of fabricated markers in simulations. The fabrication revealed
issues when attempting to lift-o small areas enclosed on all four sides. This is a particular
concern for the pseudo-random noise arrays, which contain many small, isolated squares,
and supported the decision to use Penrose patterns. The simulations performed with
imaged Penrose marker patterns showed that the sharp edges of the Penrose tiles can
be replicated with sucient accuracy to allow correlation to be performed and simulated
shifts in marker position could be identied.
4.3.2 Optimisation of Image Capture Settings
Experiments were undertaken to determine the properties of the image collection system
on the VB6 and the control that is aorded over settings such as the speed of image
collection, the noise reduction ltering and the sample and frame averaging. For the
alignment process to be a viable method of alignment there are certain requirements on
each of these settings. The time taken to capture an image must not be prohibitively
large relative to the improvement of the accuracy, otherwise the machine spends too great
a proportion of time performing alignment procedures. The exposure then becomes an
insignicant fraction of the job time. It is also important that the image collected is a
true representation of the region of the sample interrogated. The use of RC noise ltering
inevitable causes a delay to be introduced which would result in a systematic error in the
located position and is therefore avoided. Lastly, it is important to be able to control
the dose of electrons to which the resist on top of the alignment marker is exposed.
Correlations performed o-line with the collected images conrmed that a compromise
could be achieved between sucient noise reduction and moderate interrogation time,
while minimising the delay-induced image distortions.
The values used for the imaging in the subsequent experiments were as follows:
1. Size of image - 20m x 20m.
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2. Number of pixels - 100 x 100 pixels.
3. The lter time constant - The minimum available lter time constant of 0s was
used which eectively means that the pixel value was sampled immediately after
the detector settling time.
4. Number of point samples - A single sample was taken at each pixel.
5. Number of full frame samples - A single frame was collected.
These values were used throughout the following experiments regardless of beam current
or accelerating voltage used. The VB6 was always operated at 100kV, whereas the
experiments performed on the EBPG5000+ were performed at 50kV. With these settings
an image could be collected in approximately 8s, and the correlation could be performed
in approximately 600ms, this is slower than the conventional marker search routine which
can calculate the position of a marker in approximately 1s.
There are similar parameters which can be applied to the conventional mark locate
algorithm. For the following experiments a typical set of parameters were used with the
mark locate algorithm to mimic the performance that could be expected in routine marker
searches. No attempt was made to optimise these parameters for standard markers. The
appropriate parameters are described below along with the values used throughout the
following experiments.
1. Expected marker size, tolerance and the measurement length were set appropriately
for the marker being interrogated. e.g. for a 10m octagonal marker, the tolerance
was set to 10% and the measurement lengths were set to 0:5m.
2. The lter time constant - 16s was used as a means of noise reduction.
3. Number of point samples - 8 samples was taken at each point along each line scan
again to reduce noise.
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4. Number of scans per line - a single scan was performed along each line scan.
5. Parallel scans - 2 scans were performed on each edge of the marker to average out
any variation in the marker's edge position.
6. MH & MW - the length of the marker's edge over which the parallel scan were
performed. For 10m octagons this was set to 2:5m.
7. Rise time - the maximum distance over which the marker edge is expected to slope.
Set to 0:5m to tolerate less well dened marker edges.
8. Contrast - the minimum change in video level that is treated as a marker edge. Set
to 10% to allow thin metal markers to be located.
9. Coarse search limit - maximum area interrogated in attempt to nd marker. This
was set to 100m for a 10m octagonal marker.
4.3.3 Validation of Correlation
Before a full alignment was attempted an experimental validation of the ability of a
correlation process to locate Penrose markers was performed. To investigate the accuracy
with which markers could be located using correlation the normally undesirable attribute
of stage drift within the electron beam system was used to allow the eects of small
displacements to be investigated. Stage drift is an inherent problem with electron beam
systems which causes slight shifts in the position of the stage over time. The shifts
are the result of varying conditions such as temperature or electromagnetic eld within
the electron beam lithography tool. There is always some drift due to electronics such
as from the HT power supply or scan generator. Secondly, although there are strict
environmental controls, the room temperature will vary slightly and this also introduces
drift. Whenever a holder is loaded onto the stage there is usually a slight dierence in
temperature and this introduces drift as the holder temperature relaxes to that of the
stage. Therefore, it is expected that after mounting a holder on to the stage the rate of
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the drift should decrease with time as the system comes closer to the background drift
rate. This background drift rate has been measured previously to be around about 6nm
per hour.
To measure the ability of correlation to measure stage drift and hence to measure
small displacements of Penrose marker the stage was positioned at a Penrose marker
site. Images of the Penrose pattern were regularly captured over a period of about two
hours starting shortly after the holder was loaded onto the stage. As each image was
obtained, the correlation program produced the correlation of that image with the rst
image taken, and from that calculated the relative displacements in the x and y directions
caused by the stage drift. The results are shown in gure 4.10(a) and 4.10(b) for the x
and y directions respectively.
Two interesting observations can be made from these results; rstly, the general shape
of the curves ts with the expected decrease in the rate of drift as time increases. This
is particularly clear from the x-oset graph but more data is perhaps needed to conrm
the trend for the y-oset curve. The two curves both t in with the magnitude of the
expected background drift rate which during installation of the tool was measured to be
of the order of 6nm per hour after the stage was allowed to thermalise overnight. Both
trends however, tend to show a larger value of drift which can be explained by the fact
that the experiment was carried out directly after loading the holder onto the stage.
The second observation is the apparent discrepancy between the noise levels between
the two directions, with the x-direction displaying an apparently less noisy curve. To
investigate this further the standard deviations of the points from a least squares tted
5th order polynomial were calculated to be around 0.5 nm in the x-direction and 1.1 nm in
the y-direction. (A 5th order polynomial was used as it gave a good approximation to the
general trend of the data without smoothing out random errors between measurements.)
This gives an initial estimation of the random error associated with using a correlation
method to locate a Penrose marker and, while not a direct measure of such errors,
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(a) Displacement of Penrose marker in the x-direction showing a measurement of the stage
drift over time.
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(b) Displacement of Penrose marker in the y-direction showing a measurement of the stage
drift over time.
Figure 4.10: Displacement of a Penrose marker pattern as calculated by the correlation
program giving a measure of the stage drift over time.
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are encouraging initial measures of the possible alignment accuracy attainable with the
correlation based method.
4.3.4 Correlation Performance Comparison
To gain an insight into how correlation based alignment with Penrose patterns compares
to the conventional alignment `mark locate' routines a measurement of stage drift by both
correlation with Penrose marker and using conventional mark locates was performed. A
set-up similar to that of the above experiment was used, except that both a Penrose
marker and an octagonal marker were interrogated during each iteration. A program
collected an image of the Penrose marker from which a measure of the oset was obtained
using correlation. Immediately after collecting the image a conventional mark locate was
performed on an octagonal marker, situated on the holder marker block, to see how the
drift would have been measured conventionally. Again the measurements were taken over
a period of approximately 2 hours starting immediately after the holder was mounted
onto the stage. The graphs of gure 4.11 show the measured values for the osets in the
x and y directions from the two methods.
Although the magnitudes of the osets as measured by the two dierent methods
are not in good agreement, particularly in the y-direction, there is however a general
agreement on the shape of the curves. The dierence in measured drift between the two
methods is consistent with a dierential thermal expansion. The dierence in locations
between the Penrose marker on the sample and the traditional alignment marker located
at the edge of the holder on the holder marker block was estimated to be about 20mm
in x and 50mm in y. The measured dierence in drift of 50nm in y corresponds to a
dierential motion of 1ppm of the separation. Since the coecient of thermal expansion
of the Aluminium stage is 23:1ppmK 1 this would correspond to an overall change in the
stage temperature on loading of 0:043K consistent with the specied room temperature
accuracy of 0:1K. The measurements in x are closer since the dierence in positions of
the two markers is also smaller in x.
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(a) Comparison between the drift in the x-direction measured by the conventional mark
locate and the correlation processes.
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(b) Comparison between the drift in the y-direction measured by the conventional mark
locate and the correlation processes.
Figure 4.11: Comparison between the drift in the x and y directions as measured by the
conventional mark locate and the correlation processes.
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In order to further compare the accuracy of the conventional mark locate procedure
with the correlation based method on Penrose patterns a substrate was prepared with
octagonal and Penrose markers situated just 20m apart. A pattern consisting of two
10m octagons and two 8m Penrose patterns forming a square, as in gure 4.12, was
arrayed several hundred times and exposed on a Si wafer. The markers were fabricated
using lift-o of 10=60nm Ti/Au.
20µm
8µm
10µm
Figure 4.12: Layout of Penrose and octagonal markers used to compare the accuracy of the
correlation based marker locates with that of the conventional mark locate
algorithm.
To compare the performance of the two methods of locating markers, the positions of
three adjacent markers were repeatedly measured. First one Penrose marker was imaged
and its osets computed by correlation. This measurement was used as the origin for the
other two oset measurements such that the eect of any stage drift could be removed
from the oset measurements. One of the octagonal markers and the other Penrose
marker were located and the osets of these markers calculated. In this way eectively the
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separation between the rst and second Penrose marker and the separation between the
rst Penrose marker and the octagonal marker were repeatedly measured and calculated.
This interrogation of the three markers was repeated over 6 hours, starting shortly after
the holder was mounted onto the stage, to give a measure of the accuracy of the two
mark location methods. Figure 4.13 shows the measured osets as a function of time.
The dierence between the curves for the correlation and the mark locate methods,
may be explained in several ways. Firstly although the stage drift has been removed
by using one of the Penrose marker measurements as the origin any dierential motion
between the markers would show as an oset on the graph so for instance the sample
will expand or contract with temperature changes and so the separation of the markers
will correspondingly vary. The markers are however separated by only 20m and the
coecient of thermal expansion of Si is 2:6ppmK 1 this would not account for all of the
measured osets. However any rotation of the substrate caused by the thermal expansion
could account for the opposite trends in the mark locate curves in the x and the y-axes.
Measuring a Penrose marker with correlation and using it as a measure of the origin
means that all the points in gure 4.13 will have the measurement error associated with
the correlation based method, therefore the  values will incorporate this as well as the
errors in the second correlation or the mark locate method. Thirdly, it may also indicate
that the correlation algorithm cannot measure as small displacements as the mark locate
algorithm however the previous results show that correlation is capable of measuring
displacements of this magnitude so this can be ruled out.
The  values quoted on the graphs of gure 4.13 give the standard deviation of each
of the curves and since the curves only vary with errors in the alignment algorithm this
gives a measure of the attainable accuracy of the correlation and mark locate routines.
There is a marked dierence between the x and the y-directions, with the values in the
y-direction generally being worse. This can most likely be attributed to the presence of
approximately 3nm of vibration on the beam in this direction. In comparison with the
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(a) Comparison between the drift in the x-direction measured by the con-
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Figure 4.13: Comparison between the drift in the x and y directions as measured by the
conventional mark locate and the correlation processes.
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mark locate results the correlation algorithm produces around ten times better accuracy,
0:46nm as opposed to 4:6nm in the x-direction, and 0:83nm as opposed to 9:8nm in the
y-direction. These gures are extremely promising and suggest that sub-nm alignment
is possible using a correlation based method.
4.3.5 Metrology
Measuring the performance of an alignment process is a signicant problem in itself.
There are several factors that must be considered to ensure that a meaningful measure-
ment of alignment is obtained which is also robust against some of the variabilites of any
fabrication process. A straightforward method to measure alignment is to create a ruler
in the rst process step, this can be concurrently with the markers or as the rst aligned
exposure, then to expose a tick mark next to the ruler at the zero point in a subsequent
process step. Any misalignment between the writing of the ruler and the writing of the
tick mark will result in the tick mark being displaced from the zero point on the ruler,
for large enough displacements the misalignment can be read o the ruler, however it
becomes very dicult to accurately measure alignments of the order of 10nm with this
method.
Perhaps the most widely used and accepted method of measuring alignment is by
fabricating a pair of rulers, side by side, with slightly diering periods so as to form a
Vernier scale [119], such as in gure 4.14. Like the scale on Vernier callipers this magnies
small distances by using the beat frequency of two gratings with slightly dierent periods.
For example if in the top ruler the marks are spaced 100nm apart but the tick marks
are 105nm apart in the bottom ruler, there is a 100:5 magnication of any displacement.
A displacement of 5nm will mean that only the rst tick mark (at a distance of 100nm
from the centre of the Vernier) on each grating will exactly align to one another. Thus
by nding the tick marks that most closely match a measure of the misalignment can be
made.
These methods both rely on using the edges of the exposed lines to dene their
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Figure 4.14: Vernier structure which can be used to measure small displacements between
the two halves of the Vernier, and as such can be used to measure alignment.
position; the problem with this is that the line edges are dependant on exposure dose,
development conditions, resist thickness and the pattern transfer process as well as the
alignment accuracy. However the period of the gratings is well dened and also unaected
by the dose, development, resist conditions or pattern transfer process, only being aected
by scale distortions during exposure.
To take advantage of this property of gratings a method of measuring alignment using
the period of dened structures has been devised. It relies on forming a single grating
but writing alternate lines of the grating in two dierent exposures. The rst half of
the grating with a period 2
f is written during the rst exposure. The second half of the
grating also with period 2
f is then written oset by 1
f from the rst half in a second
exposure. The resulting structure is an overall grating with period 1
f. To analyse the
fabricated grating a SEM image is taken and then Fourier analysis is used to allow the
misalignment between the two exposures to be determined. When the two halves of the
grating are perfectly aligned a Fourier analysis of an image of the complete grating shows
that only the fundamental frequency, f, is present in the power spectrum. However, any
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misalignment between the rst and the second half of the grating results in a component
at the half-frequency,
f
2, as shown in gure 4.15. Furthermore, the energy in the
f
2
component is directly proportional to the energy in the dierence and so the amplitude
of the
f
2 component is directly proportional to the misalignment between the two halves
of the grating. Therefore it is possible to get a measure of the misalignment by comparing
the power contained in these two peaks. The reliance on the dierential between two
measurements in the frequency spectrum has the added advantage of removing any error
caused by the limit in the absolute accuracy of the SEM which can be estimated to be
around 5% [120].
Figure 4.15: Fourier analysis of an overlaid grating showing that the amplitude of the
f
2
component in the power spectrum is directly proportional to the misalignment
between the two halves of the grating.
Exposing several of these gratings with a range of deliberate misalignments e.g. from
-10 to 10nm in 1nm steps, analysing each grating, and plotting the magnitude of the
f
2
peak against the induced oset gives a direct measure of the oset with the minimum
alignment error. This `V'-shaped curve can be used to give an accurate measure of the
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misalignment between the two halves of the grating.
Gratings with a period of 50nm have been written in HSQ in two stages as described
above and imaged in an Hitachi S4700 SEM, gure 4.16. The Fourier transform for each
of the gratings in gure 4.16 has been taken, an example power spectrum from one of
the misaligned gratings is shown in gure 4.17, where the f and
f
2 peaks can be clearly
seen.
Figure 4.16: SEM image of overlaid gratings with period of 50nm and osets from -6 to
6nm.
This analysis is repeated for each grating and the resulting plot of half-frequency
amplitude against positional oset is show in gure 4.18. A least-squares tting has been
performed on this data to a `V'-shaped model of two straight lines with the same slope
and from their intercept a measure of the misalignment can be obtained. The results
give a measurement of -0.63nm for the alignment. The errors in the magnitudes of the
f
2 peaks in gure 4.18 most likely arises from the measurement error in the SEM as any
scale distortion across the SEM scan eld would produce slight changes in the measured
period as would any uneven variation in the aring across the SEM image.
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Figure 4.17: Example power spectrum for one of the misaligned gratings shown in g-
ure 4.16.
Figure 4.18: Graph showing the amplitude of the
f
2 component of the power spectrum
plotted against oset, with `V'-model tted demonstrating alignment mea-
sured at -0.63nm.
1235 Robustness to Marker Damage
Markers can be subject to various types of damage and it is obviously advantageous
for alignment techniques to be able to align to damaged markers. One of the potential
disadvantages to using Penrose patterns as alignment marks is the complexity of fabrica-
tion. Since the marker ideally consists of many elements fabricated near to the resolution
limit of the fabrication process there is a greater susceptibility for any variations dur-
ing the fabrication process to cause substantial errors in the pattern transferred to the
substrate. It is not immediately clear how errors in the reproduction of Penrose pattern
markers aect the alignment accuracy. However, with traditional ebeam alignment using
uniformly lled polygonal markers, there is a high susceptibility to edge defects. This
includes things such as \rat bites", edge roughness and \agging". In correlation-based
alignment of Penrose pattern markers, there is less susceptibility to these edge eects
since many more edges contribute to determining the marker position, and as the distur-
bances in the pattern are random, the larger total edge length involved in determining
the marker's position helps to average out any errors. Since markers are generally large,
thick structures it is common, in III-V semiconductor processing, to create them at the
same time as Ohmic contacts. Ohmic contacts are annealed during fabrication, to help
the alloying of the metal layers and to improve the contact resistance, and any marker
created at the same time will also be subjected to the high annealing temperatures. The
temperature used during annealing allows the metal to recrystalise, tending to equilibri-
ate the stress within the metal layers and therefore rounds sharp corners and edges into
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more smoothly owing structures. This obviously changes the dened shape and prole
of the markers and can leave the markers looking considerably dierent to their designed
shape.
There are also fabrication defects associated with creating smaller features such as
those used in Penrose marker patterns. Several types of defect are discussed in depth
below and, after the descriptions, their eects on the mark location process are analysed.
5.1 Types of Damage
5.1.1 Edge Defects
There are several types of edge defects that can aect markers. The main types of edge
defects are \bias", \roughness", \agging" and so called \rat-bites" where part of the
edge has been removed.
A bias is where the edge itself is well dened but the position at which it is created is
dierent from the designed position. This could arise due to poor collimation of the metal
atoms being evaporated, resulting in the position and size of the marker being dependant
on the distance and angle between the point on the substrate and the crucible, especially
with thick resist.
Edge roughness is where, rather than being perfectly smooth, an edge has some vari-
ation in position about the optimal line. Several factors may contribute to the edge
roughness but it is substantially due to noise in the pattern denition and transfer pro-
cesses used to create the marker. A contributory factor might be the resolution of the
resist which results in the lithographically dened pattern not being accurately reected
in the resist layer. It could also be caused by slight variations in the chemical composi-
tion of the resist, local uctuations in solvent concentration during development which
on a microscopic scale produce slight variations in edge position, or statistical variation
in local exposure dose due to shot noise in the beam.
For electron beam lithography the proximity eect [114] can have a signicant eect
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on the edge position particularly when the markers are not surrounded by symmetrical
features. This is perhaps most noticeable at the corners of pattern which end up more
rounded with internal corners tending to ll-in and external corners tending to be under-
lled, but it aects straight edges where there are changes in the pattern density locally
(within a 10m range but this values depends of the accelerating potential and substrate
material used).
These eects arising due to defects in the resist pattern cause problems for the de-
nition of the marker whatever pattern transfer process is used to create the marker. In
addition to defects in the resist, the pattern transfer process itself can also introduce
edge roughness.
For a lift-o type process evaporation of the metal can produce slight variations in the
edge position due to the grain size of the metal being evaporated, and the tendency of the
metal to change shape to minimise grain boundary energy. This limits the smoothness
of the edge dened in the metal as shown in gure 5.1, which shows an SEM image of
a thick aluminium layer with large grains after it has been wet-etched, leaving poorly
dened edges.
Furthermore, the resist prole used for lift-o means that the top layer of resist acts
as a shadow mask blocking the evaporated metal from certain parts of the underlying
substrate. Over time metal grains can form on this edge and therefore change the prole
of the metal that reaches the substrate. This too can cause irregularities in the edge
denition as it results in variations in the thickness of the metal at the edge. Furthermore,
the varying strength of bonds between the metal and the substrate material mean that
some metals adhere more strongly to the substrate than others. In places where there
is poor metal adhesion to the substrate a lift-o process can remove metal that was
intended to remain on the substrate and this can cause defects in the metal pattern.
When an etching process is used to create the marker the edge roughness eects
come from slightly dierent sources. Principally they arise due to local variations in the
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Figure 5.1: SEM image of a thick Al layer with large grains after wet-etching showing the
large local variations in the edge position due to the grain size of the metal.
Courtsey of D. McCloy, Kelvin Nanotechnology Ltd.
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chemical reaction on a microscopic scale, especially anisotropy of etching with respect
to crystallographic orientation, which produces slight variations in the local etch rate.
Things like small resist residues on the metal surface can reduce the local etch rate and so
leave slightly more metal at these points. Conversely a surface which is pitted can have
a higher local etch rate, resulting in less metal remaining at these points. Variations in
\induction time", the time before the metal begins to etch, in a dry-etch process can be
caused due to surface layers on the metal, especially oxides. The result is similar to those
for wet-etching. For dry-etch processes that use physical etching there can similarly be
local variations in the etch rate, due to micromasking, leading to roughness in the dened
edge. These local etch rate variations produce local positional variations in the marker's
edges or in the local thickness of the deposited metal and reduce the smoothness of the
edges.
Flagging happens only during lift-o processes and occurs where there has been an
inadequate separation between the top of the metal layer and the bottom of the top
layer of resist, a situation shown schematically in gure 5.2(a). This results in a vertical
build up of metal at the edge of the dened regions which remains after the resist has
been removed, as shown in the SEM of a metal line with agging in gure 5.2(b). The
remaining vertical strip of metal is known as a \ag". The ag does not necessarily have
to be standing vertically and it can be quite short in length. These pieces of additional
metal at the edge of the marker can overhang the edge and change its prole, as shown.
While agging is a defect that results from additional pieces of metal around the
edges of the marker, rat-bites are caused by the removal of certain parts of the metal at
the edge of a marker. There are several possible reasons for rat-bites to be formed; for
example particles or resist residues can cause poor adhesion or masking of the metal at
a specic point on the substrate. Poor adhesion of the resist can allow etchant to seep
under the resist and allow it to attack parts of the metal that would become the marker.
Stress in the deposited lm can also cause ssures to form and parts of the metal marker
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Metal deposited on the resist
sidewall can join up with the
metal on the substrate and
this leads to ﬂagging.
(a) schematic showing resist prole leading to
agging
(b) SEM image of a line of evaporated metal with visible ags
Figure 5.2: Illustration of the physical process that produces agging and a SEM image of
a metal wire with visible agging.
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to become detached from the substrate leaving parts of the marker missing. Also during
lift-o, if the metal is not well adhered to the substrate, then parts of the metal lm can
rip parts of the marker metal away leaving notches in or missing parts of the marker.
Figure 5.3 shows BSE image of a square marker with a section of the metal missing from
the lower-left corner.
Figure 5.3: Square marker with a rat-bite in the lower-left corner.
Edge defects are most signicant for conventional polygonal markers. This is due to
the fact that relatively few edges are used when locating the marker so any defects with
a single edge can profoundly aect the detected position. Using more complex marker
patterns with an increased number of edges, along with a method that can recover and use
this additional information, allows a tolerance of defects aecting a single edge meaning
that they have a much less profound impact on the locating process. In this respect
Penrose marker patterns are almost ideal because they are formed from many similarly
sized elements, which are all relatively small, and exhibit  50% ll, so they maximise
the number of edges in a given area. However edge defects are only one class of marker
defect and there are several other types of defect that can occur. Three classes of defect
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are now examined and their eects on Penrose markers investigated.
5.1.2 Additional Metal Layers
Additional metal layers could be classied as additive defects (see section 5.1.3), however
they are a special case, and since they are commonly encountered they merit additional
discussion and so will be dealt with here separately. The discussion is restricted to cases
where a uniform coating of metal covers a sizeable proportion of the surface area of the
marker, such that this additional layer has no or only one edge within the marker area,
i.e. it is a sheet laid on top of the marker, covering or partly covering the marker. They
often occur when markers are reused and robustness to this type of damage has a large
practical value. The metal layers left behind can vary in thickness and extent depending
on the metal used in the lift-o process and on how well the metal has adhered to the
region around the marker. Figure 5.4 shows a range of metal layers covering dierent
proportions of a Penrose marker.
(a) no additional metal
layer
(b) partial additional
metal layer
(c) uniform additional
metal layer
Figure 5.4: Penrose pattern markers with additional metal layers covering various amounts
of the marker.
In the rst instance, gure 5.4(a) there is no additional metal, the marker is unchanged
and it is the ideal case and the alignment accuracy attainable will reect this. At the
other extreme case, gure 5.4(c), where there is a uniform lm covering the entire marker,
it is clear that although there is an increase in the BSE signal from the background
areas there is minimal loss of positional information because all the marker edges remain
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distinguishable. In Fourier space the metal over layer corresponds to a change in the
DC component and so doesn't aect the positional information content of the image.
Coupled with the fact that correlation is a linear process this means that the additional
metal layer has no eect on the accuracy with which the position of the marker can be
found.
When the covering layer is not complete as is often the case interesting things happen
to the correlation process; a shift is induced in the found position. In the worst-case
scenario where half the marker is covered, as in gure 5.4(b), the oset in the found
position can be shown to be equal to half a pixel, which equates to 10nm in this case.
5.1.3 Additive Defects
Additive defects occur when material is deposited on top of a marker once it has been
fabricated. This can occur for various reasons, for example, particulates, agging during
lift-o working free from the pattern edges and being redeposited on a dierent part of
the pattern or additional material being left from another processing stage. When the
deposited material completely obscures sections of the marker pattern there will be some
loss of information. It is obvious that the percentage of the interrogated area that is
occluded, will inuence the extent of the eect on the mark locate accuracy, but this
is dicult to quantify analytically. Instead the eect that additive defects have on the
mark locate accuracy has been investigated experimentally by fabricating Penrose marker
patterns with segments deliberately obscured and systematically varying the area covered
by these defects. This is valid since the presence of dust or particulates on the pattern
obscures the pattern data: adding a `dust' pattern also obscures the pattern data but in
a controllable fashion suitable for systematic investigation.
The markers were fabricated on blank Silicon wafers using a 150nm thick bi-layer of
PMMA using a dose of 700Ccm 2 and a 1nA beam current on the VB6 running at
100kV. The patterns were transferred into metal by lift-o of 10nm of Ti and 60nm
of Au. The marker patterns used were the standard Penrose marker patterns that have
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had octagonal defects overlaid. These defects range in diameter, from 10nm to 600nm
and in density from 1 to 10 defects per m2. Since these defects are part of the pattern
le used to dene the markers they are exposed at the same time and are lifted-o in the
same layer of metal. Therefore they have the same contrast and completely replace that
section of the marker, removing all positional information. Figure 5.5 shows a range of
markers with a) varying density of defects and b) varying size of defects.
Figure 5.5: Examples of the fabricated Penrose markers with added defects ranging in a)
density and b) size.
5.1.4 Subtractive Defects
The converse of additive defects where additional material covers part of the marker, are
subtractive defects where part of the marker pattern itself has been removed. These can
occur for several reasons; poor adhesion of the marker metal to the underlying substrate
in a lift-o process, poor adhesion of the resist to the metal in an etching process, or
from particulate contamination on the substrate masking the pattern in a small locality.
Subtractive defects can also be caused by underexposure or underdevelopment resulting
in the size of the pattern being reduced.
A second set of marker patterns were created in a 150nm thick bi-layer of PMMA
using a 1nA beam current on the VB6 running at 100kV. The patterns were transferred
into metal by lift-o of 10nm of Ti and 60nm of Au. Sections of the pattern were
deliberately removed and this was achieved by reducing the dose used during the ebeam
exposure of the markers. This has two eects; as the dose decreased from the ideal
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dose-to-size for the pattern elements, the size of the individual elements reduces. This
also allows us to see the eect of many small changes in marker edge positions. Further
reduction of the dose caused elements of the pattern to be omitted until at the lowest
doses none of the marker pattern was transferred into the lifted-o metal. This range
is shown in gure 5.6 and the dose used to expose each marker in the gure is given in
table 5.1.
Marker Number Dose (Ccm 2)
7 490
8 507
9 524
10 542
11 561
12 580
13 600
14 621
15 642
Table 5.1: Doses used to expose the markers of gure 5.6.
Each of the marker patterns was written by alignment to four good Penrose markers
around the corners of the written area. This allowed them to be created at a known
and well-dened position. To investigate the accuracy of the mark locate algorithm an
additional alignment step was performed with the good Penrose markers, but rather than
exposing a pattern an image was collected aligned to the exact centre of the damaged
marker pattern. Thus if alignment to the damaged mark were to be perfect, the measured
displacement would be zero. Correlating this collected image against the pre-dened
reference image allows us to get a measure of the error in the marker search induced by
the damage to the marker pattern. Repeating this process at several markers of each type
of damage allows us to measure the variation in the marker searches and hence to assess
the achievable alignment accuracy from the standard deviation of the marker searches.
The experimental layout is shown in gure 5.7. Schematically, the process was as
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9
15 14 13
12 11 10
8 7
Figure 5.6: Examples of the Penrose markers fabricated by varying the exposure dose
demonstrating the changing size, and the omission of pattern elements as the
dose reduces. Each marker in the range was numbered corresponding to the
dose used, as shown in table 5.1, and these will be referred to later. The scale
bars shown are 500nm long.
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Array of damaged marker
patterns, positioned
accurately by aligning to the
good Penrose markers
Good Penrose markers
in the corners, used to
precisely align the written
patterns and the images
Figure 5.7: Schematic of the layout used to accurately expose and image the damaged
markers. Showing the good Penrose markers in the corners which allow each
of the damaged marker patterns in the array to be placed in known, well-
dened positions and for the exact centre of these markers to be imaged.
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follows.
1. Prepare the sample with good markers, lifted-o in 10=60nm Ti/Au metal.
2. Spin the resist on the sample ready for the damaged marker patterns to be written
3. In the VB6 ebeam tool, align to the good markers and write a damaged marker
pattern.
4. Repeat the alignment and expose the next damaged marker pattern. Keep repeat-
ing until all the damaged marker patterns have been exposed.
5. Remove the sample from the ebeam tool, develop, metalise and lift-o the damaged
marker patterns in 10=60nm Ti/Au metal.
6. Put the substrate back into the ebeam tool and align to the good Penrose markers
again but instead of exposing another pattern, collect an image of the damaged
marker pattern.
7. Repeat the alignment and collect an image of the next damaged marker pattern.
Keep repeating until all the damaged marker patterns have been imaged.
8. Correlate each of the collected images against the same reference image.
Multiple alignments are performed during the exposure and the imaging of the substrate
to reduce the eects of drift. Since the damaged marker patterns each take less than
8s to expose, and the worst case drift rate of our VB6 is approximately 10nm=min,
the positional error of the pattern caused by drift is less then 0:134nm. Similarly it
takes approximately 10s to collect a 100x100 pixel image so the absolute maximum error
introduced by any drift in the writing or imaging is expected to be 0:3nm.
5.2 Results
The performance of the dierent types of damaged markers has been investigated as de-
scribed above. For the additive defects the imaging was performed in a Vistec EBPG5000+
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ES HR running at 50kV in collaboration with Doctor Kevin Lister of the Center of Micro-
NanoTechnology,  Ecole Polytechnique F ed eral du Lausanne and Hans Romijn of Vistec
Lithography BV [121]. The results are shown in gure 5.8. Figure 5.8 a) shows the eect
that increasing the density of defects has on the accuracy with which the marker searches
can be performed. The plotted values are the average of the standard deviations across
all sizes of defects as the density of the defects varies. It is clear to see that as the density
increase so too does the standard deviation of the marker searches and therefore the
accuracy of any alignment would decrease. It is interesting to note that the errors only
increase by 1:5nm as the density changes across the full range illustrated in gure 5.8
a), and even in the worst-case is still less than 3nm.
In gure 5.8 b) the standard deviation of marker searches is plotted as the size of the
additional defects is increased from 10nm to 600nm. Again the plotted values are an
average over all densities of defect as the defect size increases. It is not too surprising
that the accuracy should reduce as the defect size increases, however it is interesting that
the measured standard deviation remains consistent at about 1:5nm until the defects
reach 100nm in size and then there is a large change in the measured accuracy. Again
the increase is only about 2:5nm for the worst-case of 600nm defects and the marker
search accuracy is still better than 5nm.
To calculate the standard deviations shown in gure 5.8, a 5x5 array of each type of
damaged marker was imaged and measured. The markers within each 5x5 array had a
randomly generated defect pattern with the specied defect size and density properties,
so no two markers were identical. This allowed the standard deviation for each defect
size and density to be calculated, since the measurements were statistically independent.
The marker patterns with missing elements were imaged in a Vistec VB6 UHR EWF
and we see a similar trend with more severely damaged markers producing larger errors
and less accurate marker searches. Figure 5.9 shows the standard deviation of the marker
search results for this type of markers. The marker numbers on the x-axis correspond
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Figure 5.8: Standard deviation of marker searches as, a) the number of, and, b) the size
of, the additional defects within the marker area is varied. The standard
deviations are calculated from 25 independent measurements per point.
with those shown previously on the marker images in gure 5.6. It is interesting to see
that the marker search standard deviation remains roughly constant while there is still
something of the marker present. However once the image becomes blank the marker
search results essentially become random and there would be no alignment possible.
There is an interesting question of how uniquely dened the marker position is, as
the imaged region of the marker patterns become more damaged with less of original
pattern remaining intact. Section 3.1.7 discussed the minimum interrogation area need
to uniquely identify the position within a larger pattern, and showed that interrogating
at least 6% of the total pattern area was enough to uniquely determine the interrogation
area's position. A similar result is expected when the marker is subjected to damage.
The interrogation area could always be increased to ensure uniquity of position even with
severely damaged marker patterns.
To prove that these marker search results equate to real alignment performance we
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Figure 5.9: Standard deviation of marker searches for the incomplete markers. Marker
completeness is proportional to marker number with 0 being nothing to 24
being perfect.
have used sets of the underexposed markers to align and fabricate 1nm scale Vernier
structures in two halves, as a measure of the alignment possible. Four examples are
shown in gure 5.10, the rst a) with a perfect marker, b) with a good Penrose marker,
the third c) with the most damaged marker that still produced a sensible alignment, and
lastly d) with one of the markers that gave unaligned results in the marker searches. The
alignment errors, as measured by the 1nm resolution Verniers, was as given in table 5.2.
These results conrm that structures with sub-5nm positional errors can be fabricated
by aligning to these heavily damaged Penrose markers.
Marker number Case in g. 5.10 x alignment error y alignment error
22 a) 00:5nm 00:5nm
12 b) 00:5nm 00:5nm
7 c) 00:5nm 00:5nm
0 d) 1101nm 331nm
Table 5.2: Alignment errors, as measured from the 1nm resolution Vernier structures writ-
ten by alignment using four underexposed markers of various degree of complete-
ness.
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Figure 5.10: SEM images of the fabricated aligned Verniers structures beside a typical
marker of that dose. The marker number is written in the bottom-right
corner and the alignment indicated by the Verniers is written beside them.
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5.3 Conclusions
We have shown the high robustness of correlation-based alignment with Penrose patterns
to two signicant types of marker damage. With additional defects replacing signicant
parts of the pattern we have shown that marker searches with a standard deviation of
well below 5nm can repeatability be performed. When sections of the Penrose marker
pattern are removed through underexposure we again demonstrate the high robustness of
the correlation algorithm, showing sub-5nm marker searches. Finally, fabricated aligned
Vernier structures with alignment errors of less than 5nm have shown the alignment
performance of damaged Penrose markers when used in the writing of physical patterns.
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The improvements in alignment demonstrated have obvious uses in nanofabrication. In
particular, improved alignment allows the fabrication of structures that previously would
have been very challenging or even impossible due to physical limitations. A problem
with resist is that, particularly for subtractive processes, it has two jobs to perform and
in some cases this can lead to compromises in the performance at either task. The rst is
as a photo/electron sensitive layer and ideally would have innite contrast and resolution
and not suer from mechanical collapse, suggesting that a thin layer is advantageous.
The second is during the pattern transfer step where the resist must be sturdy enough
to survive any etch processes, suggesting that a thicker layer is needed.
For lift-o type processes the smallest structures that can be created are limited by
the mechanical strength of the resist before it collapses. With the improved alignment
process the resolution of the resist can be de-coupled from the smallest features that can
be created [122]. This works by separating the desired structure into a series of edges
each created in their own layer of resist. Forming the subsequent edges of the structure
in other layers of resist then relies just on the accuracy of the alignment of the edges to
give the nal feature size. The `resolution' or minimum feature which can be created this
way, is now limited by the line edge roughness, the reproducibility and the alignment
accuracy rather than the mechanical properties of the resist.
The simplest structures formed using this technique are made from two edges, and are
gaps or wires depending on whether the pattern transfer steps are additive or subtractive
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respectively. Structures of these types have been fabricated and analysed and in the
next two sections they will be examined in more detail. Using three or more edges it
would be possible to create more complex structures however this becomes increasingly
challenging since each additional steps not only adds errors due to the alignment, but
also introduces an additional pattern transfer step and the associated errors. So while
it is envisioned that posts and holes, as well as 3, 4 or more terminal nanogap devices
could be fabricated using this technique this has not been performed.
There is also scope for creating smaller period gratings by the aligned exposure of
several larger period gratings and this has already been used to fabricate Fresnel zone
plates for use as diractive optical structures [123].
6.1 Nanogaps
Perhaps the simplest structure that can be created with an additive process and multiple
aligned exposures is the nanogap device. That is a small gap in a conductive wire, with
a gap width of the order of a few nanometers. Nanogaps are of great interest in the
eld of molecular electronics, where they can be used to study the electrical properties
of molecules. They can also be used to gain information about the formation of chemical
bonds between molecules and the metallic conductors and for studying the conduction
properties of individual molecules [124]. Molecular conduction falls o sharply as the
length of the molecule under test increases and it is therefore important to reduce the
gap size to below 5nm. The direct electron beam lithographic fabrication of devices
at this scale has proven challenging, partly because the conventionally used resists are
subject to mechanical collapse and instability at this scale, but also due to the limited
accuracy of conventional alignment methods which has ruled out the use of multi-step
aligned lithographic processes.
To overcome these limitations several novel fabrication schemes have been proposed,
including the use of mechanically controllable breakjunctions [125], atomic force mi-
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croscopy [126] and by using accurate control of deposited layers [9]. Although sub-5nm
gaps have been created using these methods, they all put severe constraints on the ma-
terials which can be used and on the versatility of the fabricated device, e.g. in terms of
how it can be handled. There have also been attempts to work around the limitations
of alignment accuracy by using statistical alignment methods [127], however this relies
on time-consuming SEM inspection, and is only practical for the production of small
numbers of functional devices.
The improved alignment accuracy that comes from using a correlation based align-
ment procedure with Penrose patterns allows nanogaps with separations of less than 5nm
to be reliably fabricated in a controlled manner. Furthermore, the process described be-
low allows many nanogaps to be fabricated concurrently and so would allow wafer-scale
fabrication of sub-5nm nanogaps.
6.1.1 Process Flow
Nanogap devices have been created using a process based on 4 lithographic levels. The
process ow is illustrated in gure 6.1. The starting material is a blank 3" n  Si wafer,
(100) oriented. This is initially thermally oxidised so that an insulating planar substrate
is formed onto which the devices will be fabricated. The silicon plays no active part in
the operation of the device. The rst lithographic layer is used to form the alignment
markers that will be used throughout the rest of the processing. The marker pattern
contains four distinct types of features, rstly, large crosses that are visible optically act
as reference points when the wafers are mounted in the ebeam tool. Secondly, 20m
diameter octagons are created which will be used for global alignment using the built
in alignment routines of the ebeam tool. These are positioned in the centre and at
four sites towards the North-East, South-East, South-West and North-West edges of the
wafer. Thirdly, in the four corners surrounding each 5mm by 5mm cell there are sets of
10m diameter octagons which will be used for cell alignment. Fourthly, sets of Penrose
pattern markers are also positioned in the four corners of each 5mm by 5mm cell, for the
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precise device alignment. The process typically used for the markers level is as follows:
Clean substrate - 5min acetone, 5min IPA, with ultrasonic agitation.
Spin Resist - 4% 2010 PMMA 5krpm 60s. 137 C hot plate bake, 180s.
- 2.5% 2041 PMMA 5krpm 60s. 137 C hot plate bake, 180s.
Exposure - Global markers: Dose 700Ccm 2, Resolution 1:25nm,
BSS 20nm, Beam 64nA
- Penrose markers: Dose 800Ccm 2, Resolution 1:25nm,
BSS 5nm, Beam 1nA.
Develop - 1:2.5 MiBK:IPA, 23 C, 30s. IPA rinse.
Ash - 40W, 30s.
Metallise - Ti 10nm, Au 60nm.
Lift-o - 40 C acetone, 2hr, IPA rinse.
Expose & lift-off
markers
Aligned exposure &
lift-off of 1   half
of nanogap device
Aligned exposure &
lift-off of 2   half
of nanogap device
Final aligned
exposure & lift-off
of contact pads
Silicon
Silicon dioxide
Marker metal
Nanogap  metal
Contact metal
st
nd
Figure 6.1: Schematic illustration of the main fabrication steps in the process used to make
aligned nanogap structures. (not to scale)
Next the rst half of the nanogap device is written aligned using these markers, the
large octagons are used as global alignment markers to roughly align the wafer, the global
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alignment has an accuracy of about 20nm. Then the Penrose pattern cell markers are
used for the precise alignment of the nanogap structure with respect to those markers.
Again a standard PMMA bi-layer is used however, since thinner metal will be used,
thinner resist is also used to reduce patterning distortions caused by forward scattering.
The process typically used to fabricate the rst part of the nanogap structure is as follows:
Spin Resist - 2.5% 2010 PMMA 5krpm 60s. 137 C hot plate bake, 180s.
- 2.5% 2041 PMMA 5krpm 60s. 137 C hot plate bake, 180s.
Exposure - Dose 720Ccm 2, Resolution 0:5nm, BSS 4nm, Beam 1nA
Develop - 1:2.5 MiBK:IPA, 23 C, 30s. IPA rinse.
Ash - 40W, 30s.
Metallise - Ti 2nm, Au 10nm.
Lift-o - 40 C acetone, 2hr, IPA rinse.
The second half of the device is written, again aligned to markers from the rst
exposure, however since the markers used during the denition of the rst half of the
nanogap device will now be partly covered in metal, a second set of markers was used
to avoid the loss of accuracy associated with incomplete metal covering the marker as
discussed in section 5.1.2. Although the use of dierent markers is not ideal, the two sets
of Penrose markers used are written sequentially during the initial exposure to minimise
the eect of drift and the exposure time, at less than 2s is such that even in the worst
case of a drift rate of 10nm=min the error induced would be much less than 0:3nm.
An identical process is used to that for the fabrication of the rst half of the nanogap
structure.
Finally the contact pads were written in a thicker PMMA bi-layer to allow a thicker
metal layer to be used. The contact pads were aligned using the 10m octagonal cell
markers since there was a much greater tolerance on the alignment. They were fabricated
by lifting-o a thicker layer of evaporated metal (50nm Ti / 150nm Au) to permit bonding
or probing. The process ow for the contact pads is as follows:
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Spin Resist - 8% 2010 PMMA 5krpm 60s. 180 C oven bake, 1hr.
- 2.5% 2041 PMMA 5krpm 60s. 180 C oven bake, 2hr.
Exposure - Dose 600Ccm 2, Resolution 1:25nm, BSS 40nm, Beam 32nA
Develop - 1:2.5 MiBK:IPA, 23 C, 30s. IPA rinse.
Ash - 40W, 30s.
Metallise - Ti 50nm, Au 150nm.
Lift-o - 40 C acetone, 2hr, IPA rinse.
The versatility of this process is a major advantage, as it is simple to fabricate the
two halves of the nanogap from dierent metals which, for instance, could allow for
molecules with dierent functional ends to be correctly orientated when bonding to the
gap. It is also relatively simple to extend the process to add electrodes close to the sides
of the nanogap to act as gate electrodes. Furthermore, the silicon substrate or a metal
underlayer, deposited before the oxidisation, could also be used as a gate.
The process outlined above has been used to create arrays of nanogap devices rather
than single nanogaps. Slightly varying the designed gap size between columns of these
arrays allows the remaining bias in the fabrication process associated with variations in
the exposure dose and deposition to be accounted for. With one SEM inspection step the
column with the best range of gaps can be selected and all gaps in equivalent columns
connected to the pads for electrical investigation.
Within each column of the array there are 10 nanogaps designed to have increasing
gap widths in 0:5nm steps. This allows a measure of the repeatability and accuracy of
the fabrication process to be obtained. Measuring the gap width along one column should
show a gradually reducing trend with a slope related to the 0:5nm steps between gaps,
from this a measure of the variations due to the fabrication process can be obtained.
Measuring this same data at several sites on a single wafer and on multiple wafers gives
a measure of the variation due to alignment inaccuracies and the overall repeatability of
the process.
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6.1.2 Results
Several wafers with multiple nanogap device arrays have been fabricated using a Vistec
VB6 UHR EWF ebeam tool. Figure 6.2 shows SEM pictures of one column of nanogap
devices after the whole fabrication process has been completed. The gaps shown in
gure 6.2 have widths ranging from 9nm down to 3:5nm. It was estimated that distances
on the micrographs could be determined to within 10 pixels, corresponding to 0:75nm,
so the measurement error was estimated to be 0:75nm.
These measurements have been plotted on the graph of gure 6.3 and a least squares
tted straight line has been overlaid on the data to get a measure of the actual gap
size decrement. This straight-line model has a gradient of  0:42nm which is in good
agreement with the designed step size of 0:5nm.
Similar measurements from another site on the same wafer and from another wafer
are plotted in gures 6.4 and 6.5 and similar straight-line models have been tted to
that data. The gradients from all three measurements are in good agreement with each
other and with the design value of  0:5nm. Further analysis shows that the standard
deviation of the gap size across all three samples is less than 1:2nm.
6.1.3 Molecular Conduction Results
Professor Richard Whitby and his group at the University of Southampton have col-
laborated with this work and have performed some preliminary measurements on the
conduction of the nanogap devices. They measured the conductivity of each of the ten
gaps on a single chip using a Keithely 2636 dual-channel source meter which in this
setting has a current sensing resolution of approximately 100fA. The set-up is shown
schematically in gure 6.6.
Using this set-up allows in-situ measurements to be made of the nanogap devices
under solution, with the aim being to be able to measure dynamic molecular conduction
events as multiple molecular wires bridge the gap between the nanogap electrodes.
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Figure 6.2: Typical example of the fabricated nanogaps, showing one column of the array
with gradually reducing designed gap width from top to bottom in 0:5nm
steps.
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Figure 6.3: Measurement of the gap widths from the SEM images shown in gure 6.2 with
a least-squares tted straight-line.
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Figure 6.4: Measurement of the gap widths from the second site on wafer 1 with a least-
squares tted straight-line.
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Figure 6.5: Measurement of the gap widths from the rst site on wafer 2 with a least-
squares tted straight-line.
Figure 6.6: Schematic of the equipment set-up used to measure the conduction of the
nanogap samples.
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Initially the conduction of the ten nanogap was measured dry. The resulting con-
ductivity is shown in gure 6.7. The conductivity of the gaps is relatively close to the
background noise level and shows that this measured leakage current is small enough
to allow molecular wire assembly events to be measured as they are expected to be of
the order of a few hundredpA. The leakage current is also close to the 100fA minimum
current that could reliably be measured with this set-up.
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Nanogap conduction - Initial measurement
Figure 6.7: Conductivity of the nanogaps as initially measured on the bare nanogap sam-
ple.
Secondly a solvent cell was added over the nanogap sample and the conductivity of
the nanogaps was measured while submersed in a 1:1 soultion of the solvents Acetonitrile
(Methyl cyanide or MeCN) and Dichloromethane (DCM). As shown in the measurements
in gure 6.8, the presence of the solvent increases the conductivity of the gaps, but more
signicantly the prole of conductivity across the gaps matches the designed gap width
variation from smallest to largest gap. (Note that gap number one was conductive,
however the current was too large, >10nA, for the measurement range used.)
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Figure 6.8: Conductivity of the nanogaps measured in situ while the chip is under a 1:1
MeCN:DCM solvent solution. The conductivity prole shows an increase in
current over the bare die and matches well with the designed gap size variation.
Note that the conductivity of gap one was greater than the maximum of the
measurement range used (>10nA).
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The nanogap device sample was then soaked in a 2:5M solution of molecular wires
\OPEC-5ring-Sac" in DCM for 2 hours and then dried before the conductivity of the
nanogaps was measured again, as shown in gure 6.9. An increase in conduction of a few
hundredpA was expected but not observed. The small currents observed is most likely
due to the vast surface area of gold exposed to the molecular wires and available for them
to bind to instead of within the nanogap itself.
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Figure 6.9: Conductivity of the nanogaps after having been treated with the molecular wire
solution showing little change with respect to the initial conductivity prole.
6.1.4 Conclusions
A new fabrication scheme for nanogaps has been introduced exploiting the advances in
alignment accuracy in electron beam lithography. It has been shown that correlation-
based alignment with Penrose pattern markers provides sucient accuracy to be a feasible
method of fabricating nanogap devices. A four-level fabrication process has been used to
fabricate several arrays of nanogap devices and it has been demonstrated to be a reliable,
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repeatable method to produce sub-5nm nanogaps with a random variation in gap size of
just 1:2nm measured at three sites across two wafers.
The measurement of the conductivity of a set of nanogap devices has conrmed that
they provide a low-leakage structure which could be used to measure molecular wire
assembly events. The measurements of conductivity in the presence of a solvent has
shown a good correlation between measured conductivity and the designed gap width.
The lack of conclusive evidence for conduction through molecular wires is likely due to
a lack of molecular wires binding in the nanogaps themselves caused by the molecular
wires binding to the large surface area of gold exposed to the molecular wire solution.
The method has been shown to allow small gaps to be fabricated, in quantity, on a
rm substrate which can then be shipped without destroying the fabricated structures for
further electrical measurements or study, something which cannot be done with nanogaps
formed using mechanically controllable break junctions for example.
6.2 Nanowires
The simplest structures that could be created using this method and an additive pattern
transfer method are nanogaps, as discussed in the previous section. The equivalent when
considering a subtractive pattern transfer process is the creation of nanowires, that is thin
metallic structures with widths on the order of a fewnm. The fabrication of extremely
thin metallic wires, or nanowires, has applications in reducing the gate length of advanced
transistors, allowing an increase in operating frequency. Perhaps more interestingly but
also more challenging, the ability to fabricate wires that have atomic widths opens up
the possibility of studying the eects of quantised conduction in one-dimensional electron
ows along atom chains. Traditionally this has been investigated through the use of
mechanically controllable break junctions or by scanning probe measurements. These
techniques limit the range of materials that can be used and rely on a dynamic process
to establish the conducting channel making the structures inherently unstable (i.e. when
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the force is removed from the break junction, or the SPM moved, the conduction channel
is lost).
Similar to the nanogap devices, the limiting factor in conventional processing is the
nite resolution of the resist. Furthermore the nite grain size of the evaporated metal
also limits the minimum width of wire that can be created by a lift-o process. Forming
the wires using a subtractive process allows the metal to be deposited by sputtering or
epitaxy rather than evaporation which provides ner control over the properties of the
deposited lm. Varying deposition parameters such as the gas pressure, sputtering power
and substrate temperature allows the grain size, texture or step coverage of the lm to
be nely tuned to give a metal layer with the desired properties.
6.2.1 Process Flow
Nanowire devices have been created using a very similar process to that used for the
nanogap devices described above. Again the process is based on four lithographic expo-
sures as illustrated in gure 6.10. Starting with a blank 3" n  Si wafer (100) orientation,
a layer of either silicon dioxide or nitride is grown or deposited to give an insulating
planar substrate on which the devices may be formed. The rst exposure is to create the
alignment markers. The exposure and process are identical to that described above for
the nanogap devices.
In the next step a thin layer of metal is deposited across the entire wafer, this will
be formed into the nanowire structures by two subsequent etch processes. Tungsten was
chosen as previous work [128] had developed a slow dry-etch with vertical side walls, and
also because the Plassys MP900S sputter tool had previously been set-up with recipes
to deposit thin lms of tungsten with low stress. A 6nm thick layer of tungsten was
deposited using the low stress process conditions. Although no detailed measurements
were taken, the inspection by SEM of subsequent steps in the process revealed that either
the grain size of the deposited tungsten was below the resolution limit of the SEM and
therefore caused no issues, or that the grains produced no signicant topography for the
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Figure 6.10: Schematic illustration of the main fabrication steps in the process used to
make aligned nanowire structures. Note that a connection is made between
the nanowire and the contact pads out of the plane of the page. (not to scale)
SEM to detect.
Once the tungsten had been deposited the rst layer of resist was spun on the wafer
and the rst half of the nanogap device was written aligned using the markers; the large
octagons as global alignment markers and then the Penrose pattern cell markers for the
precise alignment of the nanowire structures with respect to those markers. Whereas a
positive resist was used for the nanogap devices since only a small opening was required
here we wish to protect a small area from the subsequent etch so a negative resist was
used. Two dierent resists were used during the development of this process, rstly, a
conventional negative resist, hydrogen silsesquioxane (HSQ) was used. The process ow
for the fabrication of the rst part of the nanowire structures with HSQ was as follows:
Clean substrate - 5min acetone, 5min IPA, with ultrasonic agitation.
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Ash - 200W, 5min.
Spin Resist - 3:1 MiBK:HSQ 4krpm 60s. 80 C hot plate bake, 120s.
Exposure - Dose 1000Ccm 2, Resolution 0:5nm, BSS 2nm, Beam 1nA
Develop - 25% TMAH in RO water, 23 C, 30s. RO water then IPA rinse.
Etch - SF6/N2 5=55sccm, 120s.
Resist strip - 10:1 Silicon dioxide etch, 60s.
In subsequent experiments, PMMA resist, turned negative through the use of a very
high exposure dose, was used. The process ow for the fabrication of the nanowire
structures using negative PMMA was as follows:
Clean substrate - 5min acetone, 5min IPA, with ultrasonic agitation.
Spin Resist - 2.5% 2041 PMMA 5krpm 60s. 137 C hot plate bake, 120s.
Exposure - Dose 120;000Ccm 2, Resolution 0:5nm, BSS 2nm, Beam 2nA
Develop - 1:2.5 MiBK:IPA, 23 C, 30s. IPA rinse.
Etch - SF6/N2 5=55sccm, 120s.
Resist strip - Ash 200W, 5min.
The resist, once developed, is used as the mask so the pattern could be transferred to
the substrate by dry etching using SF6. Finally, the resist layer is completely removed
from the substrate and fresh resist is applied in preparation for the exposure of the second
half of the device. This is written in a similar fashion to the rst half of the structure,
the only dierence being that a second set of markers is used during the alignment as in
the case of the nanogap fabrication.
Using HSQ resist to dene the nanowire device required the use of hydrouoric acid
(HF) to remove the resist since exposed HSQ is very similar to SiO2 in properties. In
this case the substrate was prepared with Si3N4 as this has a much lower etch rate in
HF than SiO2. Although the etch rate of tungsten in HF, as measured by Williams, et
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al. [129], is <2nm=min this was enough to attack the thin layer of tungsten, such that
the tungsten lm was rendered non-conductive.
To overcome this limitation a switch was made to using PMMA resist. As previously
noted, in section 2.1.2, when PMMA is exposed using a large electron dose it has the
properties of a negative resist. While PMMA exposed at a large enough dose to turn
negative is more stubborn to remove, it can still be removed in an O2 plasma such as in
a barrel asher at moderate power. This O2 plasma had no measured eect on the W lm
and there was the added benet of improved pattern delity over the HSQ patterning
when using negative PMMA, as can be seen in the comparison of gure 6.11. Since there
was no longer an HF etch to remove the resist a switch was made to wafers with SiO2
coatings rather than Si3N4 to allow the same type of wafers to be used in the fabrication
of both nanogap and nanowire devices.
(a) Using HSQ resist. (b) Using negative PMMA resist.
Figure 6.11: First level of nanowire structure after the W has been etched but before the
resist has been removed. The resist used in 6.11(a) is HSQ and in 6.11(b) is
negative PMMA. The improvements in the pattern denition through using
negative PMMA can be seen.
The fabrication is completed by writing the contact pads in a thicker positively ex-
posed PMMA bi-layer, aligned using the octagonal cell markers, and then transferred,
by lift-o, into a thicker layer of evaporated metal (50nm Ti / 150nm Au) to permit
bonding or probing. The process ow is identical to that used for the fabrication of the
contact pads in the nanogap process.
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This process has been used to create arrays of nanowire devices, again with slightly
varying designed wire sizes between the columns of these arrays to allow the remaining
bias in the fabrication process associated with the exposure dose and etching to be
accounted for. With one SEM inspection step the column with the best range of wire
widths was selected and connected to the pads for electrical investigation.
Within each column of the array there are ten nanowires designed to have wire widths
increasing in 0:5nm steps. This allows a measure of the repeatability and accuracy of the
fabrication process to be obtained. Measuring the wire width along one column should
show a gradually reducing trend with a slope related to the 0:5nm steps between wire
widths, from this we can get a measure of the variations due to the fabrication process.
Measuring this same data at several sites on a single wafer and on multiple wafers allows
a measure of the variations due to the alignment inaccuracies and indeed the overall
repeatability of the process to be obtained.
6.2.2 Results
Figure 6.12 shows a series of four SEM images of a nanowire device at four key points
during the fabrication process. It shows that the desired patterns can be formed in the
negative PMMA resist, and further that this resist can be used in the dry etch process to
transfer the pattern to the underlying tungsten layer. The pattern is transferred cleanly
with little degradation to the denition of the edges of the structure, however some
roughening of the oxide surface is observed after the dry etching. It can also be seen that
there is very little undercutting during the etch which would mean that this method of
pattern transfer should be compatible with the fabrication of sub-10nm structures.
The second pair of images show that the second half of the nanowire structure can
also be formed in resist and transferred into the tungsten layer with similar performance
to that seen in the rst half of the nanowire fabrication process. Secondly, the images
also demonstrate that the alignment process allows structures in the sub-10nm regime
to be achieved.
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(a) First half nanowire in resist (b) First half nanowire etched into W
layer after resist removal.
(c) Second half nanowire in resist (d) Second half nanowire etched into W
layer after resist removal.
Figure 6.12: SEM micrographs of a nanowire device at the four key stages of the fabrication
process.
An example of the range of nanowire devices that have been fabricated on a single
chip is shown in gure 6.13.
Electrical measurements were performed to measure the conductance of a set of fabri-
cated wires. A semiconductor parameter analyser was used to measure the current passed
along each wire as the drive voltage applied across the wire was swept from 0 to 100mV.
From the current and voltage measurements the resistance of each wire was calculated.
The resistance of one set of nanowire devices is shown in gure 6.14. The resistances
were calculated from currents measured at a drive voltage of 25mV. Figure 6.14 shows
that as the designed wire width is decreased, the resistance increases, and the tted trend
line shows that the variation is linear and matches the linear decrease in designed wire
width.
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Figure 6.13: Typical example of the fabricated nanowire structures showing a range of
wire widths decreasing from left-to-right along each row in steps of 1nm and
from top-to-bottom between rows.
The measured nanowires were imaged in an Hitachi S900 SEM as shown in gure 6.15.
The top-left image shows a nanowire with a designed wire width of 27nm. The widths
increase in 1nm steps moving to the right along each row. The rst wire was damaged,
probably from electrostatic discharge, and therefore its resistance could not be measured.
6.2.3 Conclusions
The fabrication of sub-10nm conducting wires using a two-step, subtractive pattering
process has been demonstrated. The four step fabrication process has been shown to allow
sets of wires of varying widths to be produced and, although it has not been demonstrated,
it is expected that a good level of repeatability could be achieved. Electrical measurement
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Figure 6.14: Electrical measurements of the resistance of a set of nanowire devices showing
the trend in the resistance is consistent with the variation in the designed wire
widths.
of the fabricated nanowires has shown that varying the designed wire width has a direct
inuence on the measured resistance of the fabricated structures. Although further work
is required it is believed that the use of correlation-based alignment with Penrose patterns
and the fabrication process described could allow the wafer-scale production of sub-10nm
conducting wires.
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Figure 6.15: SEM images of the measured nanowire devices.
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7.1 Summary
Alignment is an important process in microfabrication and top-down nanotechnology.
Correlation provides a linear, analysable method of detecting markers. Since it acts as a
matched lter, correlation is optimum, in terms of maximising the signal-to-noise ratio,
for locating a signal in the presence of noise. Correlation based marker location has
allowed an analytical study of the alignment process to be performed.
Simple geometrically shaped markers, as used in conventional alignment schemes,
encode positional information ineciently due to the presence of relatively few edges.
Using a more complex marker pattern that encodes more positional information allows the
alignment accuracy to be improved. A wide range of possible marker patterns have been
studied and a range of metrics dened to measure their performance in a correlation based
alignment process. PCE has been shown to provide a measure of the peak-sharpness of
autocorrelation and the importance of this to alignment has been discussed. From this
analysis Penrose pattern were selected as the optimum type of pattern for use as alignment
markers in a correlation based alignment process.
Penrose patterns have an inherent aperiodicity which gives them a sharply-peaked
autocorrelation function. They exhibit approximately 50% ll of many similarly sized
elements, maximising their high spatial frequency components while allowing the size of
the marker elements and its extent to be optimised for the fabrication process employed.
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Penrose patterns are formed from elements that are incoherent with a regular rectangular
sampling array which provides good tolerance to undersampling. Finally, the incoherence
with a rectangular sample grid minimises the eect of grid degeneracy on alignment
accuracy allowing sub-pixel positional information to be obtained.
A correlation-based alignment process has been implemented on a Vistec VB6 UHR
EWF allowing jobs exploiting the improved alignment accuracy to be exposed routinely.
The performance of correlation based alignment with Penrose patterns has been experi-
mentally compared to that of conventional alignment. The experimental results showed
an order of magnitude improvement in the standard deviation of marker searches pro-
vided by correlation based alignment with Penrose patterns. Measurements of the stage
drift suggested that the standard deviation of mark locates using the correlation based
alignment and Penrose patterns is less than 1:1nm.
A Fourier transform based method, which can measure alignment accuracy from the
aligned fabrication of inter-digitated gratings at the nanometer level, has been intro-
duced. Experimental results show that alignments using Penrose pattern markers and a
correlation based alignment process with errors of approximately 0:6nm can be consis-
tently achieved. This is commensurate with the error in the stage interferometer system,
and suggests that this may now be the limiting factor in the alignment process.
A systematic investigation into how defects in the fabrication of Penrose pattern
markers aect the attainable alignment accuracy has been performed. This has shown the
high robustness of correlation-based alignment with Penrose patterns to two signicant
types of marker damage. The standard deviation of marker searches was remarkably
unaected by the two type of marker damage studied, remaining sub-5nm with as much
as 80% of the Penrose marker pattern missing. Fabricating aligned Vernier structures
with alignment errors of less than 5nm has demonstrated the alignment accuracy possible,
even with severely damaged Penrose markers.
One of the opportunities created by the improved alignment accuracy is the fabri-
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cation of nanometer sized gaps and wires using two-stage aligned fabrication processes.
These processes avoid the problems of resist collapse and the limited resolution of resist,
and instead are limited by the alignment accuracy, line edge roughness and repeatability
of the exposure and the pattern transfer process. Nanogaps between Ti/Au contacts
with widths as small as 3:5nm have been fabricated. The experimental results show
that ranges of gaps with a standard deviation for the gap width measured at three sites,
across two wafers of less than 1:2nm can be fabricated. One set of nanogap devices have
been measured electrically by collaborators at the University of Southampton and it was
shown that the conduction through the gap when immersed in a 1:1 MeCN:DCM solvent
solution varies directly with the designed gap width. Although a molecular wire solution
was applied to the gaps an increase in conduction was not measured suggesting that the
molecules bonded to the large areas of exposed gold and did not form conductive paths
across the nanogaps.
A two-step, aligned method of fabricating very thin conducting wires has also been
demonstrated. The nanowires, formed in a 6nm thick tungsten lm, and covering a
range of widths to below 5nm were successfully fabricated. Electrical measurements on
the fabricated nanowires showed that conducting wires could be formed using the two-
step etching process and that the resistance of the wires was inversely proportional to
the designed wire width.
The demonstrated methods of fabricating nanogaps and nanowires devices, are ex-
tremely versatile in terms of the materials that can be used to form the gap and wires, and
in the utility of the devices once fabricated. The principle advantage to these methods,
however, is the vast number of devices that can be created in a single process, suggesting
that two-step aligned fabrication methods could be a viable route for the industrialisation
of nanogap and nanowire device fabrication.
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7.2 Future Work
The work presented in this thesis could be taken forward in ve distinct areas. Firstly,
in collaboration with Vistec Lithography BV, and in particular Hans Romijn, work has
started to implement the correlation based alignment technique commercially as part
of the software system distributed with Vistec's EBPG 5000+ series of electron beam
lithography tools. This has involved rstly adding methods to generate Penrose marker
patterns and the associated reference images automatically. Secondly implementing a
method of using a low-resolution image as a coarse search for rough positioning followed
by the correlation alignment with a higher resolution image from the centre of the coarse
positioning step for nely determining the marker's position. The routines have presently
been incorporated as part of the \BEAMS" control software for the EBPG 5000+ and
work is ongoing on improving the speed of the image capturing hardware, and rening
the coarse and ne positioning strategy. It would be interesting to see the option of using
correlation more widely used in the electron beam lithography community as it adds a
versatility to the tools as well as providing the improved accuracy that Penrose patterns
oer.
Secondly, to further the study of molecular conduction, the fabrication of the nanogap
devices should be extended to include a passivation layer to cover the large gold surfaces
away from the nanogap. This would help the molecules to bind to the nanogap region
with a vastly increased likelihood of molecules bridging the gap between the contacts. It
would be then benecial to fabricate a range of gap sizes and of molecular wire lengths
to investigate if a relationship between the gap size as measured by SEM and the length
of molecule which bridge each gap could be established. Further work could then begin
to examine the fabrication of three contacts with nanometer sized gaps between them
which would allow investigations into allowing the conduction through molecules to be
gated by the third electrode or even allow more complex molecular structures to bind to
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the contacts for electrical measurement.
Thirdly, nanowire devices, as detailed in chapter 6, have several interesting uses none
of which have even begun to be investigated here. In particular, although conductance
has been examined, quantisation of current ow was not observed suggesting that re-
nements to the fabrication process may be necessary to produce thin enough wires to
observe quantised conductance. Further work on both the fabrication and measurement
of nanowire devices may lead to their use as gates for ultra-short gate length HEMTs
with improved frequency performance.
Fourthly, it would be interesting to investigate further the use of arbitrary structures
pre-existing on a substrate for use as alignment markers. One of the principle advantages
of using image processing is that the marker does not necessarily have to be strictly formed
out of metal with good Z-contrast compared to the substrate or in simple geometric
shapes. The exibility oered by using image processing to perform marker searches
for ebeam alignment opens up the possibility of being able to use all sorts of substrate
features as alignment markers. There are cases where it would be useful to be able to align
to structures already on a substrate such as carbon nanotubes or quantum dots. It would
be interesting to investigate if the random placement of, for instance, carbon nanotubes
could be used for alignment such that individual nanotubes could be contacted electrically
in a precise fashion. By depositing a random array of quantum dots on a surface with
carbon nanotubes it would be possible to use the Z-contrast of the dots as a map to
indicate the position of the nanotubes. This or other techniques would be necessary if
only BSE detectors were used for imaging.
There are also cases where it would be useful to be able to align to substrates where the
deposition of markers is dicult or cannot be performed as the initial step. One example
of this would be the use of anisotropically etched pits in Si as markers. The etching
process produces a variation in the absolute position of the structures and therefore
conventional metal markers would never be exactly at a known position relative to the
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etched features. Making the marker in the same etch process removes some of this
uncertainty but leaves \inverted pyramid" markers which have no sharp contrast with
the background substrate and are hence dicult for conventional alignment techniques to
locate. Anisotropic etching is used in the fabrication of atomic force microscopy (AFM)
probes at the University of Glasgow, and an image processing technique has already been
implemented to allow these etched pit markers to be located. Full details are provided
in appendix B.
Lastly, there have recently been attempts with some success to measure the spot
diameter and shape by using a deconvolution process [130, 131]. This works because
when an object is imaged by an electron beam the image is eectively the convolution
of the beam point spread function and the physical object being imaged. Therefore if
the object is known it is theoretically possible to recover the beam point spread function
by deconvolving the object from the acquired image. This is an ill-dened problem,
but having an object pattern with a well dened peak in its autocorrelation aids the
deconvolution process. For many of the same reasons that Penrose patterns are well
suited to marker patterns they too may be well suited for spot size measurements via
deconvolution. The traditional methods of measuring spot size uses a so called \knife-
edge" [6, 132, 133], an approximate to an innite contrast edge which reects no beam
on one side, and all the beam on the other and has no edge slope where the beam
is being partly scattered and partly reected to the detector. This has the limitation
that the beam can only be scanned perpendicular to the edge and so the shape and
size information obtained is similarly one-dimensional. With Penrose patterns the wide
variety of edge directions would theoretically furnish a more complete measurement of
the spot shape and size.
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A.1 Correlate Periodic.java
1 import i j .;
import i j . io .;
import i j . gui .;
import i j . plugin .;
import i j . process . ;
import java . io . ;
// Correlates an Image with a Reference displaying the resulting correlation .
//Scans the reference across the image starting from the top l e f t
//corner of image being overlapped by bottom right of reference and ending
11 //with the bottom right of the image overlapped by the top l e f t of
//the reference . Uses periodic boundary conditions for the image and reference .
//     
// jR j
// j  j       
//   j  j  > j I j
// j I j  > j  j  
//        j  j
// j Rj
//     
21
public class Correlate Periodic implements PlugIn f
boolean debug = false ;
public void run( String arg )f
int k , ref no , image no , corrw , corrh , w, wi , h , hi , i , j , x , y , corrxmax ,
corrymax ;
float xoff , yoff , norm , corrmax , idatabkg , refdatabkg ;
ImagePlus refimp , iimp , corrimp , imp ;
31 ImageProcessor refip , iip , corrip ;
float [ ] refdata , idata , itmp , corrdata ;
int [ ] wList ;
String [ ] t i t l e s ;
String r e f t i t l e , image title ;
FileWriter outfile ;
SaveDialog sd ;
boolean cont ;
//Check that 1 or more images are open and adds their t i t l e s to variable "
t i t l e s "
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41 wList = WindowManager. getIDList () ;
if ( wList == null )f
IJ . noImage () ;
return ;
g
t i t l e s = new String [ wList . length ] ;
for (k = 0; k < wList . length ; k++)f
imp = WindowManager. getImage ( wList [ k ]) ;
if (imp != null )
t i t l e s [ k ] = imp . getTitle () ;
51 else
t i t l e s [ k ] = "" ;
g
//Reloads preferences from previous run
r e f t i t l e = Prefs . get (" Correlate . r e f t i t l e " , t i t l e s [ 0 ] ) ;
image title =Prefs . get (" Correlate . image title " , t i t l e s [ 0 ] ) ;
ref no = 0;
image no = 0;
for (k = 0; k < wList . length ; k++)f
61 if ( r e f t i t l e . equals ( t i t l e s [ k ]) )f
ref no = k ;
break ;
g
g
for (k = 0; k < wList . length ; k++)f
if ( image title . equals ( t i t l e s [ k ]) )f
image no = k ;
break ;
g
71 g
//Defines and shows dialog
GenericDialog gd = new GenericDialog ("Correlate" , IJ . getInstance () ) ;
gd . addChoice ("Reference Mark" , titles , t i t l e s [ ref no ]) ;
gd . addChoice ("Image" , titles , t i t l e s [ image no ]) ;
gd . showDialog () ;
if (gd . wasCanceled () ) return ;
81 //Reads in selections from dialog
refimp = WindowManager. getImage ( wList [ gd . getNextChoiceIndex () ]) ;
iimp = WindowManager. getImage ( wList [ gd . getNextChoiceIndex () ]) ;
//Sets preferences
Prefs . set (" Correlate . r e f t i t l e " , refimp . getTitle () ) ;
Prefs . set (" Correlate . image title " , iimp . getTitle () ) ;
refip = refimp . getProcessor () ;
refip = refip . convertToFloat () ;
91 refdata = ( float [ ] ) refip . getPixels () ;
w = refip . getWidth () ;
h = refip . getHeight () ;
norm = 0;
for ( i = 0; i < wh; i++) f
norm += refdata [ i ] ;
g
//IJ . write ("w:"+IJ . d2s(w,0)+" h:"+IJ . d2s(h ,0) ) ;
iip = iimp . getProcessor () ;
101 iip = iip . convertToFloat () ;
itmp = ( float [ ] ) iip . getPixels () ;
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wi = iip . getWidth () ;
hi = iip . getHeight () ;
//IJ . write ("wi:"+IJ . d2s(wi ,0)+" hi:"+IJ . d2s(hi ,0) ) ;
if (wi  hi != w  h)f
IJ . showMessage("Error" , "Image and Reference Size do not match . ") ;
return ;
g
111
//Make image array twice as long
idata = new float [ wihi 2];
for ( i = 0; i < (wi  hi ) ; i++)f
idata [ i ] = itmp [ i ] ;
idata [ i + (wihi ) ] = itmp [ i ] ;
g
corrw = wi ;
corrh = hi ;
121 corrdata = new float [ corrwcorrh ] ;
//IJ . write (" corrsize :"+IJ . d2s( corrsize ,0) ) ;
for ( i = 0; i < wi hi ; i++)f
//IJ . write (" i :"+IJ . d2s( i ,0) ) ;
IJ . showStatus ("Calculating . . . "+IJ . d2s ( i ,0)+"/"+IJ . d2s (wihi ,0) ) ;
for ( j = 0; j < wihi ; j++)f
//IJ . write (" j :"+IJ . d2s( j ,0) ) ;
//IJ . showStatus (" Calculating . . . "+IJ . d2s( i ,0)+"/"+IJ . d2s(corrw ,0)+" "+IJ .
d2s( j ,0)+"/"+IJ . d2s(corrh ,0) ) ;
131 corrdata [ i ] += idata [ j + i ]  refdata [ j ] ;
g
corrdata [ i ] /= norm;
g
corrip = new FloatProcessor (corrw , corrh ) ;
corrip . setPixels ( corrdata ) ;
corrip . setMinAndMax(0 ,0) ;
corrimp = new ImagePlus (" Correlation " , corrip ) ;
corrimp . show() ;
141
corrmax = corrdata [ 0 ] ;
corrxmax = 0;
corrymax = 0;
for (x = 0; x < corrw ; x++) f
for (y = 0; y < corrh ; y++) f
if ( corrdata [ x + ( corrw  y) ] > corrmax) f
corrmax = corrdata [ x + ( corrw  y) ] ;
corrxmax = x ;
151 corrymax = y ;
g
g
g
xoff = corrxmax ;
yoff = corrymax ;
IJ . write (" xoff : "+IJ . d2s ( xoff ,4)+" yoff : "+IJ . d2s ( yoff ,4)+"nn") ;
161 //Write offsets to a f i l e
sd = new SaveDialog (" Offsets File " , " offsets " , " . txt") ;
if ( sd . getFileName () != null )f
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try f
outfile = new FileWriter ( sd . getDirectory () + sd . getFileName () ) ;
outfile . write (" xoff n tyoff nn") ;
outfile . write ( IJ . d2s ( xoff ,4)+"nt"+IJ . d2s ( yoff ,4)+"nn") ;
outfile . close () ;
g catch ( IOException ex) f
ex . printStackTrace () ;
171 g
g
return ;
g //End of Correlate Periodic routine
g
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A.2 Calculate PCE.java
import i j .;
import i j . gui .;
import i j . plugin .;
import i j . process . ;
5
/ Calculates the Peak to Correlation Energy ratio (PCE) .
Used as a figure of merit for autocorrelations of marker patterns
/
public class Calculate PCE implements PlugIn f
public void run( String arg )f
int w,h , xc , yc ;
ImagePlus imp ;
15 ImageProcessor ip ;
float [ ] imagedata ;
float max, cval , Ey, avg , PCE, PCEc;
//Check that 1 or more images are open and adds their t i t l e s to variable " t i t l e s
"
int [ ] wList = WindowManager. getIDList () ;
if ( wList == null )
f
IJ . noImage () ;
return ;
25 g
String [ ] t i t l e s = new String [ wList . length ] ;
for ( int i = 0; i < wList . length ; i++)
f
imp = WindowManager. getImage ( wList [ i ]) ;
if (imp != null )
t i t l e s [ i ] = imp . getTitle () ;
else
t i t l e s [ i ] = "" ;
g
35
//Reloads preferences from previous run
String titleImage = Prefs . get (" calculate pce . t i t l e " , t i t l e s [ 0 ] ) ;
int imageChoice = 0;
for ( int i = 0; i < wList . length ; i++)
f
if ( titleImage . equals ( t i t l e s [ i ]) )
f
imageChoice = i ;
break ;
45 g
g
//Defines and shows dialog
GenericDialog gd = new GenericDialog ("Calculate PCE" , IJ . getInstance () ) ;
gd . addChoice ("Image" , titles , t i t l e s [ imageChoice ]) ;
gd . showDialog () ;
if (gd . wasCanceled () ) return ;
55 //Reads in selections from dialog
imp = WindowManager. getImage ( wList [ gd . getNextChoiceIndex () ]) ;
//Sets preferences
Prefs . set (" calculate pce . t i t l e " , imp . getTitle () ) ;
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w = imp . getProcessor () . getWidth () ;
h = imp . getProcessor () . getHeight () ;
imagedata = new float [wh ] ;
ImageProcessor ipi = imp . getProcessor () ;
65 ip = ipi . convertToFloat () ;
imagedata = ( float [ ] ) ip . getPixels () ;
max = 0;
for ( int i =0; i<wh; i++)
f
if ( imagedata [ i ] > max) max = imagedata [ i ] ;
g
xc = (w 1)/2;
yc = (h 1)/2;
75 cval = ( float ) ip . getPixelValue (xc , yc) ;
Ey = 0;
avg = 0;
for ( int i =0; i<wh; i++)
f
Ey += sqr ( imagedata [ i ]) ;
avg += imagedata [ i ] ;
g
avg /= (wh) ;
PCE = sqr (max)/Ey;
85 PCEc = sqr ( cval )/Ey;
IJ . write ("w : "+IJ . d2s ((double)w,10)+
"nth : "+IJ . d2s ((double)h,10)+
"nnxc : "+IJ . d2s ((double)xc ,10)+
"ntyc : "+IJ . d2s ((double)yc ,10)+
"nnMax : "+IJ . d2s ((double)max,10)+
"nnCentre = "+IJ . d2s ((double) cval ,10)+
"nnAvg = "+IJ . d2s ((double)avg ,10)+
"nnEy = "+IJ . d2s ((double)Ey,10)+
95 "nnPCE = "+IJ . d2s ((double)PCE,10)+
"nnPCEc = "+IJ . d2s ((double)PCEc,10)+"nnnn") ;
return ;
g
double sqr (double x) freturn xx;g
float sqr ( float x) freturn xx;g
105 g
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A.3 PCE Variation Only Ideal Stack Surface.java
import i j .;
import i j . io .;
import i j . gui .;
import i j . plugin .;
5 import i j . process . ;
import java . io . ;
import i j . plugin . f i l t e r . ;
import java . awt . ;
import java . awt . image . ;
import java .math . ;
import java . util . ;
import i j . measure . ;
//Allows the variations of the PCE measure to be investigated
15 public class PCE Variation Only Ideal Stack Surface implements PlugIn f
int debug = 0; //1 for debug messages from gaussian kernel , 2 for convolve , 3
for full process , 4 for main prog
int first , i , totalruns = 0;
boolean showimages = false ;
ImageStack samBRfullis , CCis ;
// global variables for surface plotter subroutine
static int plotWidth = 350;
static int polygonMultiplier = 200;
25 static boolean oneToOne = false ;
static boolean firstTime = true ;
static boolean showWireframe=true ;
static boolean showGrayscale=false ;
static boolean showAxis=true ;
static boolean whiteBackground=false ;
static boolean blackFill=false ;
static boolean smooth = false ;
ImagePlus img ;
int [ ] x , y ;
35 boolean invertedLut ;
double angleInDegrees = 35;
double angle = ( angleInDegrees /360.0) 2.0Math. PI ;
double angle2InDegrees = 15.0;
double angle2 = ( angle2InDegrees /360.0) 2.0Math. PI ;
double yinc2 = Math. sin ( angle2 ) ;
double p1x , p1y ; // l e f t bottom corner
double p2x , p2y ; // center bottom corner
double p3x , p3y ; // right bottom corner
LookUpTable lut ;
45 //end of surface plotter global variables
public void run( String arg )f
int x , imageChoice , rmin , rmax , rstp , r , rruns , samintmin , samintmax ,
samintstp , samint , samintruns , offsetvar , xoffmin , xoffmax , xoffstp ,
xoffruns , yoffmin , yoffmax , yoffstp , yoffruns , offruns , xoff , yoff ,
stdevnoisemin , stdevnoisemax , stdevnoisestp , stdevnoise , stdevnoiseruns ,
angrotruns , w, h;
ImagePlus imp , samBRfullstackimp , CCstackimp , CCsurfaceplotimp ;
ImageStack CCsurfaceplotis ;
double angrotmin , angrotmax , angrotstp , angrot ;
boolean alloffsets , showimages ;
int [ ] wList ;
String [ ] titles , offchoices ;
55 String titleImage , path ;
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float [ ] [ ] results ;
float [ ] pces ;
FileWriter outfile ;
SaveDialog sd ;
DirectoryChooser dc ;
//Check that 1 or more images are open and adds their t i t l e s to variable "
t i t l e s "
wList = WindowManager. getIDList () ;
if ( wList == null )f
65 IJ . noImage () ;
return ;
g
t i t l e s = new String [ wList . length ] ;
for ( i = 0; i < wList . length ; i++)f
imp = WindowManager. getImage ( wList [ i ]) ;
if (imp != null )
t i t l e s [ i ] = imp . getTitle () ;
else
t i t l e s [ i ] = "" ;
75 g
offchoices = new String [ 4 ] ;
offchoices [0] = " Single Offset Only" ;
offchoices [1] = "Center Offset Only" ;
offchoices [2] = "Range of Offsets " ;
offchoices [3] = "All Valid Offsets " ;
//Reloads preferences from previous run
titleImage = Prefs . get ("PCE Variation . t i t l e " , t i t l e s [ 0 ] ) ;
85 imageChoice = 0;
for ( i = 0; i < wList . length ; i++)f
if ( titleImage . equals ( t i t l e s [ i ]) )f
imageChoice = i ;
break ;
g
g
rmin = ( int ) Prefs . get ("PCE Variation . rmin" , 0) ;
rmax = ( int ) Prefs . get ("PCE Variation . rmax" , 0) ;
95 rstp = ( int ) Prefs . get ("PCE Variation . rstp" , 0) ;
samintmin = ( int ) Prefs . get ("PCE Variation . samintmin" , 1) ;
samintmax = ( int ) Prefs . get ("PCE Variation . samintmax" , 1) ;
samintstp = ( int ) Prefs . get ("PCE Variation . samintstp" , 0) ;
offsetvar = ( int ) Prefs . get ("PCE Variation . offsetvar " , 1) ;
stdevnoisemin = ( int ) Prefs . get ("PCE Variation . stdevnoisemin" , 0) ;
stdevnoisemax = ( int ) Prefs . get ("PCE Variation . stdevnoisemax" , 0) ;
stdevnoisestp = ( int ) Prefs . get ("PCE Variation . stdevnoisestp " , 0) ;
angrotmin = (double) Prefs . get ("PCE Variation . angrotmin" ,0) ;
angrotmax = (double) Prefs . get ("PCE Variation . angrotmax" ,0) ;
105 angrotstp = (double) Prefs . get ("PCE Variation . angrotstp" ,0) ;
showimages = (boolean) Prefs . get ("PCE Variation . showimages" , false ) ;
//Defines and shows dialog
GenericDialog gd = new GenericDialog ("PCE Variation" , IJ . getInstance () ) ;
gd . addChoice ("Image" , titles , t i t l e s [ imageChoice ]) ;
gd . addNumericField ("Radius min" , rmin , 0) ;
gd . addNumericField ("Radius max" , rmax , 0) ;
gd . addNumericField ("Radius step" , rstp , 0) ;
gd . addNumericField ("Sampling Interval min" , samintmin , 0) ;
115 gd . addNumericField ("Sampling Interval max" , samintmax , 0) ;
gd . addNumericField ("Sampling Interval step" , samintstp , 0) ;
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gd . addChoice (" Offset Variation" , offchoices , offchoices [ offsetvar ]) ;
gd . addNumericField ("St Dev of Noise min" , stdevnoisemin , 1) ;
gd . addNumericField ("St Dev of Noise max" , stdevnoisemax , 1) ;
gd . addNumericField ("St Dev of Noise step" , stdevnoisestp , 1) ;
gd . addNumericField ("Rotation Angle min" , angrotmin , 3) ;
gd . addNumericField ("Rotation Angle max" , angrotmax , 3) ;
gd . addNumericField ("Rotation Angle step" , angrotstp , 3) ;
gd . addCheckbox("Show Intermediate Images" , showimages) ;
125 gd . showDialog () ;
if (gd . wasCanceled () ) return ;
//Reads in selections from dialog
imp = WindowManager. getImage ( wList [ gd . getNextChoiceIndex () ]) ;
rmin = ( int )gd . getNextNumber () ;
rmax = ( int )gd . getNextNumber () ;
rstp = ( int )gd . getNextNumber () ;
samintmin = ( int )gd . getNextNumber () ;
135 samintmax = ( int )gd . getNextNumber () ;
samintstp = ( int )gd . getNextNumber () ;
offsetvar = gd . getNextChoiceIndex () ;
stdevnoisemin = ( int )gd . getNextNumber () ;
stdevnoisemax = ( int )gd . getNextNumber () ;
stdevnoisestp = ( int )gd . getNextNumber () ;
angrotmin = (double)gd . getNextNumber () ;
angrotmax = (double)gd . getNextNumber () ;
angrotstp = (double)gd . getNextNumber () ;
showimages = gd . getNextBoolean () ;
145
//Sets preferences
Prefs . set ("PCE Variation . t i t l e " , imp . getTitle () ) ;
Prefs . set ("PCE Variation . rmin" , rmin) ;
Prefs . set ("PCE Variation . rmax" , rmax) ;
Prefs . set ("PCE Variation . rstp" , rstp ) ;
Prefs . set ("PCE Variation . samintmin" , samintmin) ;
Prefs . set ("PCE Variation . samintmax" , samintmax) ;
Prefs . set ("PCE Variation . samintstp" , samintstp ) ;
Prefs . set ("PCE Variation . offsetvar " , offsetvar ) ;
155 Prefs . set ("PCE Variation . stdevnoisemin" , stdevnoisemin ) ;
Prefs . set ("PCE Variation . stdevnoisemax" , stdevnoisemax ) ;
Prefs . set ("PCE Variation . stdevnoisestp " , stdevnoisestp ) ;
Prefs . set ("PCE Variation . angrotmin" , angrotmin ) ;
Prefs . set ("PCE Variation . angrotmax" , angrotmax) ;
Prefs . set ("PCE Variation . angrotstp" , angrotstp ) ;
Prefs . set ("PCE Variation . showimages" , showimages) ;
xoffmin = 0;
xoffmax = 0;
165 xoffstp = 0;
xoff = 0;
yoffmin = 0;
yoffmax = 0;
yoffstp = 0;
yoff = 0;
if ( offsetvar==0) f // Single Offset
GenericDialog gd1 = new GenericDialog (" Single Offset Selection " , IJ .
getInstance () ) ;
gd1 . addNumericField ("X Offset " , xoff , 0) ;
175 gd1 . addNumericField ("Y Offset " , yoff , 0) ;
gd1 . showDialog () ;
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xoffmin = ( int )gd1 . getNextNumber () ;
yoffmin = ( int )gd1 . getNextNumber () ;
offruns = 1;
g else if ( offsetvar==1) f //Center offset
offruns = 1;
g else if ( offsetvar==2) f //Range of offsets
185 GenericDialog gd1 = new GenericDialog (" Offset Range Selection " , IJ .
getInstance () ) ;
gd1 . addNumericField ("X Offset Min" , xoffmin , 0) ;
gd1 . addNumericField ("X Offset Max" , xoffmax , 0) ;
gd1 . addNumericField ("X Offset Step" , xoffstp , 0) ;
gd1 . addNumericField ("Y Offset Min" , yoffmin , 0) ;
gd1 . addNumericField ("Y Offset Max" , yoffmax , 0) ;
gd1 . addNumericField ("Y Offset Step" , yoffstp , 0) ;
gd1 . showDialog () ;
xoffmin = ( int )gd1 . getNextNumber () ;
195 xoffmax = ( int )gd1 . getNextNumber () ;
xoffstp = ( int )gd1 . getNextNumber () ;
yoffmin = ( int )gd1 . getNextNumber () ;
yoffmax = ( int )gd1 . getNextNumber () ;
yoffstp = ( int )gd1 . getNextNumber () ;
if ( xoffstp == 0) f
xoffruns = 1;
g else f
xoffruns = ( int )Math. floor (( xoffmax xoffmin )/ xoffstp ) + 1;
205 g
if ( yoffstp == 0) f
yoffruns = 1;
g else f
yoffruns = ( int )Math. floor (( yoffmax yoffmin )/ yoffstp ) + 1;
g
offruns = xoffruns  yoffruns ;
g else if ( offsetvar==3) f // All offsets
samint = samintmin ;
xoffstp = 1;
215 yoffstp = 1;
offruns =  1;
do f
offruns += sqr ( samint ) ;
samint += samintstp ;
g while( samintstp!=0 && samint<=samintmax) ;
g else return ;
if ( rstp == 0) f
rruns = 1;
225 g else f
rruns = ( int )Math. floor ((rmax rmin)/rstp ) + 1;
g
if ( samintstp == 0 j j offsetvar > 2) f
samintruns = 1;
g else f
samintruns = ( int )Math. floor (( samintmax samintmin)/samintstp ) + 1;
g
if ( stdevnoisestp == 0) f
stdevnoiseruns = 1;
235 g else f
stdevnoiseruns = ( int )Math. floor (( stdevnoisemax stdevnoisemin )/ stdevnoisestp
) + 1;
g
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if ( angrotstp == 0) f
angrotruns = 1;
g else f
angrotruns = ( int )Math. floor (( angrotmax angrotmin )/angrotstp ) + 1;
g
totalruns = rruns  samintruns  stdevnoiseruns  angrotruns  offruns + 1;
results = new float [ totalruns ] [ 1 1 ] ;
245
if (debug==4) f
IJ . write ("rminntrmaxn trstep ntrrunsnn"+IJ . d2s (rmin ,0)+"nt"+IJ . d2s (rmax ,0)+"nt
"+IJ . d2s ( rstp ,0)+"nt"+IJ . d2s ( rruns ,0) ) ;
IJ . write ("samintminntsamintmaxntsamintstepntsamintrunsnn"+IJ . d2s (samintmin
,0)+"nt"+IJ . d2s (samintmax ,0)+"nt"+IJ . d2s ( samintstp ,0)+"nt"+IJ . d2s (
samintruns ,0) ) ;
IJ . write ("stdevnoiseminntstdevnoisemaxn tstdevnoisestep n tstdevnoiseruns nn"+IJ
. d2s ( stdevnoisemin ,0)+"nt"+IJ . d2s ( stdevnoisemax ,0)+"nt"+IJ . d2s (
stdevnoisestp ,0)+"nt"+IJ . d2s ( stdevnoiseruns ,0) ) ;
IJ . write ("angrotminntangrotmaxntangrotstepntangrotrunsnn"+IJ . d2s (angrotmin
,0)+"nt"+IJ . d2s (angrotmax ,0)+"nt"+IJ . d2s ( angrotstp ,0)+"nt"+IJ . d2s (
angrotruns ,0) ) ;
IJ . write ("Total runs = " + IJ . d2s ( totalruns ,0) ) ;
g
dc = new DirectoryChooser ("Choose where to save image f i l e s ") ;
255 path = dc . getDirectory () ;
pces = new float [ 5 ] ;
i =0;
r = rmin ;
do f
samint = samintmin ;
do f
f i r s t = 0;
if ( offsetvar == 1) f
265 xoffmin = ( int )Math. floor (( samint   1) /2) ;
yoffmin = ( int )Math. floor (( samint   1) /2) ;
g
if ( offsetvar == 3) f
xoffmax = samint   1;
yoffmax = samint   1;
g
xoff = xoffmin ;
do f
yoff = yoffmin ;
275 do f
stdevnoise = stdevnoisemin ;
do f
angrot = angrotmin ;
do f
dofull process (imp , r , samint , xoff , yoff , stdevnoise , angrot ,
showimages , pces ) ;
if (debug==4) IJ . write ("r : " +IJ . d2s (r ,1)+"nnsamint : "+IJ . d2s (
samint ,1)+"nnxoff : "+IJ . d2s ( xoff ,1)+"nnyoff : "+IJ . d2s ( yoff
,1)+"nnstdevnoise : "+IJ . d2s ( stdevnoise ,1)+"nnangrot : "+IJ .
d2s ( angrot ,1)+"nni : "+IJ . d2s ( i ,1)+"nnpce1 : "+IJ . d2s ( pces
[2] ,8) ) ;
results [ i ] [ 0 ] = r ;
results [ i ] [ 1 ] = samint ;
results [ i ] [ 2 ] = xoff ;
285 results [ i ] [ 3 ] = yoff ;
results [ i ] [ 4 ] = stdevnoise ;
results [ i ] [ 5 ] = ( float ) angrot ;
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for (x = 0; x < 5; x++) f
results [ i ] [ x+6]=pces [ x ] ;
g
i++;
f i r s t ++;
angrot += angrotstp ;
IJ . showProgress ((double) i / totalruns ) ;
295 g while( angrotstp!=0 && angrot<=angrotmax) ;
stdevnoise += stdevnoisestp ;
g while( stdevnoisestp !=0 && stdevnoise<=stdevnoisemax ) ;
yoff += yoffstp ;
g while( yoffstp !=0 && yoff<=yoffmax ) ;
xoff += xoffstp ;
g while( xoffstp !=0 && xoff<=xoffmax ) ;
samBRfullstackimp = new ImagePlus ("Sampled Images S"+IJ . d2s (samint ,0) ,
samBRfullis ) ;
samBRfullstackimp . show() ;
305
CCstackimp = new ImagePlus (" Crosscorrelations with Ideal S"+IJ . d2s (samint
,0) , CCis) ;
CCstackimp . show() ;
lut = CCstackimp . createLut () ;
img = CCstackimp ;
CCsurfaceplotis = dosurfaceplot (CCis) ;
CCsurfaceplotimp = new ImagePlus ("Surface Plot   Crosscorrelation with
Ideal S"+IJ . d2s (samint ,0) , CCsurfaceplotis ) ;
CCsurfaceplotimp . show() ;
if ( samBRfullstackimp . getImageStackSize () > 1) f
315 new FileSaver ( samBRfullstackimp ) . saveAsTiffStack (path +
samBRfullstackimp . getTitle () + " . t i f ") ;
g else f
new FileSaver ( samBRfullstackimp ) . saveAsTiff (path + samBRfullstackimp .
getTitle () + " . t i f ") ;
g
samBRfullstackimp . close () ;
if ( samBRfullstackimp . getImageStackSize () > 1) f
new FileSaver (CCstackimp) . saveAsTiffStack (path + CCstackimp . getTitle () +
" . t i f ") ;
g else f
new FileSaver (CCstackimp) . saveAsTiff (path + CCstackimp . getTitle () + " .
t i f ") ;
g
325 CCstackimp . close () ;
if ( samBRfullstackimp . getImageStackSize () > 1) f
new FileSaver ( CCsurfaceplotimp ) . saveAsTiffStack (path + CCsurfaceplotimp .
getTitle () + " . t i f ") ;
g else f
new FileSaver ( CCsurfaceplotimp ) . saveAsTiff (path + CCsurfaceplotimp .
getTitle () + " . t i f ") ;
g
CCsurfaceplotimp . close () ;
samint += samintstp ;
g while( samintstp!=0 && samint<=samintmax) ;
335 r += rstp ;
g while( rstp !=0 && r<=rmax) ;
sd = new SaveDialog ("Results File " , " results " , " . txt") ;
outfile = null ;
try f
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outfile = new FileWriter ( sd . getDirectory () + sd . getFileName () ) ;
outfile . write ("rntsamintn txoff n tyoff n tstdevnoise ntangrotntCCidealMaxn
tCCidealcvalntCCidealEyntCCidealPCEntCCidealPCEcnn") ;
345 for ( i = 0; i < totalruns ; i++) f
for (x = 0; x < 11; x++) f
outfile . write ( IJ . d2s ( results [ i ] [ x ] ,8)+"nt") ;
g
outfile . write ("nn") ;
g
outfile . close () ;
g catch ( IOException ex) f
ex . printStackTrace () ;
g
355
return ;
g //End of PCE Variation routine
//////////////
// //
// SUBS //
// //
//////////////
365
public void dofull process ( ImagePlus imp , int gbrad , int samint , int xoff , int
yoff , int stdevnoise , double rotang , boolean showimages , float [ ] result )f
// int debug = 0; //1 for debug messages from gaussian kernel , 2 for convolve
, 3 for main prog
//      Inputs      
//ImagePlus imp;
// int gbrad , samint , xoff , yoff , stdevnoise ;
//double rotang ;
//boolean showimages ;
375
//      Internal Variables      
int radius , size , w, wi , h , hi , xc , yc , xoc , yoc , shftx , shfty ;
double rotangRadians ;
ImagePlus kernelimp , blurredimp , rotimp , samBRimp, samBimp, samOimp,
samBRfullimp , flippedBRimp , flippedBimp , flippedsamOimp , flippedOimp ;
ImageProcessor ip , kernelip , blurredip , rotip , samBRip , samBip , samOip ,
samBRfullip , flippedBRip , flippedBip , flippedsamOip , flippedOip ;
float [ ] imagedata , kerneldata , blurreddata , rotdata , samBRdata , samBdata ,
samOdata , samBRfulldata , flippedBRdata , flippedBdata , flippedsamOdata ,
flippedOdata ;
//      Outputs      
ImagePlus ACimp, CCunrotimp , CCsamidealimp , CCidealimp ;
385 ImageProcessor ACip , CCunrotip , CCsamidealip , CCidealip ;
float [ ] ACdata , CCunrotdata , CCsamidealdata , CCidealdata ;
float ACMax, ACcval , ACEy, ACPCE, ACPCEc, CCunrotMax , CCunrotcval , CCunrotEy ,
CCunrotPCE, CCunrotPCEc , CCsamidealMax , CCsamidealcval , CCsamidealEy ,
CCsamidealPCE , CCsamidealPCEc , CCidealMax , CCidealcval , CCidealEy ,
CCidealPCE , CCidealPCEc ;
// float [ ] result ;
if (debug==3) IJ . write ("r : " +IJ . d2s (gbrad ,1)+"nnsamint : "+IJ . d2s (samint ,1)+"
nnstdevnoise : "+IJ . d2s ( stdevnoise ,1)+"nnangrot : "+IJ . d2s ( rotang ,1) ) ;
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//                                                   //
//Convolve base image with a gaussian of radius gbrad//
//                                                   //
395 ip = imp . getProcessor () ;
ip = ip . convertToFloat () ;
imagedata = ( float [ ] ) ip . getPixels () ;
wi = imp . getProcessor () . getWidth () ;
hi = imp . getProcessor () . getHeight () ;
blurreddata = new float [ wihi ] ;
radius = gbrad + 1;
if ( radius > 1) f
405 kerneldata = makeKernel( radius ) ;
size = radius 2 1;
kernelip = new FloatProcessor ( size , size ) ;
kernelip . setPixels ( kerneldata ) ;
kernelip . setMinAndMax(0 ,0) ;
kernelimp = new ImagePlus ("Gaussian Blur Kernel" , kernelip ) ;
if (showimages) kernelimp . show() ;
doConvolve(imp , kernelimp , blurreddata ) ;
g else f
blurreddata = ( float [ ] ) imagedata ;
415 g
blurredip = new FloatProcessor (wi , hi ) ;
blurredip . setPixels ( blurreddata ) ;
blurredip . setMinAndMax(0 ,0) ;
blurredimp = new ImagePlus ("Blurred" , blurredip ) ;
if (showimages) blurredimp . show() ;
//                                //
//Rotated by angle given by rotang//
//                                //
425 if ( rotang > 0) f
if ( rotang >180) rotang  = 180;
if ( rotang <=90) f
rotangRadians = Math. toRadians ( rotang ) ;
w = ( int ) Math. c e i l (wiMath. cos ( rotangRadians ) + hiMath. sin ( rotangRadians
) ) ;
h = ( int ) Math. c e i l ( hiMath. cos ( rotangRadians ) + wiMath. sin ( rotangRadians
) ) ;
g else f
rotangRadians = Math. toRadians ( rotang   90) ;
w = ( int ) Math. c e i l ( hiMath. cos ( rotangRadians ) + wiMath. sin ( rotangRadians
) ) ;
h = ( int ) Math. c e i l (wiMath. cos ( rotangRadians ) + hiMath. sin ( rotangRadians
) ) ;
435 g
if (debug==3) IJ . write ("Before oddifying nnw = "+IJ . d2s (w,3)+"nth = "+IJ . d2s (h
,3) ) ;
int tempw = ( int ) Math. floor (w/2) ;
int temph = ( int ) Math. floor (h/2) ;
if (w   2tempw == 0) w += 1;
if (h   2temph == 0) h += 1;
if (debug==3) IJ . write ("After oddifying nnw = "+IJ . d2s (w,3)+"nth = "+IJ . d2s (h
,3) ) ;
xc = (w   wi) /2;
yc = (h   hi ) /2;
if (debug==3) IJ . write ("Rotang degrees "+IJ . d2s ( rotang ,4)+"nnRotang radians "
+IJ . d2s ( rotangRadians ,4)+"nnwi , hi "+IJ . d2s ((double)wi ,0)+" ,"+IJ . d2s ((
double) hi ,0)+"nnw,h "+IJ . d2s ((double)w,0)+" ,"+IJ . d2s ((double)h ,0) ) ;
445 rotip = blurredip . createProcessor (w, h) ;
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rotip . setValue (0.0) ;
rotip . f i l l () ;
rotip . insert ( blurredip , xc , yc) ;
rotip . setInterpolate ( false ) ;
rotip . rotate ( rotang ) ;
g else f
w = wi ;
h = hi ;
rotip = blurredip . duplicate () ;
455 g
rotdata = ( float [ ] ) rotip . getPixels () ;
rotip . setMinAndMax(0 ,0) ;
rotimp = new ImagePlus ("Rotated" , rotip ) ;
if (showimages) rotimp . show() ;
///                                                                           //
//Sample blurred , rotated image at spacing samint , starting from ( xoff , yoff )//
//                                                                           //
int wo = ( int ) Math. ceil (( double )w / samint) ;
465 int ho = ( int ) Math. ceil (( double )h / samint) ;
i f (debug==3) IJ . write ("wo : " + wo + "ntho : " +ho) ;
samBRdata = new float [woho ] ;
i f (samint>1)f
for ( int x=xoff ; x<w; x+=samint)f
for ( int y=yoff ; y<h; y+=samint)f
i f (debug==3) IJ . write ("x : " + x + "nty : " + y + "ntDi : " + IJ . d2s ((
double ) rotdata [ x+wy ]) ) ;
samBRdata [( x xoff )/samint+wo(y yoff )/samint]=rotdata [ x+wy ] ;
475 g
g
g else f
samBRdata = rotdata ;
g
samBRip = new FloatProcessor (wo, ho) ;
samBRip. setPixels (samBRdata) ;
samBRip.setMinAndMax(0 ,0) ;
samBRimp = new ImagePlus(" Blurred Rotated Sampled",samBRip) ;
i f (showimages) samBRimp. show() ;
485
//                                                                             //
//Sample blurred , UNrotated image at spacing samint , starting from ( xoff , yoff )
//
//                                                                             //
int wo2 = ( int ) Math. ceil (( double )wi / samint) ;
int ho2 = ( int ) Math. ceil (( double ) hi / samint) ;
i f (debug==3) IJ . write ("wo : " + wo + "ntho : " +ho) ;
samBdata = new float [wo2ho2 ] ;
i f (samint>1)f
495 for ( int x=xoff ; x<wi ; x+=samint)f
for ( int y=yoff ; y<hi ; y+=samint)f
i f (debug==3) IJ . write ("x : " + x + "nty : " + y + "ntDi : " + IJ . d2s ((
double ) blurreddata [ x+wiy ]) ) ;
samBdata [( x xoff )/samint+wo2(y yoff )/samint]=blurreddata [ x+wiy ] ;
g
g
g else f
samBdata = blurreddata ;
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g
samBip = new FloatProcessor (wo2, ho2) ;
505 samBip . setPixels (samBdata) ;
samBip .setMinAndMax(0 ,0) ;
samBimp = new ImagePlus(" Blurred Sampled",samBip) ;
i f (showimages) samBimp. show() ;
//                                                                   //
//Sample original image at spacing samint , starting from ( xoff , yoff )//
//                                                                   //
samOdata = new float [wo2ho2 ] ;
i f (samint>1)f
515 for ( int x=xoff ; x<wi ; x+=samint)f
for ( int y=yoff ; y<hi ; y+=samint)f
i f (debug==3) IJ . write ("x : " + x + "nty : " + y + "ntDi : " + IJ . d2s ((
double )imagedata [ x+wiy ]) ) ;
samOdata [( x xoff )/samint+wo2(y yoff )/samint]=imagedata [ x+wiy ] ;
g
g
g else f
samOdata = imagedata ;
g
samOip = new FloatProcessor (wo2, ho2) ;
525 samOip. setPixels (samOdata) ;
samOip.setMinAndMax(0 ,0) ;
samOimp = new ImagePlus(" Original Sampled",samOip) ;
i f (showimages) samOimp. show() ;
/
//                                                                           //
//Produce image of the blurred rotated image with same pixel size as original //
//but with data only at the sampled points and zeros inbetween //
//                                                                           //
samBRfulldata = new float [wh ] ;
535 if (samint >1)f
for ( int x=0; x<w; x++)f
for ( int y=0; y<h; y++)f
float temp1 = ( float ) (x xoff )/samint ;
float temp2 = ( float )Math. c e i l (temp1) ;
float temp3 = ( float ) (y yoff )/samint ;
float temp4 = ( float )Math. c e i l (temp3) ;
if (temp1==temp2&&temp3==temp4)f
int xsam = x   xoff ;
int ysam = y   yoff ;
545 samBRfulldata [ x+wy ] = rotdata [ x+wy ] ;
g
g
g
g else f
samBRfulldata = rotdata ;
g
samBRfullip = new FloatProcessor (w,h) ;
samBRfullip . setPixels ( samBRfulldata ) ;
samBRfullip . setMinAndMax(0 ,0) ;
555 samBRfullimp = new ImagePlus ("Blurred Rotated Sampled at Original Dimensions" ,
samBRfullip ) ;
if (showimages) samBRfullimp . show() ;
//samBRfullimp . show() ;
if ( f i r s t ==0) samBRfullis = new ImageStack (w,h) ;
samBRfullis . addSlice ("S: " + IJ . d2s ((double)samint ,0) + " Offset : " +IJ . d2s ((
double) xoff ,0) + " ," + IJ . d2s ((double) yoff ,0) , samBRfullip ) ;
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//           //
//Add in AWGN//
//           //
565 / noiseBRdata = new float [woho ] ;
for ( int i =0; i<samdata . length ; i++) noisedata [ i ] = samdata [ i ] ;
noiseip = new FloatProcessor (wo, ho) ;
noiseip . setPixels ( noisedata ) ;
noiseip . noise ( stdevnoise ) ;
noiseimp = new ImagePlus("Noisy", noiseip ) ;
i f (showimages) noiseimp . show() ;
/
///                     //
575 //Create Flipped Images//
//                     //
flippedBRdata = new float [woho ] ;
for ( int i =0; i<woho ; i++) flippedBRdata [ i ] = samBRdata[woho 1 i ] ;
flippedBRip = new FloatProcessor (wo, ho) ;
flippedBRip . setPixels ( flippedBRdata ) ;
flippedBRip .setMinAndMax(0 ,0) ;
flippedBRimp = new ImagePlus(" Flipped BR", flippedBRip ) ;
i f (showimages) flippedBRimp . show() ;
585 flippedBdata = new float [wo2ho2 ] ;
for ( int i =0; i<wo2ho2 ; i++) flippedBdata [ i ] = samBdata [wo2ho2 1 i ] ;
flippedBip = new FloatProcessor (wo2, ho2) ;
flippedBip . setPixels ( flippedBdata ) ;
flippedBip .setMinAndMax(0 ,0) ;
flippedBimp = new ImagePlus(" Flipped B", flippedBip ) ;
i f (showimages) flippedBimp . show() ;
flippedsamOdata = new float [wo2ho2 ] ;
for ( int i =0; i<wo2ho2 ; i++) flippedsamOdata [ i ] = samOdata [wo2ho2 1 i ] ;
595 flippedsamOip = new FloatProcessor (wo2, ho2) ;
flippedsamOip . setPixels ( flippedsamOdata ) ;
flippedsamOip .setMinAndMax(0 ,0) ;
flippedsamOimp = new ImagePlus(" Flipped Sampled O", flippedsamOip ) ;
i f (showimages) flippedsamOimp . show() ;
/
flippedOdata = new float [ wihi ] ;
for ( int i =0; i<wihi ; i++) flippedOdata [ i ] = imagedata [ wihi 1 i ] ;
flippedOip = new FloatProcessor (wi , hi ) ;
flippedOip . setPixels ( flippedOdata ) ;
605 flippedOip . setMinAndMax(0 ,0) ;
flippedOimp = new ImagePlus ("Flipped Original " , flippedOip ) ;
if (showimages) flippedOimp . show() ;
int index = 0;
///                                            //
// Correlations   Autocorrelation Sampled B & R//
//                                            //
ACdata = new float [woho ] ;
doConvolve(samBRimp, flippedBRimp , ACdata) ;
ImageProcessor ACbip = new FloatProcessor (wo, ho) ;
615 ACbip. setPixels (ACdata) ;
shftx = (wo2   wo) /2;
shfty = (ho2   ho) /2;
ACip = ACbip. createProcessor (wo2, ho2) ;
ACip. setValue (0.0) ;
ACip. f i l l () ;
ACip. insert (ACbip , shftx , shfty ) ;
ACip.setMinAndMax(0 ,0) ;
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ACimp = new ImagePlus(" Autocorrelation ", ACip) ;
625 i f (showimages) ACimp. show() ;
ACMax = ( float )ACip. getMax () ;
xoc = (wo2 1)/2;
yoc = (ho2 1)/2;
ACcval = ( float )ACip. getPixelValue (xoc , yoc) ;
ACEy = 0;
for ( int i =0; i<wo2ho2 ; i++) ACEy += sqr (ACdata[ i ]) ;
ACPCE = sqr (ACMax)/ACEy;
ACPCEc = sqr (ACcval)/ACEy;
635 //IJ . write (" Autocorrelate nn"+IJ . d2s (( double )ACMax,4)+"nn"+IJ . d2s (( double ) sqr (
ACMax) ,4)+"nn"+IJ . d2s (( double )ACEy,4)+"nn"+IJ . d2s (( double )ACPCE,7) ) ;
result [ index++] = ACMax;
result [ index++] = ACcval ;
result [ index++] = ACEy;
result [ index++] = ACPCE;
result [ index++] = ACPCEc;
//                                              //
// Correlations   Crosscorrelation with unrotated//
//                                              //
645 CCunrotdata = new float [woho ] ;
doConvolve(samBRimp, flippedBimp , CCunrotdata) ;
ImageProcessor CCunrotbip = new FloatProcessor (wo, ho) ;
CCunrotbip . setPixels (CCunrotdata) ;
CCunrotip = CCunrotbip . createProcessor (wo2, ho2) ;
CCunrotip . setValue (0.0) ;
CCunrotip . f i l l () ;
CCunrotip . insert (CCunrotbip , shftx , shfty ) ;
CCunrotip .setMinAndMax(0 ,0) ;
655 CCunrotimp = new ImagePlus(" Crosscorrelation with unrotated ", CCunrotip) ;
i f (showimages) CCunrotimp . show() ;
CCunrotMax = ( float )CCunrotip . getMax () ;
CCunrotcval = ( float )CCunrotip . getPixelValue (xoc , yoc) ;
CCunrotEy = 0;
for ( int i =0; i<wo2ho2 ; i++) CCunrotEy += sqr (CCunrotdata [ i ]) ;
CCunrotPCE = sqr (CCunrotMax)/CCunrotEy;
CCunrotPCEc = sqr (CCunrotcval)/CCunrotEy;
//IJ . write (" Crosscorrelate unrotatednn"+IJ . d2s (( double )CCunrotMax,4)+"nn"+IJ .
d2s (( double ) sqr (CCunrotMax) ,4)+"nn"+IJ . d2s (( double )CCunrotEy ,4)+"nn"+IJ .
d2s (( double )CCunrotPCE,7) ) ;
665 result [ index++] = CCunrotMax;
result [ index++] = CCunrotcval ;
result [ index++] = CCunrotEy;
result [ index++] = CCunrotPCE;
result [ index++] = CCunrotPCEc;
//                                                  //
// Correlations   Crosscorrelation with sampled ideal //
//                                                  //
CCsamidealdata = new float [woho ] ;
675 doConvolve(samBRimp, flippedsamOimp , CCsamidealdata) ;
ImageProcessor CCsamidealbip = new FloatProcessor (wo, ho) ;
CCsamidealbip . setPixels (CCsamidealdata) ;
CCsamidealip = CCsamidealbip . createProcessor (wo2, ho2) ;
CCsamidealip . setValue (0.0) ;
CCsamidealip . f i l l () ;
CCsamidealip . insert (CCsamidealbip , shftx , shfty ) ;
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CCsamidealip .setMinAndMax(0 ,0) ;
CCsamidealimp = new ImagePlus(" Crosscorrelation with Sampled Ideal ",
CCsamidealip) ;
685 i f (showimages) CCsamidealimp . show() ;
CCsamidealMax = ( float )CCsamidealip . getMax () ;
CCsamidealcval = ( float )CCsamidealip . getPixelValue (xoc , yoc) ;
CCsamidealEy = 0;
for ( int i =0; i<woho ; i++) CCsamidealEy += sqr (CCsamidealdata [ i ]) ;
CCsamidealPCE = sqr (CCsamidealMax)/CCsamidealEy ;
CCsamidealPCEc = sqr ( CCsamidealcval )/CCsamidealEy ;
//IJ . write (" Crosscorrelate sampled ideal nn"+IJ . d2s (( double )CCsamidealMax ,4)+"n
n"+IJ . d2s (( double ) sqr (CCsamidealMax) ,4)+"nn"+IJ . d2s (( double )CCsamidealEy
,4)+"nn"+IJ . d2s (( double )CCsamidealPCE ,7) ) ;
result [ index++] = CCsamidealMax ;
695 result [ index++] = CCsamidealcval ;
result [ index++] = CCsamidealEy ;
result [ index++] = CCsamidealPCE;
result [ index++] = CCsamidealPCEc;
/
//                                          //
// Correlations   Crosscorrelation with ideal //
//                                          //
CCidealdata = new float [wh ] ;
doConvolve(samBRfullimp , flippedOimp , CCidealdata ) ;
705 ImageProcessor CCidealbip = new FloatProcessor (w,h) ;
CCidealbip . setPixels ( CCidealdata ) ;
shftx = (wi   w) /2;
shfty = ( hi   h) /2;
CCidealip = CCidealbip . createProcessor (wi , hi ) ;
CCidealip . setValue (0.0) ;
CCidealip . f i l l () ;
CCidealip . insert ( CCidealbip , shftx , shfty ) ;
CCidealip . setMinAndMax(0 ,0) ;
715 CCidealimp = new ImagePlus (" Crosscorrelation with ideal " , CCidealip ) ;
if (showimages) CCidealimp . show() ;
//CCidealimp . show() ;
if ( f i r s t ==0) CCis = new ImageStack (wi , hi ) ;
CCis . addSlice ("S: " + IJ . d2s ((double)samint ,0) + " Offset : " +IJ . d2s ((double)
xoff ,0) + " ," + IJ . d2s ((double) yoff ,0) , CCidealip ) ;
CCidealMax = ( float ) CCidealip . getMax() ;
xc = (wi 1)/2;
yc = ( hi  1)/2;
725 CCidealcval = ( float ) CCidealip . getPixelValue (xc , yc) ;
CCidealEy = 0;
for ( int i =0; i<wihi ; i++) CCidealEy += sqr ( CCidealdata [ i ]) ;
CCidealPCE = sqr (CCidealMax)/CCidealEy ;
CCidealPCEc = sqr ( CCidealcval )/CCidealEy ;
//IJ . write (" Crosscorrelate with ideal nn"+IJ . d2s (( double )CCidealMax ,4)+"nn"+IJ .
d2s (( double ) sqr (CCidealMax) ,4)+"nn"+IJ . d2s (( double )CCidealEy ,4)+"nn"+IJ .
d2s (( double )CCidealPCE ,7) ) ;
result [ index++] = CCidealMax ;
result [ index++] = CCidealcval ;
result [ index++] = CCidealEy ;
result [ index++] = CCidealPCE ;
735 result [ index++] = CCidealPCEc ;
//                                 //
//Combine results into single array//
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//                                 //
// results = result ;
return ;
g //End of dofull process routine
745 float [ ] makeKernel( int radius ) f
int size = ( int ) radius 2 1;
float [ ] kernel = new float [( int ) sqr ( size ) ] ;
for ( int i =0; i<size ; i++)f
for ( int j =0; j<size ; j++) f
kernel [ i+size  j ] = ( float )Math. exp(  3.125( sqr ( i+1 radius )+sqr ( j+1 radius )
) /( sqr ( radius ) ) ) ;
if (debug==1) IJ . showMessage(" i : " + i + "nnj : " + j + "nnKernel [ "+(i +
size  j ) +" ] : " + kernel [ i+size  j ]) ;
g
g
if ( kernel . length==1) kernel [0] = 1 f ;
755 return kernel ;
g //End of makeKernel routine
double sqr (double x) freturn xx;g
float sqr ( float x) freturn xx;g
void doConvolve( ImagePlus Iimp , ImagePlus Kimp, float [ ] dataO)f
ImageProcessor Iipi = Iimp . getProcessor () ;
765 ImageProcessor Kipi = Kimp. getProcessor () ;
ImageProcessor Iip = Iipi . convertToFloat () ;
ImageProcessor Kip = Kipi . convertToFloat () ;
int Iw = Iip . getWidth () ;
int Ih = Iip . getHeight () ;
float [ ] dataIin = new float [ IwIh ] ;
dataIin = ( float [ ] ) Iip . getPixels () ;
if (debug==2) for ( int i =0; i<dataIin . length ; i++) IJ . write ( IJ . d2s ((double)
dataIin [ i ]) ) ;
775
int Kw = Kip . getWidth () ;
int Kh = Kip . getHeight () ;
float [ ] dataKin = new float [KwKh] ;
dataKin = ( float [ ] ) Kip . getPixels () ;
if (debug==2) for ( int i =0; i<dataKin . length ; i++) IJ . write ( IJ . d2s ((double)
dataKin [ i ]) ) ;
float scalePSF = 1;
float sum = 0;
for ( int ind = 0; ind < KhKw; ind++)f
785 sum += dataKin [ ind ] ;
g
if (sum != 0) scalePSF /= sum;
if (debug==2) IJ . write ("Sumnt"+IJ . d2s ((double)sum,4)+"ntScalePSFnt"+IJ . d2s ((
double) scalePSF ,4) ) ;
int IwE = expandedSize (Iw) ;
int IhE = expandedSize ( Ih ) ;
int KwE = expandedSize (Kw) ;
int KhE = expandedSize (Kh) ;
795 if (debug==2) IJ . write ("Iwnt"+Iw+"ntIwEnt"+IwE) ;
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if (debug==2) IJ . write ("Ihnt"+Ih+"ntIhEnt"+IhE) ;
if (debug==2) IJ . write ("Kwnt"+ Kw +"ntKwEnt"+KwE) ;
if (debug==2) IJ . write ("Khnt"+Kh+"ntKhEnt"+KhE) ;
//w and h will always be at least 4.
int w = ( int )Math.max(IwE,KwE) ;
int h = ( int )Math.max(IhE ,KhE) ;
if (debug==2) IJ . write ("hnt"+h+"ntwnt"+w) ;
IJ . showStatus ("Creating expanded arrays " + IJ . d2s (( double) i ,0) + "/" + IJ . d2s
((double) totalruns ,0) ) ;
805 float [ ] dataK = new float [wh ] ;
copyDataMask(Kw,Kh, dataKin ,w,h , dataK) ;
// i f (debug==2) for ( int i =0; i<dataK . length ; i++) IJ . write (IJ . d2s (( double )
dataK [ i ]) ) ;
if (debug==2) f
ImageProcessor tempip = new FloatProcessor (w,h) ;
float [ ] temp = new float [wh ] ;
for ( int i =0; i<dataK . length ; i++) temp [ i ] = dataK [ i ] ;
tempip . setPixels (temp) ;
ImagePlus tempimp = new ImagePlus ("Kernel Expanded" ,tempip) ;
tempimp . show() ;
815 g
float [ ] dataI = new float [wh ] ;
copyDataMask(Iw , Ih , dataIin ,w,h , dataI ) ;
// i f (debug==2) for ( int i =0; i<dataI . length ; i++) IJ . write (IJ . d2s (( double )
dataI [ i ]) ) ;
if (debug==2) f
ImageProcessor tempip = new FloatProcessor (w,h) ;
float [ ] temp = new float [wh ] ;
for ( int i =0; i<dataI . length ; i++) temp [ i ]=dataI [ i ] ;
tempip . setPixels (temp) ;
825 ImagePlus tempimp = new ImagePlus ("Image Expanded" ,tempip) ;
tempimp . show() ;
g
IJ . showStatus ("Swapping quadrants of the Kernel " + IJ . d2s (( double) i ,0) + "/"
+ IJ . d2s ((double) totalruns ,0) ) ;
swapQuadrants(w,h , dataK) ;
// i f (debug==2) for ( int i =0; i<dataK . length ; i++) IJ . write (IJ . d2s (( double )
dataK [ i ]) ) ;
if (debug==2) f
ImageProcessor tempip = new FloatProcessor (w,h) ;
float [ ] temp = new float [wh ] ;
835 for ( int i =0; i<dataK . length ; i++) temp [ i ]=dataK [ i ] ;
tempip . setPixels (temp) ;
ImagePlus tempimp = new ImagePlus ("Kernel QsSwapped" ,tempip) ;
tempimp . show() ;
g
//Add extra dimension to images to allow used of convolve3D plugin
int d=1;
float [ ] [ ] dataK2 = new float [d ] [wh ] ;
float [ ] [ ] dataI2 = new float [d ] [wh ] ;
845 for ( int ind = 0; ind < hw; ind++)f
dataK2 [ 0 ] [ ind ] = dataK [ ind ] ;
dataI2 [ 0 ] [ ind ] = dataI [ ind ] ;
g
if (debug==2) f
ImageProcessor tempip = new FloatProcessor (w,h) ;
float [ ] temp = new float [wh ] ;
for ( int i =0; i<dataK2 [ 0 ] . length ; i++) temp [ i ]=dataK2 [ 0 ] [ i ] ;
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tempip . setPixels (temp) ;
ImagePlus tempimp = new ImagePlus ("Kernel 3D" ,tempip) ;
855 tempimp . show() ;
g
if (debug==2) f
ImageProcessor tempip = new FloatProcessor (w,h) ;
float [ ] temp = new float [wh ] ;
for ( int i =0; i<dataI2 [ 0 ] . length ; i++) temp [ i ]=dataI2 [ 0 ] [ i ] ;
tempip . setPixels (temp) ;
ImagePlus tempimp = new ImagePlus ("Image 3D" ,tempip) ;
tempimp . show() ;
g
865
float [ ] [ ] result2 = new float [d ] [wh ] ;
IJ . showStatus ("Transforming Kernel " + IJ . d2s (( double) i ,0) + "/" + IJ . d2s ((
double) totalruns ,0) ) ;
FHT3D(dataK2 ,w,h ,d , false ) ;
IJ . showStatus ("Transforming Image " + IJ . d2s (( double) i ,0) + "/" + IJ . d2s ((
double) totalruns ,0) ) ;
FHT3D( dataI2 ,w,h ,d , false ) ;
IJ . showStatus ("Convolving in frequency domain " + IJ . d2s (( double) i ,0) + "/" +
IJ . d2s ((double) totalruns ,0) ) ;
convolveFD(w,h ,d , dataK2 , dataI2 , result2 ) ;
IJ . showStatus ("Transforming result " + IJ . d2s (( double) i ,0) + "/" + IJ . d2s ((
double) totalruns ,0) ) ;
875 FHT3D( result2 ,w,h ,d , true) ;
if (debug==2) f
ImageProcessor tempip = new FloatProcessor (w,h) ;
float [ ] temp = new float [wh ] ;
for ( int i =0; i<result2 [ 0 ] . length ; i++) temp [ i ]= result2 [ 0 ] [ i ] ;
tempip . setPixels (temp) ;
ImagePlus tempimp = new ImagePlus ("Result2" ,tempip) ;
tempimp . show() ;
g
885 //Remove unnecessary dimension from result
float [ ] result = new float [wh ] ;
for ( int ind = 0; ind < hw; ind++)f
result [ ind ] = result2 [ 0 ] [ ind ] ;
g
if (debug==2) f
ImageProcessor tempip = new FloatProcessor (w,h) ;
float [ ] temp = new float [wh ] ;
for ( int i =0; i<result . length ; i++) temp [ i ]= result [ i ] ;
tempip . setPixels (temp) ;
895 ImagePlus tempimp = new ImagePlus ("Result" ,tempip) ;
tempimp . show() ;
g
//Apply scale factors
if ( scalePSF != 1)f
IJ . showStatus ("Normalizing " + IJ . d2s ((double) i ,0) + "/" + IJ . d2s ((double)
totalruns ,0) ) ;
for ( int ind = 0; ind < hw; ind++)f
result [ ind ] = scalePSF ;
g
905 g
if (debug==2) f
ImageProcessor tempip = new FloatProcessor (w,h) ;
float [ ] temp = new float [wh ] ;
for ( int i =0; i<result . length ; i++) temp [ i ]= result [ i ] ;
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tempip . setPixels (temp) ;
ImagePlus tempimp = new ImagePlus ("Result Scaled" ,tempip) ;
tempimp . show() ;
g
915 //Crop the output to the size of Yin
int jOff = (h   Ih + 1) /2;
int iOff = (w   Iw + 1) /2;
float norm = ( float )Math. sqrt (wh) ;
for ( int j = 0; j < Ih ; j++)f
for ( int i = 0; i < Iw ; i++)f
dataO [ i + Iw j ] = result [ i + iOff + w( j+jOff ) ] ;
g
g
if (debug==2) f
925 ImageProcessor tempip = new FloatProcessor (Iw , Ih ) ;
float [ ] temp = new float [ IwIh ] ;
for ( int i =0; i<dataO . length ; i++) temp [ i ]=dataO [ i ] ;
tempip . setPixels (temp) ;
ImagePlus tempimp = new ImagePlus ("Data Out" ,tempip) ;
tempimp . show() ;
g
return ;
g //End of doConvolve routine
935
void copyDataMask( int w, int h , float [ ] data , int wE, int hE, float [ ] dataE)f
int jOff = (hE   h + 1) /2;
int iOff = (wE   w + 1) /2;
for ( int j = 0; j < h; j++)f
for ( int i = 0; i < w; i++)f
dataE [ i+iOff + wE( j+jOff ) ] = data [ i + w j ] ;
g
g
g //End of copyDataMask routine
945
//A version of mod that is periodic for postive and negative i
int mod( int i , int n)f
return (( i % n) + n) % n;
g //End of mod routine
int expandedSize ( int maxN)f
//Expand this to a power of 2 that is at least 1.5 as large , to avoid wrap
effects
// Start with 4 to avoid apparent normalization problems with n = 2
int iN=4;
955 if (maxN > 1)f
while(iN<1.5  maxN) iN = 2;
g
return iN ;
g //End of expandedSize routine
void swapQuadrants( int w, int h , float [ ] x)f
int k1P ,k2P;
float temp ;
int wHalf = w/2;
965 int hHalf = h/2;
// Shift by half of the grid , less one pixel , in each direction
for ( int k2 = 0; k2 < hHalf ; k2++)f
k2P = k2 + hHalf ;
for ( int k1 = 0; k1 < w; k1++)f
temp = x [ k1 + wk2 ] ;
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x [ k1 + wk2 ] = x [ k1 + wk2P ] ;
x [ k1 + wk2P] = temp ;
g
g
975 for ( int k1 = 0; k1 < wHalf ; k1++)f
k1P = k1 + wHalf ;
for ( int k2 = 0; k2 < h; k2++)f
temp = x [ k1 + wk2 ] ;
x [ k1 + wk2 ] = x [k1P + wk2 ] ;
x [k1P + wk2 ] = temp ;
g
g
g //End of swapQuadrants routine
985 void convolveFD( int w, int h , int d , float [ ] [ ] h1 , float [ ] [ ] h2 , float [ ] [ ] result )f
int k1C,k2C,k3C;
double h2e , h2o ;
for ( int k3 = 0; k3 < d; k3++)f
k3C = (d   k3) % d;
for ( int k2 = 0; k2 < h; k2++)f
k2C = (h   k2) % h;
for ( int k1 = 0; k1 < w; k1++)f
k1C = (w   k1) % w;
h2e = (h2 [ k3 ] [ k1 + wk2 ] + h2 [k3C ] [ k1C + wk2C ]) /2;
995 h2o = (h2 [ k3 ] [ k1 + wk2 ]   h2 [k3C ] [ k1C + wk2C ]) /2;
result [ k3 ] [ k1 + wk2 ] = ( float ) (h1 [ k3 ] [ k1 + wk2 ] h2e + h1 [k3C ] [ k1C + w
k2C] h2o) ;
g
g
g
g //End of convolveFD routine
boolean powerOf2Size ( int w) f
int i =2;
while( i<w) i = 2;
1005 return i==w;
g //End of powerOf2Size routine
void FHT3D( float [ ] [ ] data , int w, int h , int d , boolean inverse ) f
float [ ] sw = new float [w/4];
float [ ] cw = new float [w/4];
float [ ] sh = new float [h /4];
float [ ] ch = new float [h /4];
makeSinCosTables (w,sw ,cw) ;
makeSinCosTables (h , sh , ch) ;
1015 for ( int i = 0; i < d; i++)f
rc2DFHT( data [ i ] , w, h , sw , cw, sh , ch) ;
g
float [ ] u = new float [d ] ;
// i f ( IJ . getNumber("0 for fast , 1 for slow " ,0)==0)f
if ( powerOf2Size (d) )f
float [ ] s = new float [d /4];
float [ ] c = new float [d /4];
makeSinCosTables (d , s , c) ;
for ( int k2 = 0; k2 < h; k2++)f
1025 for ( int k1 = 0; k1 < w; k1++)f
int ind = k1 + k2w;
for ( int k3 = 0; k3 < d; k3++)f
u[ k3 ] = data [ k3 ] [ ind ] ;
g
dfht3 (u , 0 , d , s , c) ;
for ( int k3 = 0; k3 < d; k3++)f
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data [ k3 ] [ ind ] = u[ k3 ] ;
g
g
1035 g
gelsef
float [ ] cas = hartleyCoefs (d) ;
float [ ] work = new float [d ] ;
for ( int k2 = 0; k2 < h; k2++)f
for ( int k1 = 0; k1 < w; k1++)f
int ind = k1 + k2w;
for ( int k3 = 0; k3 < d; k3++)f
u[ k3 ] = data [ k3 ] [ ind ] ;
g
1045 slowHT(u , cas ,d , work) ;
for ( int k3 = 0; k3 < d; k3++)f
data [ k3 ] [ ind ] = u[ k3 ] ;
g
g
g
g
//Convert to actual Hartley transform
float A,B,C,D,E,F,G,H;
int k1C,k2C,k3C;
1055 for ( int k3 = 0; k3 <= d/2; k3++)f
k3C = (d   k3) % d;
for ( int k2 = 0; k2 <= h/2; k2++)f
k2C = (h   k2) % h;
for ( int k1 = 0; k1 <= w/2; k1++)f
k1C = (w   k1) % w;
A = data [ k3 ] [ k1 + wk2C ] ;
B = data [ k3 ] [ k1C + wk2 ] ;
C = data [k3C ] [ k1 + wk2 ] ;
D = data [k3C ] [ k1C + wk2C ] ;
1065 E = data [k3C ] [ k1 + wk2C ] ;
F = data [k3C ] [ k1C + wk2 ] ;
G = data [ k3 ] [ k1 + wk2 ] ;
H = data [ k3 ] [ k1C + wk2C ] ;
data [ k3 ] [ k1 + wk2 ] = (A+B+C D) /2;
data [k3C ] [ k1 + wk2 ] = (E+F+G  H) /2;
data [ k3 ] [ k1 + wk2C] = (G+H+E F) /2;
data [k3C ] [ k1 + wk2C] = (C+D+A B) /2;
data [ k3 ] [ k1C + wk2 ] = (H+G+F E) /2;
data [k3C ] [ k1C + wk2 ] = (D+C+B A) /2;
1075 data [ k3 ] [ k1C + wk2C] = (B+A+D  C) /2;
data [k3C ] [ k1C + wk2C] = (F+E+H G) /2;
g
g
g
if ( inverse )f
// float norm = ( float )Math. sqrt (dhw) ;
float norm = dhw;
for ( int k3 = 0; k3 < d; k3++)f
for ( int k2 = 0; k2 < h; k2++)f
1085 for ( int k1 = 0; k1 < w; k1++)f
data [ k3 ] [ k1 + wk2 ] /= norm;
g
g
g
g
g //End of FHT3D routine
float [ ] hartleyCoefs ( int max)f
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float [ ] cas = new float [maxmax ] ;
1095 int ind = 0;
for ( int n = 0; n < max; n++)f
for ( int k = 0; k < max; k++)f
double arg = (2Math. PIkn)/max;
cas [ ind++] = ( float ) (Math. cos ( arg ) + Math. sin ( arg ) ) ;
g
g
return cas ;
g //End of hartleyCoefs routine
1105 void slowHT( float [ ] u , float [ ] cas , int max, float [ ] work)f
int ind = 0;
for ( int k = 0; k < max; k++)f
float sum = 0;
for ( int n = 0; n < max; n++)f
sum += u[n] cas [ ind++];
g
work [ k ] = sum;
g
for ( int k = 0; k < max; k++)f
1115 u[ k ] = work [ k ] ;
g
g //End of slowHT routine
void makeSinCosTables ( int maxN, float [ ] s , float [ ] c) f
int n = maxN/4;
double theta = 0.0;
double dTheta = 2.0  Math. PI/maxN;
for ( int i =0; i<n; i++) f
c [ i ] = ( float )Math. cos ( theta ) ;
1125 s [ i ] = ( float )Math. sin ( theta ) ;
theta += dTheta ;
g
g //End of makeSinCosTables routine
// Row column Fast Hartley Transform
void rc2DFHT( float [ ] x , int w, int h , float [ ] sw , float [ ] cw, float [ ] sh , float
[ ] ch) f
for ( int row=0; row<h; row++)
dfht3 (x , roww, w, sw , cw) ;
float [ ] temp = new float [h ] ;
1135 for ( int col = 0; col < w; col++)f
for ( int row = 0; row < h; row++)f
temp [ row ] = x [ col + wrow ] ;
g
dfht3 (temp , 0 , h , sh , ch) ;
for ( int row = 0; row < h; row++)f
x [ col + wrow ] = temp [ row ] ;
g
g
g //End of rc2DFHT routine
1145
// An optimized real FHT
void dfht3 ( float [ ] x , int base , int maxN, float [ ] s , float [ ] c) f
int i , stage , gpNum, gpIndex , gpSize , numGps, Nlog2 ;
int bfNum, numBfs ;
int Ad0, Ad1, Ad2, Ad3, Ad4, CSAd;
float rt1 , rt2 , rt3 , rt4 ;
Nlog2 = log2 (maxN) ;
BitRevRArr(x , base , Nlog2 , maxN) ; // bitReverse the input array
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1155 gpSize = 2; // f i r s t & second stages   do radix 4 b u t t e r f l i e s once thru
numGps = maxN / 4;
for (gpNum=0; gpNum<numGps; gpNum++) f
Ad1 = gpNum  4;
Ad2 = Ad1 + 1;
Ad3 = Ad1 + gpSize ;
Ad4 = Ad2 + gpSize ;
rt1 = x [ base+Ad1] + x [ base+Ad2 ] ; // a + b
rt2 = x [ base+Ad1]   x [ base+Ad2 ] ; // a   b
rt3 = x [ base+Ad3] + x [ base+Ad4 ] ; // c + d
1165 rt4 = x [ base+Ad3]   x [ base+Ad4 ] ; // c   d
x [ base+Ad1] = rt1 + rt3 ; // a + b + (c + d)
x [ base+Ad2] = rt2 + rt4 ; // a   b + (c   d)
x [ base+Ad3] = rt1   rt3 ; // a + b   (c + d)
x [ base+Ad4] = rt2   rt4 ; // a   b   (c   d)
g
if (Nlog2 > 2) f
// third + stages computed here
gpSize = 4;
numBfs = 2;
1175 numGps = numGps / 2;
//IJ . write ("FFT: dfht3 "+Nlog2+" "+numGps+" "+numBfs) ;
for ( stage =2; stage<Nlog2 ; stage++) f
for (gpNum=0; gpNum<numGps; gpNum++) f
Ad0 = gpNum  gpSize  2;
Ad1 = Ad0; // 1 st butterfly is different from others   no mults
needed
Ad2 = Ad1 + gpSize ;
Ad3 = Ad1 + gpSize / 2;
Ad4 = Ad3 + gpSize ;
rt1 = x [ base+Ad1 ] ;
1185 x [ base+Ad1] = x [ base+Ad1] + x [ base+Ad2 ] ;
x [ base+Ad2] = rt1   x [ base+Ad2 ] ;
rt1 = x [ base+Ad3 ] ;
x [ base+Ad3] = x [ base+Ad3] + x [ base+Ad4 ] ;
x [ base+Ad4] = rt1   x [ base+Ad4 ] ;
for (bfNum=1; bfNum<numBfs ; bfNum++) f
// subsequent BF' s dealt with together
Ad1 = bfNum + Ad0;
Ad2 = Ad1 + gpSize ;
Ad3 = gpSize   bfNum + Ad0;
1195 Ad4 = Ad3 + gpSize ;
CSAd = bfNum  numGps;
rt1 = x [ base+Ad2]  c [CSAd] + x [ base+Ad4]  s [CSAd] ;
rt2 = x [ base+Ad4]  c [CSAd]   x [ base+Ad2]  s [CSAd] ;
x [ base+Ad2] = x [ base+Ad1]   rt1 ;
x [ base+Ad1] = x [ base+Ad1] + rt1 ;
x [ base+Ad4] = x [ base+Ad3] + rt2 ;
x [ base+Ad3] = x [ base+Ad3]   rt2 ;
1205
g // end bfNum loop
g // end gpNum loop
gpSize = 2;
numBfs = 2;
numGps = numGps / 2;
g // end for a l l stages
g // end i f Nlog2 > 2
g //End of dfht3 routine
1215 int log2 ( int x) f
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int count = 15;
while (! btst (x , count ) )
count  ;
return count ;
g //End of log2 routine
boolean btst ( int x , int bit ) f
// int mask = 1;
return ((x & (1<<bit ) ) != 0) ;
1225 g //End of btst routine
void BitRevRArr( float [ ] x , int base , int bitlen , int maxN) f
int l ;
float [ ] tempArr = new float [maxN] ;
for ( int i =0; i<maxN; i++) f
l = BitRevX ( i , bitlen ) ; // i=1, l =32767, bitlen=15
tempArr [ i ] = x [ base+l ] ;
g
for ( int i =0; i<maxN; i++)
1235 x [ base+i ] = tempArr [ i ] ;
g //End of BitRevRArr routine
int BitRevX( int x , int bitlen ) f
int temp = 0;
for ( int i =0; i<=bitlen ; i++)
if ((x & (1<<i ) ) !=0)
temp j= (1<<(bitlen i  1)) ;
return temp & 0 x0000ffff ;
g //End of BitRevX routine
1245
int bset ( int x , int bit ) f
x j= (1<<bit ) ;
return x ;
g //End of bset routine
ImageStack dosurfaceplot ( ImageStack is ) f
ImageStack stack ;
ImageProcessor ip , plot ;
1255 int i , n;
n = is . getSize () ;
ip = is . getProcessor (1) ;
IJ . showStatus ("Surface Plot : Slice 1/" + n) ;
plot = makeSurfacePlot ( ip ) ;
stack = new ImageStack ( plot . getWidth () , plot . getHeight () ) ;
stack . addSlice ("1" , plot ) ;
for ( i = 2; i <= n; i++) f
1265 ip = is . getProcessor ( i ) ;
IJ . showStatus ("Surface Plot : Slice " + i + "/" + n) ;
plot = makeSurfacePlot ( ip ) ;
stack . addSlice ( IJ . d2s ( i ,0) , plot ) ;
g
return stack ;
g
ImageProcessor makeSurfacePlot ( ImageProcessor ip ) f
1275 ip = ip . duplicate () ;
Rectangle roi = img . getProcessor () . getRoi () ;
ip . setRoi ( roi ) ;
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if (!( ip instanceof ByteProcessor ) ) f
ip . setMinAndMax(img . getProcessor () . getMin () , img . getProcessor () . getMax() ) ;
ip = ip . convertToByte (true) ;
ip . setRoi ( roi ) ;
g
double angle = ( angleInDegrees /360.0) 2.0Math. PI ;
int polygons = ( int ) ( plotWidth ( polygonMultiplier /100.0) /4) ;
1285 if (oneToOne)
polygons = roi . height ;
double xinc = 0.8 plotWidthMath. sin ( angle )/polygons ;
double yinc = 0.8 plotWidthMath. cos ( angle )/polygons ;
IJ . showProgress (0.01) ;
ip . setInterpolate (! oneToOne) ;
ip = ip . resize (plotWidth , polygons ) ;
int width = ip . getWidth () ;
int height = ip . getHeight () ;
double min = ip . getMin () ;
1295 double max = ip . getMax() ;
if ( invertedLut ) ip . invert () ;
if ( whiteBackground ) ip . invert () ;
if (smooth) ip . smooth () ;
x = new int [ width +2];
y = new int [ width +2];
double xstart = 10.0;
if ( xinc <0.0)
1305 xstart += Math. abs ( xinc )polygons ;
ByteProcessor ipProfile =new ByteProcessor (width , ( int )(256+widthyinc2 ) ) ;
ipProfile . setValue (255) ;
ipProfile . f i l l () ;
double ystart = yinc2width ;
int ybase = ( int ) ( ystart +0.5) ;
int windowWidth =(int ) ( plotWidth+polygonsMath. abs ( xinc ) + 20.0) ;
int windowHeight = ( int ) ( ipProfile . getHeight ()+polygonsyinc + 10.0) ;
if (showAxis)f
1315 xstart += 50+20;
ystart += 10;
windowWidth += 60+20;
windowHeight += 20;
p1x = xstart ;
p1y = ystart +255;
p2x = xstart+xincheight ; ;
p2y = p1y+yincheight ;
p3x = p2x+width  1;
p3y = p2y  yinc2width ;
1325 g
if ( showGrayscale ) f
int v ;
int [ ] column = new int [255];
for ( int row=0; row<255; row++) f
if ( whiteBackground )
v = row ;
else
v = 255 row ;
1335 column [ row ] = v ;
g
int base = ipProfile . getHeight ()  255;
for ( int col =0; col<width ; col++) f
ipProfile . putColumn( col , base (int ) ( yinc2 col +0.5) , column , 255) ;
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g
g else f
ipProfile . setValue (254) ;
ipProfile . f i l l () ;
g
1345
ipProfile . snapshot () ;
ImageProcessor ip2 = new ByteProcessor (windowWidth , windowHeight) ;
if ( showGrayscale ) f
ip2 . setColorModel ( ip . getColorModel () ) ;
if ( invertedLut )
ip2 . invertLut () ;
fixLut ( ip2 ) ;
g
1355 if (! blackFill )
ip2 . setValue (255) ;
else
ip2 . setValue (0) ;
ip2 . f i l l () ;
for ( int row=0; row<height ; row++) f
double [ ] profile = ip . getLine (0 , row , width  1, row) ;
clearAboveProfile ( ipProfile , profile , width , yinc2 ) ;
int ixstart = ( int ) ( xstart +0.5) ;
1365 int iystart = ( int ) ( ystart +0.5) ;
ip2 . copyBits ( ipProfile , ixstart , iystart  ybase , Blitter .COPYTRANSPARENT) ;
ipProfile . reset () ;
if (showWireframe) f
ip2 . setValue (0) ;
double ydelta = 0.0;
ip2 .moveTo( ixstart , ( int ) ( ystart +255.5   profile [ 0 ] ) ) ;
for ( int i =1; i<width ; i++) f
1375 ydelta += yinc2 ;
ip2 . lineTo ( ixstart+i , ( int ) ( ystart +255.5 ( profile [ i ]+ydelta ) ) ) ;
g
ip2 . drawLine( ixstart , iystart +255, ixstart + width  1, ( int ) ( ystart+255.5 
ydelta ) ) ;
ip2 . drawLine( ixstart , iystart+255 (int ) ( profile [0]+0.5) , ixstart ,
iystart +255 ) ;
ip2 . drawLine( ixstart+width  1, ( int ) ( ystart+255.5 ydelta ) , ixstart+
width  1, ( int ) ( ystart +255.5 ( profile [ width 1]+ydelta ) ) ) ;
g
xstart += xinc ;
ystart += yinc ;
1385 if (( row%10)==0) IJ . showProgress ((double)row/height ) ;
g
IJ . showProgress (1.0) ;
if ( invertedLut ) f
ip . invert () ;
ip . invertLut () ;
g
if ( whiteBackground )
1395 ip . invert () ;
if (showAxis) f
if (! lut . isGrayscale () && showGrayscale )
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ip2 = ip2 . convertToRGB() ;
drawAndLabelAxis( ip , ip2 , roi ) ;
g
if (img . getStackSize ()==1)
ip2 = trimPlot ( ip2 , ybase ) ;
1405
return ip2 ;
g
void drawAndLabelAxis( ImageProcessor ip , ImageProcessor ip2 , Rectangle roi ) f
if (! blackFill )
ip2 . setColor ( Color . black ) ;
else
ip2 . setColor ( Color . white ) ;
ip2 . setAntialiasedText (true) ;
1415 String s ;
int w, h;
Calibration cal = img . getCalibration () ;
//z axis & label
s = cal . getValueUnit () ;
if ( s . equals ("Gray Value") )
s = "" ;
w = ip2 . getFontMetrics () . stringWidth ( s ) ;
drawAxis( ip2 , ( int ) p1x , ( int ) p1y 255, ( int ) p1x , ( int ) p1y , s , 10 ,  1, 0 ,
1) ;
1425 double min , max;
if (img . getBitDepth ()==8) f
min = 0;
max = 255;
g else f
min = img . getProcessor () . getMin () ;
max = img . getProcessor () . getMax() ;
g
//IJ . log ("") ;
//IJ . log (min+" "+max+" "+cal . getCValue (( int )min)+" "+cal . getCValue (( int )max
)) ;
1435 //ip2 . putPixelValue (0 ,0 ,0) ;
//boolean zeroIsBlack
//IJ . log ( ip2 . getPixelValue(+" "+max+" "+cal . getCValue (( int )min)+" "+cal .
getCValue (( int )max)) ;
if ( cal . calibrated () ) f
min = cal . getCValue (( int )min) ;
max = cal . getCValue (( int )max) ;
g
// i f ( invertedPixelValues )
// fdouble t=max; max=min; min=t ;g
ip2 . setAntialiasedText (true) ;
1445 s = String . valueOf ( (double) Math. round(max10) /10) ;
w = ip . getFontMetrics () . stringWidth ( s ) ;
h = ip . getFontMetrics () . getHeight () ;
ip2 . drawString (s , ( int ) p1x 15 w, ( int ) p1y 255 +h/2) ; //ybase+5+h+(int (
yinc2/xinc 10)) ;
s = String . valueOf ( (double) Math. round(min10) /10) ;
w = ip2 . getFontMetrics () . stringWidth ( s ) ;
ip2 . drawString (s , ( int ) p1x 15 w, ( int ) p1y +h/2) ;
//x axis
s = (double) Math. round( roi . height cal . pixelHeight 10)/10+" "+cal . getUnits () ;
1455 w = ip2 . getFontMetrics () . stringWidth ( s ) ;
drawAxis( ip2 , ( int ) p1x , ( int ) p1y , ( int ) p2x , ( int ) p2y , s , 10 ,  1, 1 , 1) ;
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//y axis
s = (double) Math. round( roi . width cal . pixelWidth 10)/10+" "+cal . getUnits () ;
w = ip2 . getFontMetrics () . stringWidth ( s ) ;
//drawAxis(ip2 , ( int ) p2x , ( int ) p2y , ( int ) p3x , ( int ) p3y , s , 10, 1 , 1,  1);
drawAxis( ip2 , ( int ) p2x , ( int ) p2y , ( int ) p3x , ( int ) p3y , s , 10 , 1 ,  1, 1) ;
g
1465
void drawAxis( ImageProcessor ip , int x1 , int y1 , int x2 , int y2 , String label ,
int offset , int offsetXDirection , int offsetYDirection , int labelSide )f
if ( blackFill )
ip . setColor ( Color . white ) ;
else
ip . setColor ( Color . black ) ;
double m =  (double) (y2 y1) /(double) (x2 x1) ;
if (m==0)
1475 m=.0001;
double mTangent =  1/m;
double theta = Math. atan (mTangent) ;
int dy =  offsetXDirection  ( int ) ( 7Math. sin ( theta ) ) ;
int dx =  offsetXDirection  ( int ) ( 7Math. cos ( theta ) ) ;
x1 += offsetXDirection  ( int ) ( offset Math. cos ( theta ) ) ;
x2 += offsetXDirection  ( int ) ( offset Math. cos ( theta ) ) ;
1485 y1 += offsetYDirection  ( int ) ( offset Math. sin ( theta ) ) ;
y2 += offsetYDirection  ( int ) ( offset Math. sin ( theta ) ) ;
ip . drawLine(x1 , y1 , x2 , y2) ;
ip . drawLine(x1 , y1 , x1+dx , y1 dy) ;
ip . drawLine(x2 , y2 , x2+dx , y2 dy) ;
ImageProcessor ipText = drawString ( ip , label , ( int ) (Math. atan (m)/2/Math. PI
360) ) ;
if ( blackFill )
ipText . invert () ;
1495
Blitter b;
if ( ip instanceof ByteProcessor )
b = new ByteBlitter (( ByteProcessor ) ip ) ;
else
b = new ColorBlitter (( ColorProcessor ) ip ) ;
Color c = blackFill ?Color . black : Color . white ;
b. setTransparentColor (c) ;
int xloc = (x1+x2)/2 ipText . getWidth () /2 + offsetXDirection  labelSide ( int )
(15Math. cos ( theta ) ) ;
int yloc = (y1+y2)/2 ipText . getHeight () /2 + offsetYDirection  labelSide ( int )
(15Math. sin ( theta ) ) ;
1505 b. copyBits ( ipText , xloc , yloc , Blitter .COPY TRANSPARENT) ;
return ;
g
ImageProcessor drawString ( ImageProcessor ip , String s , int a)f
int w = ip . getFontMetrics () . stringWidth ( s ) ;
int h = ip . getFontMetrics () . getHeight () ;
int ipW, ipH ;
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1515 double r = Math. sqrt ( (w/2) (w/2) + (h/2) (h/2) ) ;
double aR = (a/360.0) 2.0Math. PI ;
double aBaseR = Math. acos ( (w/2)/r ) ;
ipW = ( int ) Math. abs ( rMath. cos (aBaseR+aR) ) ;
ipH = ( int ) Math. abs ( rMath. sin (aBaseR+aR) ) ;
if (( int ) Math. abs ( rMath. cos( aBaseR+aR) )>ipW)
ipW = ( int ) Math. abs ( rMath. cos( aBaseR+aR) ) ;
if (( int ) Math. abs ( rMath. sin( aBaseR+aR) )>ipH)
1525 ipH = ( int ) Math. abs ( rMath. sin( aBaseR+aR) ) ;
ipW = 2;
ipH = 2;
int tW = w;
if (ipW>w)
tW = ipW;
ImageProcessor ipText = new ByteProcessor (tW, ipH) ;
ipText . setColor ( Color . white ) ;
1535 ipText . f i l l () ;
ipText . setColor ( Color . black ) ;
ipText . setAntialiasedText (true) ;
ipText . drawString (s , tW/2 w/2 , ipH/2+h/2) ;
ipText . setInterpolate (true) ;
ipText . rotate( a) ;
ipText . setRoi (tW/2 ipW/2 , 0 , ipW, ipH) ;
ipText = ipText . crop () ;
//new ImagePlus(" test ", ipText ) . show() ;
1545 //ip . copyBits ( ipText , x , y , Blitter .COPY TRANSPARENT) ;
return ipText ;
g
void clearAboveProfile ( ImageProcessor ipProfile , double [ ] profile , int width ,
double yinc2 ) f
byte [ ] pixels = (byte [ ] ) ipProfile . getPixels () ;
double ydelta = 0.0;
int height = ipProfile . getHeight () ;
for ( int x=0; x<width ; x++) f
1555 ydelta += yinc2 ;
int top = height   ( int ) ( profile [ x]+ydelta ) ;
for ( int y=0,index=x ; y<top ; y++, index+=width )
pixels [ index ] = (byte) 255;
g
g
ImageProcessor trimPlot ( ImageProcessor plot , int maxTrim) f
int background = plot . getPixel (0 , 0) ;
int width = plot . getWidth () ;
1565 int height = plot . getHeight () ;
int trim = maxTrim 5;
a : for ( int y=0; y<(maxTrim 5) ; y++)
for ( int x=0; x<width ; x++)
if ( plot . getPixel (x , y)!=background )
ftrim = y 5; break a ;g
if ( trim >10) f
plot . setRoi (0 , trim , width , height trim ) ;
plot = plot . crop () ;
g
1575 return plot ;
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g
void fixLut ( ImageProcessor ip ) f
if (! lut . isGrayscale () && lut . getMapSize () == 256)f
for ( int y=0;y<ip . getHeight () ; y++)f
for ( int x=0;x<ip . getWidth () ; x++)f
if ( ip . getPixelValue (x , y)==0)f
1585 ip . putPixelValue (x , y , 1) ;
gelse if ( ip . getPixelValue (x , y)==255)f
ip . putPixelValue (x , y , 254) ;
g
g
g
byte [ ] rLUT = lut . getReds () ; //new byte [256];
byte [ ] gLUT = lut . getGreens () ; //new byte [256];
1595 byte [ ] bLUT = lut . getBlues () ; //new byte [256];
rLUT[0] = (byte) 0;
gLUT[0] = (byte) 0;
bLUT[0] = (byte) 0;
rLUT[255] = (byte) 255;
gLUT[255] = (byte) 255;
bLUT[255] = (byte) 255;
ip . setColorModel (new IndexColorModel (8 , 256 , rLUT, gLUT, bLUT) ) ;
1605
g
g
g
206B Aligning to Topographical Markers
In micro-machined wafers it is common to use anisotropic etches to form three-dimensional
structures on the wafer surface. It is desirable to be able to create alignment markers
concurrently with other structures to reduce the cost and complexity of the fabrica-
tion process however the anisotropic etch process by its very nature does not produce
sharp steps in the substrate. Instead the etch process produces sloped edges from the
fast etching planes. These planes combine to produce inverted pyramids when the four
planes terminate against each other. If the etch is stopped before the fast etching planes
have terminated then truncated pyramids are formed. Interestingly the intensity of the
backscattered electron (BSE) image of these markers is closely related to the topography
of the silicon. While this does provide a usable amount of contrast in the BSE images
the line scan techniques previously described in section 2.2.2 are inadequate to nd the
edges of these markers.
An example of a backscattered electron image of such a marker is shown in g-
ure B.1(a) from this and the surface plot of gure B.1(b) it is very clear to see the link
between the marker topography and the detected intensity in the BSE image. There are
signicant properties of the etch process which can be exploited to aid in the locating
of the centre of the marker within the image. The angles of the sloped edges around
the marker are very well dened by the crystal structure of the substrate furthermore
the etch process naturally forms a symmetrical structure. Knowing that the underlying
silicon structure has this symmetry and that the BSE signal reects this geometry the
207Aligning to Topographical Markers
(a) Backscattered electron image of
etched marker.
(b) Surface plot of marker image.
Figure B.1: Anisotropically etched topographical marker BSE image and the surface plot
of that image showing the relation to the topography of the marker.
centre of the structure can be deduced from an acquired BSE image.
Figure B.2 shows the marker image with one grey level highlighted. By averaging the
x and the y positions of all the highlighted pixels an estimate of the markers centre is
gained. Repeating this over all the levels in the sloped edges of the marker and nally
averaging all these results gives a precise measure of the centre of the marker. The
accuracy of this method depends on the number of pixels across each edge and in the
number of levels that span the sloped edge, but an alignment accuracy of 50nm can be
achieved. Although this is not superb, it is a vast improvement over the conventional
line scanning methods which are often incapable of nding such markers.
208Aligning to Topographical Markers
Figure B.2: Topographical marker with pixels from one grey level on the sloped edge of
the marker highlighted.
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Abstract
This paper examines the desirable properties of marker patterns for use in correlation-based alignment systems and demonstrates
alignment accuracies of better than 1 nm. A framework for evaluating di erent classes of marker patterns has been developed and a ﬁg-
ure of merit for marker patterns used in correlation-based alignment has been deﬁned. We show that Penrose tilings have many desirable
properties for correlation-based alignment. An alignment system based on correlation and using marker patterns derived from Penrose
tilings has been developed and implemented on a commercial Vistec VB6 UHR EWF electron beam lithography tool. A new method of
measuring alignment at the sub-nm level using overlaid gratings and a Fourier Transform based analysis scheme is introduced.
  2008 Elsevier B.V. All rights reserved.
Keywords: Electron beam lithography; Alignment; Correlation; Penrose tilings
1. Introduction
The accuracy of current methods of alignment has lim-
ited the use of lithographic techniques in the fabrication
of some of the smallest devices, notably nanogaps [1]. Pre-
vious work has shown that alignment algorithms based on
the process of correlation signiﬁcantly improve the attain-
able accuracy [2] and that sub-pixel accuracy is achievable
[3]. Although previous work [4,5] has shown that the mar-
ker pattern used is an important factor a ecting the accu-
racy of correlation-based alignment the optimum design
has not been investigated.
2. Marker patterns
For correlation-based alignment, the important feature
of a marker pattern is a sharply peaked autocorrelation,
the correlation of a function with itself. The sharpness of
the autocorrelation peak represents its sensitivity to small
positional shifts and hence the accuracy.
Several ﬁgures of merit have been deﬁned for peak
sharpness of autocorrelations [6], but the most applicable
is the peak-to-correlation energy ratio PCE. This quantiﬁes
the sharpness as the ratio of the energy contained in the
central pixel of the autocorrelation to the total energy in
the correlation plane.
The best alignment would result from an autocorrela-
tion that could be approximated by a 2D d-function, i.e.
PCE = 1. Using the Wiener–Khintchine theorem, that
states that the autocorrelation of a function and the func-
tion’s power spectral density are a Fourier transform pair
[7], implies that good patterns should have a uniform sam-
pling of frequency space. Thus the ideal shape is a perfectly
aperiodic pattern, with a good sampling of spatial
frequencies.
One good class of patterns are Penrose tilings [8]
which are tilings based on only two fundamental tiles
that can be used to perfectly cover an inﬁnite plane ape-
riodically. The autocorrelations of Penrose patterns have
subsidiary peaks around the central maxima but, since
the Penrose pattern will be used to pull-in from an
already good alignment, this limitation is traded for their
superior peak sharpness.
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Penrose patterns also exhibit a lack of coherence with a
rectangular pixel array. This is advantageous since no mat-
ter where the pattern is sampled, small shifts in sampling
position always produce signiﬁcant changes in the sampled
result. Whereas, patterns that have some coherence with a
rectangular sampling grid, or some ‘grid degeneracy’ have
areas where small shifts in sampling position produces
no, or insigniﬁcant, changes in the result.
The grid degeneracy e ects are most evident when
undersampling the pattern. The tolerance of Penrose pat-
terns to undersampling along with the linear nature of
the correlation process allows interrogation area to be
traded with beam current to maintain a good signal-to-
noise ratio. For example, by exposing a larger area with
a lower beam current we can collect enough information
to locate the marker but not expose the surrounding resist.
This yields a reduction in errors during multi-stage
alignments.
Penrose patterns also exhibit approximately 50% ﬁll,
and are composed of many similarly sized primitive ele-
ments, maximising high spatial frequency components
while maintaining compatibility with fabrication limits,
making them an ideal choice for markers.
3. Implementation
To implement the method of alignment described, Pen-
rose marker patterns have been fabricated from Ti/Au by
lift-o  on silicon wafers. Software has been developed
and incorporated into the operation of a Vistec VB6
UHR EWF electron beam lithography tool to perform
marker searches. The software controls the machine to col-
lect a backscattered electron image of the marker and per-
forms the correlation of this image with a previously
collected reference image. The peak of the correlation is
then least-squares ﬁtted to a 2D Gaussian function using
the Levenberg–Marquadt algorithm [9] to allow the marker
o set to be calculated with sub-pixel precision.
Measurements were performed to compare the accuracy
of the correlation method with the conventional mark
locate method. A pair of Penrose markers and a pair of
standard markers were used and on each iteration a mea-
sure of the separation between each pair of markers was
obtained by doing marker searches. This allowed system-
atic errors common to both pairs to be eliminated, in par-
ticular it allowed the stage drift to be removed from the
data. This leaves a measure of the inaccuracies of locating
the marker, including the inaccuracies of the algorithm
used. The graph in Fig. 1 show the results of this compar-
ison for the x-direction. Similar results (not shown) were
obtained for the y-direction. The r values quoted on the
graph gives the standard deviation of each of the curves
and since the curves only vary with errors in the algorithm
this gives a measure of the attainable accuracy of the cor-
relation and conventional mark locate routines. In compar-
ison with the mark locate results the correlation algorithm
produces around ten times better accuracy, having a com-
bined r value for both x- and y-directions of 0.95 nm com-
pared with 11 nm.
3.1. Metrology
The need to be able to measure alignment accuracy to
this level of precision posses signiﬁcant problems. We pro-
pose the use of overlaid gratings, where the ﬁrst half-grat-
ing of period 2
f is written, then the second half-grating also
of period 2
f is written o set by 1
f from the ﬁrst, to give an
overall grating of period 1
f. When the two halves of the
grating are perfectly aligned a Fourier analysis of the grat-
ing shows that only the fundamental frequency, f, is present
in the power spectrum. However, any misalignment
between the ﬁrst and the second half of the grating results
in a component at the half-frequency,
f
2 and, as shown in
Fig. 1. Comparison between the drift variations of the mark locate and
correlation-based methods in the x-direction, showing an estimate of the
attainable accuracy with both methods and the 10-fold increase in
accuracy with the correlation-based method.
Fig. 2. Fourier analysis of an overlaid grating showing that the amplitude
of the
f
2 component in the power spectrum is directly proportional to the
misalignment between the two halves of the grating.
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Fig. 2, the amplitude of the
f
2 component is directly propor-
tional to the misalignment.
Writing gratings with a range of deliberate misalign-
ments, analysing each grating, and plotting the magnitude
of the
f
2 peak against the deliberate o set gives a ‘V’-shaped
curve that can be used to measure the misalignment.
Gratings (100 nm period) have been written in HSQ in
this fashion, imaged in an Hitachi S4700 SEM, then ana-
lysed. The resulting plot of half-frequency amplitude
against induced o set is shown in Fig. 3. A least-squares
ﬁtting has been performed on this data to a model of two
straight lines with common slope and from their intercept
the misalignment is measured to be 0.63 nm.
4. Conclusions
Correlation-based alignment provides ﬂexibility over
conventional alignment methods allowing various marker
patterns to be used. Penrose patterns demonstrate many
desirable properties for marker patterns in correlation-
based alignment. Their compatibility with fabrication
techniques, signiﬁcant high spatial frequency content and
tolerance of rectangular sampling make them ideal patterns
for alignment markers. Overlaid gratings with Fourier
transform analysis provide a means to measure alignment
at the sub-nm level. Alignment algorithms based on
correlation and using Penrose patterns have been used to
perform alignments with a measured accuracy of 0.63 nm.
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abstract
Correlation-based alignment is an alternative alignment method for electron beam lithography. Using
complex marker patterns, such as Penrose patterns, which contain more positional information, greater
alignment accuracy can be achieved. Correlation-based alignment with Penrose patterns is less suscep-
tible to marker edge defects, such as rat bites, roughness and ﬂagging, since many more edges contribute
to determining the marker position. There are however other defects associated with fabricating markers
and this paper investigates how defects that result in parts of the pattern being omitted or obscured
affect the correlation process when using Penrose pattern markers. We show that in both cases severely
damaged markers can be used successfully and demonstrate fabricated structures with sub-5 nm align-
ment using markers with up to 80% of the marker pattern missing.
  2008 Elsevier B.V. All rights reserved.
1. Introduction
Correlation is an image processing technique which has previ-
ously been used as an alignment method for electron beam lithog-
raphy (ebeam) [1]. It has been shown to provide substantial
improvements to the attainable accuracy with the scale of this gain
governed by the choice of marker pattern [2–4]. Previous work [5]
showed that Penrose patterns have numerous features that make
them ideal patterns for markers and demonstrated that correla-
tion-based alignment with Penrose patterns could be used to fab-
ricate structures with sub-nm alignment accuracy. Software to
perform correlation-based marker searches has been written and
fully incorporated into the control software for both a Vistec VB6
UHR EWF and a Vistec EBPG5000+ ES HR which were used
throughout this work.
1.1. Penrose patterns
Penrose patterns are inﬁnite aperiodic tilings of the 2D plane
formed from two fundamental shapes. They have a ﬁve fold rota-
tional symmetry and crucially any region of the pattern is transla-
tionally unique within a given area. They are formed from many
similarly sized elements and exhibit  50% ﬁll which maximises
the number of edges within the pattern. Finally, since the funda-
mental elements are triangular and rhombic the pattern is incoher-
ent with a rectangular sampling grid such that very small changes
in sampling position always provide signiﬁcant changes in the de-
tected pattern and hence sensitivity to misalignment is relatively
uniform. A potential disadvantage to the use of Penrose patterns
as alignment marks is the complexity of fabrication. The marker
ideally consist of many elements fabricated near to the resolution
limit of the process used. It is not immediately clear how errors in
the reproduction of the markers would affect the alignment accu-
racy. Traditional ebeam alignment using uniformly ﬁlled polygonal
markers is highly susceptible to edge defects such as rat bites,
roughness and ﬂagging. In correlation-based alignment of Penrose
pattern markers, there is expected to be less susceptibility to these
edge effects since many more edges contribute to determining the
marker position. There are other defects associated with fabricat-
ing marker patterns and this paper investigates how two types of
defects affect the mark location process.
2. Marker defects
2.1. Additive defects
Penrose marker patterns with segments deliberately obscured
have been fabricated on blank silicon wafers using standard resist
bi-layers by ebeam in a Vistec VB6 UHR EWF and transferred to Ti/
Au by lift-off. The patterns have additional defects that range in
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size, from 10 nm to 600 nm and in density from 1 to 10 defects per
lm
2. Since these defects are part of the pattern ﬁle used to deﬁne
the markers they are created in the same layer of metal. Therefore
they have the same contrast and completely replace that section of
the marker. Fig. 1 shows a range of markers with (a) varying den-
sity of defects and (b) varying size of defects.
2.2. Subtractive defects
A second set of marker patterns were created with sections of
the pattern removed. Varying the dose used during the ebeam
exposure of the markers, two effects on the markers were ob-
served. As the dose decreased from the ideal dose-to-size for the
patterns, the size of the individual elements within the pattern re-
duces. Further reduction of the dose caused elements of the pattern
to be omitted until at the lowest doses none of the marker pattern
was transferred into the lifted-off metal. This range is shown in
Fig. 2.
Each of the marker patterns was written by alignment to four
good Penrose markers around the corners of the written area. This
allowed them to be created at a known and well-deﬁned position.
To investigate how well the markers could be used for alignment
an additional alignment step was performed with the good Penrose
markers, but rather than exposing a pattern an image was collected
at the exact centre of the damaged marker pattern. Correlating this
collected image against the pre-deﬁned reference image allows us
to get a measure of the error in the marker search induced by the
damage to the marker pattern. Repeating this process at several
markers of each type of damage allows us to measure the variation
in the marker searches and hence to determine the achievable
alignment accuracy from the standard deviation of the marker
searches.
3. Results and discussion
The performance of the different types of damaged markers has
been investigated as described above. For the additive defects the
imaging was performed in a Vistec EBPG5000+ ES HR and the re-
sults are shown in Fig. 3. Part (a) shows the effect that increasing
the density of defects has on the accuracy with which the marker
searches can be performed. It is clear to see that as the density in-
creases so too does the standard deviation of the marker searches
and therefore the accuracy of any alignment would decrease. It is
interesting to note that the error only increases by  1.5 nm as
the density changes across the full range illustrated in Fig. 1a,
and even in the worst-case is still less than 3 nm.
Fig. 1. Examples of the fabricated Penrose markers with added defects ranging in
(a) density and (b) size.
Fig. 2. Examples of the Penrose markers fabricated by varying the exposure dose
demonstrating the changing size of and the omission of pattern elements as the
dose reduces. Each marker in the range was numbered corresponding to the dose
used and these will be referred to later.
Fig. 3. Standard deviation of marker searches as (a) the number of, and, (b) the size
of, the additional defects within the marker area is varied.
Fig. 4. Standard deviation of marker searches for the incomplete markers. Marker
completeness is proportional to marker number with 0 being nothing to 24 being
perfect.
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In Fig. 3b the standard deviation of marker searches is plotted as
the size of the additional defects is increased from 10 nm to
600 nm. Again as the defect size increases it is not too surprising
that the accuracy should reduce however it is interesting that the
measured standard deviation remains consistent at about 1.5 nm
until the defects reach 100 nm in size and then there is a large
change in the measured accuracy. Again the increase is only about
2.5 nm for the worst-case of 600 nm defects and the marker search
accuracy is still better than 5 nm.
The marker patterns with missing elements were imaged in a
Vistec VB6 UHR EWF and we see a similar trend with more dam-
aged markers producing larger errors and less accurate alignment.
Fig. 4 shows the standard deviation of the marker search results for
this type of markers. The marker numbers on the x-axis correspond
with those shown previously on the marker images in Fig. 2. It is
interesting to see that the marker search standard deviation re-
mains roughly constant while there is still something of the marker
present. However once the image becomes blank the marker
search results essentially become random and there would be no
alignment possible.
To prove that these marker search results equate to real align-
ment performance we have used sets of the underexposed markers
to align and fabricate 1 nm scale Vernier structures in two halves,
as a measure of the alignment possible. Four examples are shown
in Fig. 5, the ﬁrst (a) with a perfect marker, (b) with a good Penrose
marker, the third (c) with the most damaged marker that still pro-
duced a sensible alignment, and lastly (d) with one of the markers
that gave unaligned results in the marker searches. These results
conﬁrm that structures with sub-5 nm positional errors can be fab-
ricated by aligning to these heavily damaged Penrose markers.
4. Conclusions
We have shown the high robustness of correlation-based align-
ment with Penrose patterns to two signiﬁcant types of marker
damage. With additional defects replacing signiﬁcant parts of the
pattern we have shown that marker searches with a standard devi-
ation of well below 5 nm can repeatability be performed. When
sections of the Penrose marker pattern are removed through
underexposure we again demonstrate the high robustness of the
correlation algorithm, showing sub-5 nm marker searches. Finally,
fabricating aligned Vernier structures with alignment errors of less
than 5 nm have been created showing the real alignment perfor-
mance of damaged Penrose markers.
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